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Majors stockpile to

GT0 wins

G

Summer
meet Yule demand
allow plenty of leeway for new
by CHRIS WHITE
releases and rush-releases now.
FIRM PRECAUTIONS have been
taken by most of Jic major record
One company in particular, EMI,
manufactured an extra four million
companies to avdid the risk of
running out of wg-selling albums
albums during the summer period.
stock during the Christmas period.
Last year dealers had complained of
Anxious to avoid i repetition of last
late deliveries of some of the
company's best-selling albums over
year's experiences, when many
the Christmas period. Among the
dealers had difficulty in obtaining
title^Vwhich ran into stock problems
certain chart qflbums, companies
were Uueen's A Day At The Races
have used the/traditionally quiet
summer montns to manufacture
and tlAtriple-album set, Wings Over
extra slock of latalogue sellers, to
America,. This Christmas the
companyCs best-sellers are expected
to include. LPs by Diana Ross and
Response to^ The Suprdmes, Cliff Richard, Joe
Loss and \the Black and White
Minstrels, aijd again Queen.
Forum prompts
Leslie Hill, EMI Records managing
director, admitted that the four
million extra pressings — including
1978 Plans
250,000 units of Pink Floyd's Dark
THE THIRD Music Week
Side Of The Moon — were partly a
Broadcasting Forum attracted the
precaution to ease the company's
largest attendance so far, with 140
stock situation over Christmas and
registrations for the three-day
the New Year.
programme at St. Helier, Jersey.
"These summer pressings mean
Problems — such as last-minute
that we needn't be sidetracked now
cancellations from a few speakers,
— for instance the 250,000 Pink
bad weather which hampered travel
Floyd pressings should see us right
to and from the island — were
through the Christmas period. What
overcome to a point where general
we did do in fact was go right
agreement among those present was
through the catalogue and choose
that a good working forum had
those big-sellers where there might
evolved.
have been stock problems. We hope
Plans are already under
to extend the experiment next year
consideration for the 1978 forum,
and bring in some of the lower sales
which will incorporate subject
items as well," he said.
matter and forms of discussion .
Hill added that EMI was looking
suggested by the 1977 participants.
TO PAGE4
(Forum account — pp8 to 18).

Lyttleton, who has battled
through the courts and in
Parliament for constitutional
changes and investigation of loans to
PRS executive officers, criticised the
voting changes on the grounds that
control of the society remained in
the hands of the full members.
At the meeting in Queen Elizabeth
Hall, he claimed that with the extra
weight given to full members in a
poll, 13 percent of the membership
of the society still controlled 80
percent of the votes.
Later, Donald Mitchell, a PRS
council member said a record of the
meeting should be sent to Clement
TO PAGE 4

its case
TO HAS won its High Court battle
release the Donna Summer
reatest Hits album. Its right to do
was challenged by Casablanca,
llowing the label's licensing deal
th Pye as a result of which GTO
lo*>t the artist's new product but
ained certain catalogue rights,
n the High Court on November
asablanca gained an injunction
inst GTO preventing the record
m being released. GTO
lounced its intention of
apjealing, but following behind-thetes negotiations, Mr. Justice
ilding was told last Friday that
action had been settled and the
nclion discharged,
erms of the settlement were not
dosed in court, but a
tributory factor was an
emenl by GTO to pay
ablanca an additional royalty,
man Stollman, senior director of
S, commented: "Because of the
nged circumstances between now
the original deal it was thought
aapropriaie to pay Casablanca extra
oney."
He said that it was the concern of
bth companies to see that the artist
as properly presented and that
here should not be too much
product available simultaneously.
But the Greatest Hits release had
become "imperative" as a result of a
flood of Dutch imports which had
been hitting the country, though
with a different track listing.
One of the titles not listed on the
Dutch Greatest Hits version . is
Love's Unkind, Donna Summer's
new GTO single, which on its initial
TO PAGE 4
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FROM THE outer space of Curzon Street, the RCA intergalactic promotion
team descended upon unuspecting djs with copies of Meco's album, Music
Inspired By Star Wars. Seen taking delivery of his copy is Paul Gambaccini
(easily distinguishable because of his outrageous earthling clothes). Paying
court to the Ruler of Airwaves are (back row), Lorraine Lewis, John Lloyd,
Greg Lynn — Front row — Sally Ormsby, Barry Qpx and Sally deKeyser.
PRS vote changes not
enough, says Lyttleton
by JOHN HAY WARD
PERFORMING RIGHT Society
reform campaigner Trevor Lyttleton
ran into heavy flak at an
extraordinary general meeting of the
Society on Thursday when changes
in theconstitution were debated.
The changes, unanimously
approved at the meeting, will mean
that associate members of the PRS
will have a vote for, the first time,
although full members and high
earners will be given extra votes in
polls on important matters.

Pakt beats studio-to-store record
N/f
I I U III IViliin W III irr—PaET in i
'm frnln and TnhnMarble Arch store at 5 pm, just 19
Porter — recorded direct on to disc.
5^ in the next edition of the
hours after ihti band had
Completing both sides ahead of
Guinness Book Of Records after
commenced recording. Tim
schedule, the finished cuts were put
recording, cutting, pressing and
Stratton-Clark of Virgin invited the
aboard a fast Ford Granada which
distributing what is claimed to be the
band in for an autograph-signing
left St. Anne's Court in the heart of
fastest rock album of all time.
session at the shop to round off the
Soho for the midnight race to
The super-fast production job
day. The record's progress had been
Leicester's Gedmal company where
began at 10 pm on Saturday (26)
monitored every two hours by
a negative stamper was made.
when the band went into Trident
Capital Radio.
From Leicester the car sped back
Studies to cut two 17-minute 'live'
The group came up with the
to Island's West Drayton pressing
sides. It ended 19 hours later at 5pm
record-breaking idea itself " after
plant where a positive stamper was
the following afternoon when the
disillusionment with the current fad
made by 11 am and a numbered
first copies were on sale at Virgin's
limited edition of 1,000 albums run
for spending months in the studio.
Marble Arch store.
Said rhythm guitarist John
off the presses.
In between came a series of splitWalker: "The first lime we went
After allowing time for the hot
second operations which made sure
into the studio, we laid down 13
vinyl to cool, the finished LPs were
the album — entitled Needletime
packaged in cardboard 'Pentolopcs'
tracks in one night. It was a little
(1 LPS 9515) — hit all the deadlines.
npur
— produced by
rough but the music
had a certain
featuring a rubber-stamped Warsaw
feeling and ^cifpmpnt
"
Pakt logo, stickered and inserted
iTEahd and our manager felt we
with details of the record attempt
copies .anpfiafCtTon the
could stick down on vinyl."
Contents
MW Third Broadcasting Forum
Outlet open after bomb blast
report pp 8-18. December LP
incendiary device in the main
BELFAST — OUTLET Records'
releases 49&50. Talentscenc: The
storeroom, containing £150.000
distribution centre was severely
second phase of Tommy Boyce's
worth of records and tapes, and gave
damaged by an explosion and
career 42. Julie Covington; in her
the staff 15 minutes to leave the
resultant fire on Friday, but after
-own right 44. Straker bridges
building. Army firefighters took
theatre/rock barriers 45.
staff had worked throughout the
three hours to control the blaze.
weekend, the company was open for
Pierce's Meal Ticket 46.
Billy McBurney, Outlet managing
business again on Monday morning.
Publishing 22. Scottish news 24.
director, told Music Week: "Most
Outlet's headquarters in
Audio 26. American scene 28.
of our stock was destroyed by the
Smithfield Square, West Belfast, has
Classical 30. Discos 52&54.
fire, but by working all weekend, we
been hit by bomb damage before.
Singles releases 58. Singles
have managed to establish
The worst occasion was in
promotions 60. Market Place 60,
temporary
operations at the front of
September 1976 when it lost its roof
61 & 66. Performance 67.
the
building,
selling about 20 percent
after
an
adjoining
paint
warehouse
CHARTS: Top 50 65. Top
of our inventory. By this weekend I
had
been
set
on
fire.
Last
Friday's
albums 63. Pullout charts 31 &
hope we shall havje 50 percent of
incident followed the arrival by two
34. Dealer pack: centre.
titles available." '
gunmen who left an explosive-
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LOVE WILL KEEP US TOGETHER
CIRCLES
COME IN FROM THE RAIN
SHOPAROUND
THE WAY I WANT TO TOUCH YOU
CANT STOP DANC1N'

MUSKRAT LOVE
WEDDING SONG ( THERE IS LOVE)
LONELY NIGHT (ANGEL FACE)
1 WRITE THE SONGS
DISNEY GIRLS
WE NEVER REALLY SAY GOODBYE

ON A&M RECORDS AND TAPES AMLH CAM 64667
RICORU
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last gap
Winston fills
WEA, Contempo plan oldies packs
FIRST PRODUCT collaboration
Teddy Bears. Bob & Earl, Bettye
Due out in January is
under the new WEA/Contempo
Swann, the Platters, the Dixie Cups,
Con t em po/At lan t ic Volume
Tommy James, the Shangri-Las and
association {Music Week. October
^'(CLPH^O^) featuring
r&b
Jewel Akens, among others.
15) yields one pre-Christmas album
Atlantic likely to plunder its vaults
release — Dance Paarrrty (CLP
recordings from 1965 pn^r j iucie
for soul and 'Northern' favourites
605), featuring acts from both
15-track compilation will
by names such as the Drifters, Otis
companies' roster, including C.J. &
Areiha Franklin's CallGhcII
Me. Dons
Redding,
Percy
Sledge,
Willie
Tec,
Company, Tamiko Jones, Mass
Duke's Woman Of The
°' g
Joe
Tex,
Esther
Phillips,
Barbara
Production and J.J. Barnes — but
& Dave's Living It Down, Be
Lewis, Wilson Pickett, Leslie
more projects are set for 1978.
King's She's Gone Again. Wilson
Uggams and Aretha Franklin.
Among the New Year plans are
Pickctt's Covering The Same Old
Mix of the first pack will probably
three counter packs of Atlantic and
Ground and Joe Tex's She Might
be half-a-dozen Atlantic 45s, four
Contempo oldies, showcasing 20 hit
Need Me.
Contempo. Discs will be in
lilies (ten back-to-back singles). The
quantities of three per title. Second
first of these should be available in
and third packs should follow at
Rezillos sign
February or early March.
two-monthly intervals, while
Contempo can call upon
THE REZILLOS, a five piece
Contempo's Pete Harding believes
repertoire from Del Shannon,
Scottish new wave act, has been
that at least two singles from each
Johnny & The Hurricanes, the
signed
by Sire Records on an
will chart, particularly as some of
exclusive, world-wide recording
the material has been unavailable in
deal. The band was personally
single form for years.
contracted by Sire founderfirst
Seymour
Contemoo tracks may also figure
sl g ,e
Stein and will release its
in WEA's oldies compilation from
j " ,
THIRD MW
through Phonogram entitled (My
the Warner Brothers catalogue,
BROADCASTING
Baby Does) Good Sculptures on
Bobby Sox To Blue Jeans, which has
December I. The Rezillos previousl)
been on the drawing board for well
FORUM REPORT
recorded for Sensible Records run
over a year now. Release is probable
by manager Lenny Love, and issued
in June, for marketing as a 20-track
pp. B-18
the single I Can't Stand My Baby
summer package along the lines of
which sold out its whole 15,000
similar, successful outings from tv
limited pressing.
merchandisers.

JoanSBrngz
new single

'

ranks
in controllers output since it recei
audience ratings last spring ^ N
will retain some responsibSS
music and presentation k [^ in
precise arrangement has 51,11
Ju Hi.
worked out.
to ^
Beacon recently employed re
Laing, an Englishman with
of a six-month
. with recent
'd;
Canadian radio. as Ticai,
head
rr."
■; jrs
presentation looking after th^ 0^f
w
P
day sound of the station iy.to
iB ds:;S' r';rr'S
reports to programme com 1^
local
Allen Mackenzie and also h ^15
"-Tstrength
programming
strengi for the first
directly with the record industry
lirne
Forth's head of entertainm-.
'
who
Winston
'sk aa Londoner
Evening Post
a new post created by the eleva tl0n
•
joined the 0
^ h.s timc al
programme controller fucK
seven years W '?
World
In
Findlay to managing director ls■
S^nagnd0current affairs
Chuck Rowell, a 45-yeap
Pr
rwXaUedinhisnewjobby American who was a presenter 21
the station in its early days andK "
returned to look after all non-srw?
3
fw s
supervisor has'been
nao—- responsible
station
output.
^
gradual overhaul of the
Platters update from Rye
mr i
Timf*
- rh'
Time as Wfl
wellI J1Q
as Onlv
Only V^..
You, and
THE PLATTERS' Only You has
will be issued in Britain if the ciJ
b "n rc-recorded in disco style by the
(7N 25760) is successful.
X currently, and legitimately
Ram registered the Platters' name
bearing the same name as the
as a trademark some years ago, but
originals, and Pye has acquired UK
spin-off groups formed by' exrelease rights. Product comes from
members (of whom there are dozens)
Antler Records of Las Vegas, home
have abounded. He has frequentlybase for the American quintet.
been forced to take legal action to
Though none of the present
members was in the group which
present such infringements, both in
recorded Only You in 1955, they
the UK and the US.
continue to be produced by the
At least one act founded by a
original Platters mentor, Buck Ram.
former
Platter is currently based on
He has known Pye's Louis Benjamin
this
side
of the Altamic. Signed to
for many years, and this association
PVK Records and initially billed as
brought about the act's new latest
Reed& His Platters (Reed was
label affiliation. The Platters have aHerb
founder member of the original
recorded an album which features
fresh versions of The Great group), they are now tagged Herb
Reed & Sweet River.
Pretender, My Prayer and Twilight
P

from the album 'Blow in 'Away'
Joan Baez in Concert
Dec.

4th Edinburgh Usher Hall
5th Glasgow Apollo
14th Manchester Apollo
17th Birmingham Odeon
19/20th Hammersmith Odeon

.

/

TARGET RECORDS has formed a new label, TDS. to be distribmeu
A
existin
was SoiuVen7hm r}^
8 arrangement. First signing to TDS
the hanMoflt
i T°"lght' irking now on its debut album. Pictured with
(seatedflni^
(Mted) Andy Arthurs (producer) and Roger Greenaway (TDS director).

The single is getting great \
nationwide radio support.
Coupled with a headline
tour, 'Time Rag' just can't
miss.
fll

f

(December 6 1967)
IN REORGANISATION Of Philins
management, Walter Woyda nameH
general sales manager and T
o
,ack
Boyce leaves Decea m
classical division
'"n U,e
confirms plans for Rolling Slone^m
JoZ Martin
MWn Mo,her
label
John
and Spencer
!,V,S
form
management-agenev
Tim Andrews becomes firs,fj'„
be signed by Tony Ha, •! THP

/
V
?s
single: Time Rag' PRT5759
album: 'BlowiiT Away' PRT82011
Order from CBS Order Desk, Tel: 01 -960 2155 CBS Distribution Centre, Barlby Road, London WTO
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tzx&ysiJSi
MCA
CA
Rank ov;;
over decision8S.1°
'0 ^
""d
Cr
Alex Slrickland c\clusivfVfra
fC d<:a
cl '
to sell Thoroushlv M a " >isc
Rank
n
le
Zt
G^
Rnight and ^
PiDS
Gladys
0Vcr
lo
billing when Joe Tex fn-.
l>ahow
for a London concert
ln Ncvvs
of World, Alan Freeman"
man
pop column.
""Ihors a

(December!, 1972)
RON WHITE appointed group
executive, music publishing
following EMU's acquisitionoSS ol
Affiliated Miusic group
' 0
over £4 million in tape sales
predicted due to duplication
problems
following Yem
Parkinson's departure, 'an
Shelrnierdinc,
ex-Unig^6'
appointed MFP's sales-marketing
director
Schrocdcr Music gives
notice of appeal against judgemen
i" Tony Macaulay court case
Alan Keen signs reciprocal deal *
Luxembourg with Sydney's t(
Top 40 station
DJM using tv j
Promote Elton John's Don't Shooi
The Piano Player album
Kennedy former manager of Kfla"
Leicester joins IBA to help plan ^
commercial radio network
A&M mounts massive promote
for all-star recording of TontnO
Produced by Lou Reizncr.
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Self-distribution set

UK companies
lead MIDEM

for three new labels
THREE NEW record labels are
independent distributors we are
being launched on 10 the marketplace
using, we also hope to reach more
this winter, each with its own
conventional retail outlets."
The second reggae label,
method of self-distribution. First in
Grecnsleeves, is being launched by
the field is Sun Star, a reggae music
Grecnsleeves Records & Tapes,
company which has just released its
which is owned by chartered
first album, followed by Reflection
accountant Chris Sedgvvick, He said
Records in North London, and a
that he hopes to make the label one
second reggae label, Grecnsleeves an
of the leading specialist labels in the
off-shoot of a leading London mailUK, and added that a soul label is
order and retail outlet for soul and
planned for next year.
reggae music.
First two Grcenslccves releases,
Sun Star, based at 68 Church
issued this month, are Born For A
Street, Kensington, W.8 (01-229
Purpose/Reason For Living by
2730), is described by promotions
Jamaican artist Doctor Alimantado
manager John Maxwell as operating
(GRE
002) and Where Is Jah (GRE
on a co-operative basis. First release
001) by London-based band, Reggae
is Exiles In A Babylon by Merger
Regular. Sedgwick commented:
(Sun Star Muzik Co. 1001) which
"Our distribution will be via Mojo,
has an 10,000 initial pressing. Future
Island Records' new wave van, and
releases include Humble Lion by
direct from Grecnsleeves (749-4035).
Black Affinity, a concept album by
The label is aimed at the general as
Horace Faith called Blacksmith, and
well as the ethnic market, and initial
an LP entitled Illorin Adetumbo.
promotion includes press advertising
Maxwell said: "We want to think
in the black music and punk
of Sun Star as being a musician's
magazines, and via local radio.
label, in that all the musicians who
Reggae Regular are now touring,
feature on the albums are, also
and Doctor Alimantado is also in the
shareholders in the company. Plans
country to promote the single."
for Sun Star were first mooted by
The third new label is Reflection
Olga Graham, who previously
Records, based at II Pond Street,
worked with Chrysalis, and there are
now about six people involved in the
London, N.W.3 (01-794 1596) and
which is being run by Tim Wheater,
company. We intend to follow the
his brother David, Tony Bingham
examples of other record companies
and sister Carolyn. According to
such as Stiff, in that we want to be a
Tim Wheater, the company's aim is
record company that is at street
to market music of a highly
level."
diversified nature, with a crossover
There are also plans for a
of all musical boundaries and styles.
subsidiary label to Sun Star called
First album release is an album by
Jade Records. "The intention is that
Wheater himself, called Awakenings
all the profits we make from the
(Reflection RRO101), which
parent company will then be
features his flute playing, as well as
channelled back into this second
keyboards and bells. Soon to be
outlet," Maxwell added. "Our
recorded is the Dutch jazz duo, Leo
product will obviously be of interest
Oostrom and Eddie van Digken.
to specialist shops, but via the 18

registration
MIDEM WILL make its predictable
gain in registrations when the 1978
event swings into action in Cannes in
January.
This is the forecast of the
organisers based on bookings so far
which have been taken from 40
countries, with major foreign
delegations expected from Canada,
Ireland, Netherlands, Australia,
Poland, USSR and Japan. As
ever, though, it will be the British
involvement that provides the main
foundation for the annual event.
The biggest turnout is expected from
the UK, with 114 companies participating of which 79 have taken
stands. In second place at present is
the US, with 90-100 companies
registered, almost double last year's
figure. ■
To cope with the increased
demand for space, there will be new
stands located on the first, second
and third floors of the Palais des
Festivals. There will also be
alterations to the Main Hall, last
year devoted to service and
equipment companies. A new
meeting point and information
centre is being created with a bar and
lounge area with a huge tv screen to
show video tapes.
There will be the usual special
meetings. International lawyers will
be discussing copyright laws and
legal problems arising Jrom live
shows. Also holding special
meetings will be EMI, RCA, Noel
Gay Music, Dick James Music and
Polygram.
The evening entertainments will
include a gala featuring Blood,
Sweat and Tears, plus concerts
sponsored by the Variety Club and
Japan's Watanabe Organisation.

More television for Supremes album
FOLLOWING NEWS of further
television suppon for EMI's Cliff
Richard 2LP (see Music Week,
November 26) comes the
announcement of a follow-up
campaign for another EMTV
package, Diana Ross & The
Supremes' 20 Golden Greats.
The first burst of small screen
advertising for the album led to sales
of 700,000 copies, while research
shows that greatest consumer
response to the commercial itself
focused on the opening segment,
which featured three babies. This
will be strongly featured in the new
'reminder' campaign.
Commercials will transmit
nationally from December 12 for
one week, at the same weight as the
final week of the summer push.
Although EMTV5 was originally
on a sale-or-return basis, EMI
claims that the returns have been
virtually non-existent. Accordingly,
full dealer margin is now in
operation.
New point-of-sale material for the
LP includes window slickers, posters
and browser cards, once again
heavily featuring the three babies.
ARCADE RECORDS is promoting
a series of "Get Stoned" evenings
around the country, to tie-in with
the 2LP compilation of the same
name featuring the Rolling Stones'
greatest hits, and which is currently
15 in the album chart. A total of 14
key towns and cities have been
chosen, and there will be
competition tie-ups with local radio
stations, offering albums, t-shirts
and badges as prizes. In addition,
Arcade is organising a scries of
evenings between now and
Christmas, when local media
representatives and dealers will be
invited to attend. Although the
Stones album has been available for
several weeks now, national

television promotion has only just
started.
POLYDOR IS banking on major
sales from the under-ten audiences
to launch its latest children's album,
Scouse The Mouse (Polydor 2480
429), which features Ringo Starr,
Adam Faith, Barbara Dickson and
the story's author, Donald
Pleasence.
Advertising for the LP fakes the
form of half-page spots in Look
And Learn, Look In, Bunty,
Debbie, Jack & Jill, Judy, Mandy,
Spellbound and Playhour. These
draw attention to the
colouring/drawing competition
featured on the record's inner sleeve.
Open to children between five and
ten, this offers prizes of Scouse The
Mouse books, published this month
by New English Library.
EMI IS mounting a special push for
the new Gonzales single, I Haven't
Stopped Dancing Yet (EMI 2706),
with posters, slickers and advertising
in the music press and local
newspapers. This capitalises upon
the group's current tour with Alan
Price. The single was produced by
Gloria Jones; Gonzales is at present
recording material for a New Year
album.
MOUNTAIN RECORDS is
planning a major campaign to
promote Nazareth's first album in
more than a year. Expect No Mercy
(TOPS 115), set for November 25
release.
The five weeks following the
release date will see full page
advertisements in all the weekly rock
consumer papers, plus London local
press and posters in Tube stations
and bus fronts. A full poster

campaign has been lined up for tour
towns with window displays and
commercial radio spots have been
booked in all major centres, to
support the band's first lour here in
almost two years. Competitions are
being run in all areas along with
Daily Mirror Pop Club exposure.
All visual advertising is based
around the Frank Frazetta picture
used on the front album cover.
SATR1L
RECORDS
is
concentrating heavily on in-store
and window displays to push sales of
Stardust's new album Stardust
(SATL 4008) and latest single I
Really Love You Stop (SAT 122). A
joint effort between Satril's and
WEA's display teams will coincide
with the act's national tour between
November 26-December 20, and in
an effort to extend its display service
to as wide a number of dealers as
possible, Satril's general manager
Alan Melina is offering a guaranteed
display service for both album and
single to any dealer who contacts
him at 01-734 7333.
In addition, Satril/WEA will be
taking advertisements in the
consumer rock press, mounting a
special disco promotion through 100
selected DJs and the distribution of
discount vouchers at tour dates.
Radio interviews and sessions have
been arranged too.
BETHNAL, THE London group
recently signed to Phonogram, is
keeping itself in the public eye in the
next few weeks by giving away a
limited edition picture-bagged single
at all forthcoming dates from
December 2 through to the time it
enters the studios with Kenny
Laguna to record a debut album on
December 17. Featured on the single
will be The Fiddler b/w This Ain't
Just Another Love Song, recorded
live at a record concert and preceeds
an album and single set for April.

mm
WITH DAMAGES still not agreed after nearly a year's
wrangling, George Harrison this week faces a New York partial
retrial of the He's So Fine-My Sweet Lord plagiarism action,
which seeks to reverse judge's original decision that copy was
unintentional
no surprise if further defections from the UA
camp to breakaway Radar label take place
neither will it be
a surprise if Cliff Busby's caretaker managing directorship is
made permanent
to secure the Andrew Lauder-Martin
Davis deal, WEA's John Fruin left both EMI and Island most
disappointed
solicitors' letters doing the rounds following
Ian Flooks' move with several acts from Nems to Derek Block
agency.
DESPITE SMALL trickle of visitors to Ian Gillan Agency's
travel and trucking exhibition in Bayswater last week, guests left
with plenty of cost-cutting food for thought on touring
to
gain Paul Simon's approval on smallscreen promotion of his
Greatest Hits album, CBS pop marketing manager Andrew
Pryor look clip of commercial to the great man personally in a
swift roundtrip to New York
former Phonogram pop
product manager Lisa Denton now operating in an independent
marketing capacity for Vortex label signed to Nems by Pat
Meeham
minus five to the company for using picture of
pathetic Rudolph Hess on sleeve of Yobs' Run Rudolph Run
single.
NEW ANDY Williams single Sad taken from album made by
CBS staff producer Nicky Graham
MW advertising staff
impressed to receive space booking on behalf of Phonogram
addressed to Bernard Haitink — classical editor Nicholas
Webber denies rumour he's taking over as LPO's chief conductor
former Transatlantic a&r manager John Whitehead, a
casualty of the Logo takeover, watching with interest upward
chart movement of Brighouse & Rastrick band, one of his
projects
to Casablanca label manager Malt Hayward and
wife Brenda, a daughter Simone
first Chrysalis single by
Mary O'Hara, Forty Five Years, chosen by listeners to Pete
Murray's Open House show.
MYSTERY RETURN to14 States at weekend of Southside Johnny
caused cancellation of secret" gig at London's Nashville on
Tuesday
Island threw first reception for some time for
striking American disco queen Grace Jones at Ronnie Scott's last
week
living up to their name — EMI's The Rich Kids have
insisted that nobody pays more than £1 admission to their first
UK dates
in Luxembourg to hustle Rick Wakeman's
Criminal Record LP, A&M promotion manager Alan McGee a
victim of mistaken identity and spent a night in jail after arrest
on suspicion of being a housebreaker
having noticed
photograph of Ian Ralfini collecting Anchor's marketing award
at CM A dinner (MW Nov. 19), U A points out it was joint winner
with the Slim Whitman Red River Valley LP campaign
Wynd-Up and Lightning latest to decline handling Creole's
English Language LP.
d
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Charter changes, but
Top

acts in

LITIGATION IS pending in ihrec
cases involving pop artists — two in
the High Court here and the third in
the New York Federal Court.
In the US Aretha Franklin has
been placed on formal notice, by
Ember Concert Division, of its
intention to sue her as a result of her
non-appearance at the London
Palladium on November 14 and 15
{Music Week, November 19). Also
formal proceedings have been served
under the jurisdiction of the N.Y.
State Federal Court on Miss
Franklin; on her personal manager,
Cecil Franklin; on her agent, Ruth
Bowen; and on her employment
corporation, Renaissance
Management Ltd. These writs seek
damages for breach of contract and
inducement to such a breach, and
they demand return of all Ember's
expenditure on publicity, on
covering the cancellation expenses,
and on ticket refunds.

court cases

Ember is also seeking punitive
damages for loss of profit and the
damage caused to its own credibility.
In London Gary Glitter is the
plaintiff on a High Court writ issued
against concert tour promoters
Double M Concerts Ltd. The claim
is for non-payment of fees for
certain concerts of his current series
of over 50 cabaret and concert
appearances and for damages for
substantial breach of contract and
fraudulent misrepresentation. As a
result of the start of legal action
concerts at Ipswich on November 29
and Glasgow on December 1 could
not lake place, but in a joint
statement RAM, Glitter's
management, and MAM Agency
said they intended to take whatever
steps were neccessary to ensure that
the December 3 Rainbow concert
goes ahead.
Concerts in the tour schedule
which were not arranged by Double

M were unaffected by the legal
aU

The other case in the London
High Court which must inevitably be
dubbed a first-class row, involves
the use of the name First Class by a
pop group and by a record producer
and record company which have
brought out a single by a band ot
that name. First Class (Pop Rock)
Ltd, proprietors of the First Class
pop group is seeking an injunction
to prevent producer John Carter and
CBS from making recordings using
the name. Carter and CBS have
countered with a similar writ.
Hearing of motions by each side
for temporary injunctions banning
the other side from using the name
has been adjourned to December 13,
and First Class (Pop Rock) Ltd has
undertaken not to record under the
name in the meantime. This
undertaking applies only to
recordings.

Summer Hits
goes to GTO
FROM PAGE 1
figures is expected to become a
major seller.
the album (GTLP 028) will be out
on December 12 — two days later
than originally scheduled — and will
retail at £3.79 (tape £3.99), over
£2.00 less than the Casablanca 2LP
and has attracted an initial order in
excess of 100,000 copies. The
company has booked two weeks of
radio commercials, on Capital, and
booked space in the national dailies
and the music press.
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Arista Europe
heads meet
in London
ARISTA LABEL managers from
almost every country in Europe have
been in London this week for a twoday conference. This is the first such
meeting arranged by Arista UK, but
Alan Watson, head of international
operations, is hoping that it may
become a regular event.
The conference took place on
Sunday and Monday, at Arista's
offices, and was attended by
representatives of all the company's
European licensees (almost all EMI).
There was a presentation by the
UK company and visitors were taken
to see Ben Sidran, Burlesque and the
Pleasers. The conference was timed
to coincide with the London
performances of the three acts. "We
have so much product coming out
and so many acts on tour that we
really need the interest and cooperation of our licensees. Apart
from the three biggest majors, we
arc now on a par with A&M — in
importance if not yet in sales,"
Watson explained, "and we had to
get that fact over."
He hopes to organise such a
meeting twice or three times a year,
and to extend the plan to include
Australia and the Far East.

EMl RECORDS m.d. Leslie Hill pulled the first pint to inaugurate the
Gramophone Bar at the Dog and Trumpet pub in Soho's Great Marlborough
Street. The bar commemorates the Centenary of Recorded Sound and features
a display of early gramophones and historic pictures on permanent loan from
the EMI Collection. Hill, with presentation tankard, is pictured with Alan Hall
of A Hied Breweries and Olive and Kevin McCarthy, landlord.
Non-Stop backs UK

One-Stop operation
ALTHOUGH SOME delay in
opening has meant that London's
newest one-stop has inevitably
missed pan of the Christmas trade
build-up, One-Stop Distributors'
director Eddie Webster reports that
business is picking up steadily.
The fastest moving stock by far is
in deletions and overstocks, and
Webster commented "If 1 could gain
access to more manufacturers'
deleted stocks I could be doing even
greater business there. The growing
demand for deletions seems to stem
from the fact that the manufacturers
put out a lot of top line and lesser

Noble...
You're the funniest
Guy I know in

%

England. . .Thanks for Darts
love
PAGE 4

Boyce

product at too high a price so it docs
not sell well; once the jobbers get
hold of it and the price becomes
reasonable, it is in great demand."
Webster has set up One-Stop in
the William Road depot which has
been used for warehousing records
for years — first by EMI and until
recently by CBS. Webster feels that
it is a known landmark in the minds
of retailers who are "increasingly
seeking alternatives to buying direct
from manufacturers." At present it
is opening seven days a week to
attract all kinds of dealers within
driving distance,
One-Stop prices arc 2p or 3p
above normal dealer price,
depending on the deal the company
has with any particular
manufacturer: there are customer
discounts and a postal delivery
scheme.
One-Stop was planned by Mike
Ashwell, founder and director of the
Non-Stop record export company
and Webster, who held marketing
and export posts at Polydor before
leaving to head this venture
including that of Polydor's sales
manager. Non-Stop provided all
initial finance for One-Stop but the
two businesses arc being run strictly
as separate enterprises.

mrs urae PRS probe
■■■■
^
wii ri^nr
offir
clear that any loans to officer
were advanced at the market interest
^ve
rate and actually earned money f0r
the society. ^ , u .
criticisefShePRSnnhe ^titulion,
Lyttleton added that the increase
of voting members was of little value
associme ^
while the voting list was withheld
right to vote
reach
from voting members. Because the
provisional nKn^er mlickiy. On a
society was wit holding their identity,
associate
status
more
q
Have
C of hands t^ir vo #,!. have
those who held the vote before were
in an even stronger position.
the same strength as tno^c
The disclosure of the voting list is
still the subject of a PRS High Court
"However in a poll, full voting
appeal against an earlier judgement
members will have ten votes to each
instructing it to be revealed, but
associate vote, and full men b
Lyttleton has dropped his court
with a high earnings record e.tha
action and is continuing his fight
£10.0W
£500 for the last 20 yearswillorhave
ten
through Parliament.
for the last two years
Terrence Higgins, MP for
additional votes.
...
Worthing has two questions down
As before, only full members wt
for reply from the Secretary of State
be eligible for the PRS council and
for prices and consumer protection,
new criteria for full membership
asking him if any restrictive trade
have been set up which mean writers
practices have been registered by the
must earn £1,000 per year, o
publisher. £5,000 per year in any
PRS, and to refer the PRS to the
monopolies commission. These will
two out of the three previous years.
Provisional members will now
be answered next week. Two other
become associates if ihcy earn J*
MPs have asked the Director
total of £150 (writer) or £750 General of Fair Trading to look into
the
Society's activities.
(publisher) over a period of not
more than three years.
PRS chairman Alan Frank
commented that the new scheme was
Majors stock up
atractive because it extended the
society's franchise without taking FROM PAGE 1
ultimate control out of the hands of
to a 90 percent order completion
full-time professional writers and
rate. "Of course there may be some
publishers.
lilies which do go out of stock, but
Later Trevor Lyttleton told Music
generally everything is in good shape
Week that the changes in the charter
so far. It isn't just a case of stock
were "window dressing", which had
problems although that of course
increased the percentage of members
entered into it. However I did make
in control of the PRS "by less than
a commitment to dealers last
one percent".
Christmas that we would not get into
This had not been made clear until
the same sort of difficulties again,
a question regarding weighting of and hopefully this is the answer."
votes had been raised.
Other majors have also taken
He also claimed that a document
steps to EMI. Alan King,
circulated around full members similar
Polydor's head of operations, said:
disclosing details of loans by "The
company did a lot of
categories rather than individuals stockpiling
during the April-June
was unsatisfactory. At the meeting
period, including The Who and
on Thursday, Allan Frank had made James
Last titles. There were
something like 1.5 million extra
album pressings and 400,000 extra
RCA Ellvis 2LP
cassettes manufactured. Hopefully
that will be enough to secure a 95
price pegged
percent order completion rate.
"We are now through the bulk of
RCA HAS pegged the price of its
the Christmas buying period, so far
Elvis Presley 2LP set, Elvis In
as dealers' orders are concerned, and
Concert, which features the singer's
seem to have done well so far,"
last recordings. Following recent
Waller Woyda, managing director
price increases {Music Week,
of Pye, said that his company was
November 26), the albums would
looking at the stock position on a
have gone to £7,98, and the doubleday to day basis, but so far dealer
play cassette to £8.20. However, the
demand had been satisfied. "We did
company has decided to retain the
a lot of pressings last summer,
prices at £6.98 and £7 respectively.
mainly catalogue albums like the
Product will be stickcrcd.
Muppets, and other best-sellers.
Obviously we hope to keep up with
the trade's demand but dealers can
WEA-Damont
also help the situation by building up
their own stocks fairly early, instead
deal debuts
of leaving everything to the last
moment."
One record company that is
with Star Wars
anticipating some stock problems
A SPECIAL DEAL has been however is RCA, which is still
arranged between Damont Records having to cope with large demands
and WEA for marketing and
for Elvis Presley product. A
distribution of the new Music From spokesman for the company
Star Wars album. This is the first admitted that the Presley pressings
release on the Damont label — the had resulted in less flexibility for
product from Damont until now all total stock control. "There will be
being on the Stereo Gold Award
some difficulty in maintaining an
label retailed exclusively through efficient flow of high demand sales
Woolworth.
items — although all orders may not
The new album, released this week
be totally fulfilled, available product
(December 2) will carry an RRP of will be shipped normally," he said.
£1.49 and was specially recorded by "All we can do is ask dealers to bear
the London Philharmonic with us and keep re-ordering out-ofOrchestra. Damont managing stock records."
director Monty Prcsky has
CBS anticipates no stock
negotiated special rights for the LP
problems over Christmas marketing
which has been taken to WEA
director Tony Woollcott said that
because it is outside the range of most record companies had learnt
Damont's normal output.
from the experiences of last year,
At the moment both Damont and and used the summer mouths to
WEA state that the current deal is a
build up stocks. "Fortunately, we
one-off arrangemem, but Prcsky is have manufacturing plants in the
contemplating further releases on his continent which we can use when
new label.
there is a need."
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Take a look at this tempting trio.
First it's the immaculate Jerry
Butler with his magnificent new album.
"It All Comes Out In My Song" stm 1.12072.

rrom the exquisite 1 heima Houston.
Finally we'll be "Tumin' On"
the power of High Energy stml 12074.
Three albums guaranteed to give

It sure does Jerry.

your customers a hell of a

Next it's "The Devil In Me" stmi. 1207:.

good time.
O

■

.

nn
AVAVA
MOTOWN'

: :
And already here are. "You Can't Turn Me Off" TMG 1087, the smash new
single from High Inergy and "I'm Here Again" TMG 1088, Thelma Houston's new single.
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Yarrow joins Rye as
Miles of
disagreement
with Miles
I HEARTILY agree with Mr. Ian
Miles' statement relating to tvpromoted album, and his view that
we, the dealers, should order and
stock more of them.
It's easy: change our name to
Messrs. Woolworth etc. and then
we'll get them on a sale-or-return
basis, and we'll also be lucky enough
to be offered their deletions and so
sell them to the public for under £ 1.
I know they have priority because
I bought hundreds with record
tokens, and then doubled my
money! JOHN CLERY, The
Slipped Disc, 262 Lavender Hill,
London S.W.I1.
Special bags
and photo
for Soul 45
INITIAL PRESSINGS of David
Soul's new single on Private Stock,
Let's Have A Quiet Night In (PVT
130), will be available in special bags
featuring a new full-colour
photograph of the singer/actor. The
record is released on December 2
and the A-side is another Tony
Macaulay song. Soul is scheduled to
return to the UK next March as part
of a round-the-world tour to
coincide with the local openings of
his feature film. The Stick Up.

marketing executive
MIKE YARROW has joined Pye as
marketing executive of the
international division. He began his
career in the record industry at
EMI's international division and
spent 17 years there before moving
to UA as export manager. After
three years he left UK for Germany,
to work as marketing manager,
BYRON K. ORME, formerly of
responsible for rack jobbing British
NEMS Agency, has taken over as
and German records into the Army's
general manager of the Barry
NAAF1 shops, and clubs, throughMarshall Organisation which
out the country.
incorporates the Concert Sound p. a.
hire company, Marshall Arts, a
JOHN KNOX has been appointed to
management company handling
the new position of management
Deke Leonard's Iceberg and the 'O
accountant, sales and marketing, at
Band, and a tour service for
CBS Records. He joined the
American artists.
company in 1970.
Michael Collins has also been
STEVE PARKER, formerly an
appointed to the new position of
agent with March Artists, has moved
sales/product analyser — he will be
to Bron Agency, taking with him
responsible for analysing all major
representation of The Pasadena
accounts and setting up
Roof Orchestra, Julie Felix, Phillip
administrations relating to special
Goodhand-Tait and Love Machine.
campaigns. Collins joined CBS in
October 1975 as sales co-ordinator,
HUGH BIRLEY has been appointed
after 12 months with Polydor.
Decca Records' assistant press
officer,
replacing Dafydd Rees, who
ROGER LA-HA YE has been
recently left the company for
appointed royalties administrator at
Motown. Birley was previously at
Charisma Records; he was
the University of London.
previously with DJM and United
Artists. La-Haye replaces Roz Bea,
PHILIPPA CLARE has left
who has been promoted to personal
Evolution Management, and is now
assistant to Brian Gibbon, joint
looking after the exclusive
managing director of the company.
management of Fairport
Convention. She can be contacted at
JOHN VARNON, previously a
3d Hyde Park Mansions, Trancept
long-standing freelance copyrighting
Street, N.W.I. (262 3666). At
and advertising consultant to Virgin
Evolution she had been personal
Records, has joined the company as
assistant to director John Michelle,
a full-time marketing manager, to
as well as handling Fairport
work alongside Binna Walde.
Convention.
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A VARIETY of VIPs gathered at the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, recently for
the launching of Super tracks, a rock compilation LP marketed in aid of the
Sports Aid Foundation. A cheque for £20,000 was handed over to SAP
chairman Paul Zetter for advance royalties on the record, which is available on
Vertigo, and includes acts like Led Zeppelin, Rick Wakeman, Yes, Uriah
Heep, Rod Stewart, the Rolling Stones, Pink Floyd and Genesis. Pictured
here, front from left, are Zetter, Minister of Sport Dennis Howell, Uriah
Heep's Mick Box, British weightlifting champion Andy Drzewieck'q back,
from left, Olympic 400 metre hurdler Alan Pascoe, Heep's Ken Hensley, Keith
Moon, Monty Python's Graham Chapman, Olympic sculls medallist Chris
Baillieu.

^MtXtCANO
is back"
z:
r

r
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PHONODISC RECENTLY threw a party at Chingford, near its Walthamsto*
factory, for 12 members of the staff who celebrated 25 years' service. The
veterans , accompanied by their wives and husbands, were each presented
l SCr e
Ver
and a
d"-,A ,j ^n'J
gift; they
all startedofwith
ntish^»Moulded
Plastics, but their commemorative
service is dated from
the inception
the
record manufacturing unit, which Philips took over in 1958.

The "MOVE UP STARSKY"man, THE MEXICANO is back
with the BEE GEES hit song, rendered in his own inimitable
style with a Christmas biend.

ICE RECORDS LTD. 117a Fulham Rd,
London SW3 6RL 01 584 3247
ORDER NOW
PYE RECORDS (SALES) LTD
132 Western Rood Micham Surrey 01-640 3344
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party at
the Barron Knights, to celebratP th!- 86
tsar's Palace, Luton,)
( rrent }ut Uve In
their glasses are, standing from lpftnn ?p ss '
Trouble. Raisi
Longford, Radio Luxemboure's rJf . Hllton
ff ^Tcer Simon Frodsham, P<
promoter Carolyn Wilkes the/c^ah. . m
> Butch Baker, CBS prodi
and CBS senior pop market inp
onager, Toni Avern, Dave Balling
CBS staff producer Lem Lubin Bnrrn^A ndrew Prior;
CBS seated, from left, c
Yates. Epic product promoter Gnllv
Product manager Bri
manager Judd Lander.
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English Girls
out now
A.>

Tommy is seen with Sun Page Three girls Gee and Jane Warner

m

rders To: Pye Records (Sales) Ltd, 132 Western Road, Mitcham,Surrey CR4 3UT, Telephone: 01-640 3344 records
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SHOULDERING THE weight of1
having to open the two days
proceedings, of the third Music
Week Broadcasting forum, IBA
information officer Tony Stoller
presented a carefully-constructed
and informative view of
Independent Local Radio as it is and
as it may be in the near and distant
future. He also raised two
contentious points: music content
and sites of new stations.
Several times he emphasised the
IBA's scale of priorities should the
green light be given by the
Government to local radio
expansion, and several times the
point that serving less heavilypopulated and less commerciallyrewarding areas of the country
would probably take precedence
over putting new stations in major
conurbations.
This was an attitude with which
many of the local radio delegates
disagreed, and the dissent was
voiced later in the programme from
the platform. After declaring that
ILR was probably the most
important area for development in
broadcasting, he added that
considerable scope would remain for
national radio. "The BBC is having
trouble finding money for what they
want to do; I think therefore it is
perfectly imaginable both in
programming and technical terms
that sometime this century some
national radio could be provided on
a self-financing basis for advertising
revenue."
Feeling that, even in the few
months since its publication, the
recommendations of the Annan
Committee had become blurred,
Stoller then re-stated these briefly
and precisely. Local radio should be
extended as a matter of priority to
cover 90 percent of the country; it
should be financed primarily from
advertising revenue; new companies
should be independent and locally
based on the ILR model; there

Local

for

radio: the

case

IBA expansion

music tut

jjif
SICUICCH

Third Music Week
Broadcasting Forum
report
by GODFREY RUST
and
TERR! ANDERSON
should be different kinds of radio
including experimental stations; that
all should be controlled, along the
lines of the IBA's control of ILR, by
a new body, the Local Broadcasting
Authority.
Although the IBA welcomed
competition it was aware that the
corporation was able to offer four
themed national channels, which
meant that some areas could receive
six different channels in all.
Therefore the Government had been
advised that local radio extension
could best be achieved — and at
least cost to the public — through
expansion of ILR. "Any public
service which makes no demands on
public money is a good thing, and
local advertising makes people

THE OPENING session of the Third Music Week Broa^urnalist
Pictured are (top left) Tony 5/o//erG/ wn
and broadcaster) and, (right) Terry Smith, Radio City chiej.
included stations of various sizes,
aware of local business," Stoller
including combinations — eitner
said. "The need to attract
satellite or twinned stations -- which
advertising revenue also forces
might have the same sales and
stations to cater for a wide
administration but have seP^ra^e
audience." The systems of finance
programmes for at least some of the
and control recommended by Anna
time.
_ ..
were, he added, virtually those used
Franchises should also go, Stoller
by the IBA, which "has unrivalled
predicted,
to
serve
areas
like
rural
experience to provide technical
communities which were not
support and is ready to go ahead
commercially viable. Areas to be
now, without further funding from
served first when the Government
the Government."
gives the go-ahead for expansion
Experiment had shown that
should, in the IBA's firm view, be
stations serving as small a
those served by no local radio at all,
population as 200,000 could be
including Cardiff, Tayside,
viable and good (as it had
Aberdeen, Northampton, Norwich,
eventually shown that London can
Gloucester, Bournemouth and
support an all-news station as well as
F.xprp.r. The IBA could have the first
a general one) so the IBA's plans

OUR RESPONSE

new stations on a.r by 1979
Areas served only by BBC ,
radio were not forgotten, and it ^
appreciated that they wCre s
receiving a full serv.ce, bm for l
moment the IBA intended «
concentrate on those areas witll'«
service at all. This plan, ho\i,cv
depended on a halt being pUt »
further BBC local stations.
is expansion of the BBC side at Jc
same time, and if expansion of iLr
is going to be threatened by
considerations, it may be beiiCr,'
expand ILR first into some of lh0ep
"bigger cities as yet unserved."
His next point was one which ^ jn
view of the fact that half h"
audience were record indUst
people concerned with markeiin:
records and promoting them to i0ca[
radio stations, and of the fact that
many of the radio staii0n
programmers and space Se||ers
clearly shared common ground with
the record men — could have proven
highly contentious, had Stoller been
able to stay on for the remainder of
the forum's programme and niake
himself available for the hours of
private discussion and argument,
which involved constantly varying
groups of delegates after the formal
proceedings of each day were over.
The point itself was firmly made;
"Local radio is not in business to
concentrate on playlists and the
musical content of programmes.
Music is important as an audience
builder, but any radio station which
thinks it is its main duty to dance at
the parade of pop music is going to
fail. Once he has settled on the music
which is to be played each week the
programmer's job has only just
begun. The music business has in
some ways done radio a disservice by
making some programme directors
think otherwise. What ILR must not
do is to take some of the styles,
obsessions and attitudes of some
parts of the record industry."
TO PAGE 10

TO SC0KH

256

IS JUST ABOUT UNPRINTABLE

3M did their best.
Everyone had been asking for a mastering tape
that cut right down on the print-through effect.
But it had to have a high dynamic range-like
Scotch 250.
3M came up with their new Scotch 256 High
Performance Mastering Tape. With a high dynamic
range of 67dB, and a low print-through of —59dB.
Some baby, they claimed, developed and produced

They wanted studios that could really test it.
The sort of place that recorded artists like Rod
Stewart, Nana Mouskouri, John Denver Jethro Tull
Yes and Alice Cooper.
In London or even Brussels
Naturally we obliged.
And as a result we're still not printing anythingon or off the record.

Ira®
3M and Scotch are trademarks.
PAGES

Morgan Recording Studios, London & Brussels.
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IN ANTICIPATION or sharing a
platform with Peter Redhousc,
deputy general manager of BBC
Smith:
local radio, Radio City managing
director Terry Smith had prepared
himself for a hard-hitting
confrontation — only to find
'every
himself without an opponent,
Redhouse being unable to attend.
He decided, however, to deliver the
attack as vehemently as if the entire
area can
Corporation were present and armed
for defence. His altitude reflected
that of many who are taking a
harder line on ILR.
have its
The inevitable one-sidedness of a
panel representing only commercial
radio gave added weight to his
remarks that 'The BBC seems to
own radio
have determinedly avoided any face
to face debate on local radio".
After showing a 15-minute filmed
presentation of ILR titled Public
station'
Service Without Public Expenditure,
Smith recalled that ILR was
have all this knicker-twisting
launched in the power-cut cold
paranoia from them about ILR?"
season of 1973, with roaring
His own verdict was that "It isn't
inflation and a major recession in
about local radio at all; it is about
advertising. He contrasted this with
how the BBC sees itself ... the
the 1977 picture: "19 companies all
Stale's instrument of broadcasting,
operating profitably; a regular
not to be questioned, criticised,
audience of over 13 million;
chellenged or put under pressure."
advertising revenue of around £25
He quoted examples of BBC
million in the current year,
reaction to various aspects of ILR,
providing well over 1,000 new jobs
including the vexed question of
— and beating the hell out of four
frequencies and whether there were
and often five BBC stations across
or were not enough MW frequencies
the whole network; it is also an
to go round, and the Corporation's
industry that is now providing an
reaction to the Annan report (it
enormous element of public service
published a list of 45 proposed new
without public expenditure."
local radio stations within days of
The film he had shown, he added,
this).
had been made because "we fell it
Much of Smith's statement and
necesary to counter some of the
criticism has already been made
snide comments, knocking jobs,
public in Radio City's submission to
the Home office of its own reactions
misrepresentations and at times
downright lies being levelled against
to Anna, but the invective on this
ILR. Activities which have come,
occasion was sharper.
almost wihout exception from the
He concluded with a lengthy
BBC". The BBC, he said rightly
counterblast to the BBC's claims
commands respect and admiration
that "in some ways BBC local radio
(including his own) all over the
is more valuable to and worthy of
world. So, he asked, "Why do we
the community than is ILR".

COUNTRY

Redhouse, Smith recalled, had
recently compared the two
like The Times and Reveille. What
kind of arrogance," demanded
Smith, "docs it take to claim a
special merit in broadcasting
programmes to audiences often so
small that no accepted method ot
research has actually been able to
find them? How much public service
is there in broadcasting largely to
oneself, and at the public expense.'
Smith concluded by taking up
Stoller's point that "ILR is ready
and eager for rapid expansion
virtually every area can have its own
radio station, and it need not cost a
penny in public expenditure or on
the BBC licence fee; the existing
stations are now paying enough hard
cash in both primary and secondary
rentals to pay for the set-up of the
new stations."
Would the new stations, Gillian
Reynolds asked, have the same
difficulty in getting backers as the
original batch had? Smith felt that
this was unlikely, because "ILR now
has a track record". Stoller agreed
that a lot of Canadian money had
gone into the existing stations, and
more was likely to be forthcoming.
Asked about the investment by
local newspapers, and the possibility
of investment from record
companies, Stoller said that local
papers' prescriptive right to invest
would probably be lost soon,
because they realised now they were
not threatened by local stations.
Record companies and record
promoters remained proscribed, and
could not own part of a station.
The panel was unable to predict
when, or if, the much-heralded
Government White Paper on
broadcasting, post-Annan, would
appear. Smith hoped that
Parliament's reaction would be to
leave the BBC doing "what it does
best" — running national radio —
and that the IBA would be given all
local radio.
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Should the IBA press

for a national channel?
and what gives us existence.
Julius K. Scragg, Pennine Ra.i.
fbomp
presenter, asked if Stoller's view 0,
In co s ««
the future number of stations mea
forward at
there was no possibility of them ,!
become wirniii
j
local radio — for example, five nT
be the ongl"3 as 100, serving
stations in Manchester each with
stations, or as "I "* d Scotland,
separate target audience, tyhii*
the whole Nort
of Cng . Iancj as an
agreeing that the idea was attractive
Wales and
^"ilv yx(c in the Stoller
detailed the realities ■which
•■ '
accepted part of
V
people
make it impossible. "This ,s a small
country, and such thm PJ^
near 3
crowded island
crowded
u
continent; there
are a li^jjl
'haHhey woulXfind an ILR station
number
of
channels
and
a
lot of
erving the
place
going
S
would
givethey
thewere
navour
of ^o,
people wanting to use them." The
locality". Stoller closed For thos^
effect of European broadcasts on
reception was often not realised.
of us Who want local radio
Beverley Chubb, Radio Hallam
nourish it is within our readj,
music programmer, asked whether
have no time now for P011"^'
pandering, empire huiiding or clgp
the problem could not be solved by
splitting frequencies, with speech on
slogans, and we must go ahead and
VHP and streamlined ro^
add a new dimension to people
programmes on MW. Doubling up
lives."
. f
Fielding an opening
f2T
was "a bit wasteful" Stoller
the chairman as to whether the IBA
admitted, but again the realities had
would continue to influence
to be examined. "Medium wave is
programming, or "recede into being
rather a moveable feast; it's very
just an administrator" Stoller said
hard to get at night and will become
firmly that the Authority's mam aim
harder. People here just do not listen
is to get stations on the air,
to VHF, and won't until they
it has obligations to ensure a high
produce a cheap ferrite rod aerial
quality of programming. "I would
which can go into cheap trannies
be surprised," he added, "If we built in the Far East." Splitting was
develop as close an association with
not the long term solution to all the
radio programming as we do on the
problems anyway.
tv side; the needs of the two media
the topic of the IBA's view of
are quite different." However, the anOnindependent
national radio
IBA had found through experience channel Stoller stated
succinctly,
with existing companies that it was
"The Authority does not have a
"wise for us to maintain a role in
view about a national channel. We
programming."
have not been asked to consider it
Asked if the experimental stations and
have not submitted any ideas.
would be so in area or in format,
Personally I see it as perfectly
Stoller's reply was: "Both." There
possible that some national radio
are certain existing experiments
which the Annan Committee like some national tv could be
thought should have been the provided by commercial companies,
province of a Local Broadcasting but it is not a priority. Reaction
from the floor to this was that there
Authority such as cable radio and tv;
there were also proposals for ethnic was a case for a national commercial
and themed broadcasting. "All of radio channel which the IBA should
not neglect to press home politically.
which we feel we could look after —
Picking up on several allusions to
but experiments are not the first
priority." Taxed with the "delvings
frequencies and signal strength
of the IBA into programming Chris Yates, managing director of
areas," such as the clearly irritant Thames Valley Radio remarked,
(to the radio programmers) topic of "We are pan of a big club in
"meaningful speech" content,
Europe, and the only body which
Stoller insisted that the IBA had "a seems to be abiding by the rules is
clear duty to make sure that radio the IBA. Stoller reminded everyone
services inform and educate as well
that in his opinion and that of others
as entertain." He also pointed out,
— although not the BBC — Britain
"The IBA has not set itself up as
had come out of the Geneva
judge of its own volition. I don't discussion on allocation of
think there is any way that we can be
frequencies pretty well; the UK's
persuaded to avoid any of our duties
package of frequencies, time and
under the Independent Broadcasting
power allotted" is really larger than
Authority Act; it is what we live by it is entitled to".
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JIMMY DAY
All Those Years-CMLF 1002

DeWITT SCOTT
Keepin' It Country—CMLF 1004

MENDER
KELVIN HENDERSON
Black Magic Gun-CMLS 1016

shi n soon b
g
y MICKEY GILLEY,HICKS.
LESTER FLATT. MAC WISEMAN, ROY DRUSKY,
JOHN HUGHEY. and5PjJIMMY
CRAWFORD/RUSS
BRITAIN S EXCLUSIVE COUNTRY MUSIC LABEL is available to the trade through the
following distributors:
& Co ; SHANN0N
RECORDS LTD.; JSU DISTRIBUTION;
RFrORniMPQ LTD.;
. rn WESTWARD GRAMOPHONE
iS.ARD
RECORDINGS
LTD '^DEPENDENT RECORD SALES; WESTWOOD
EUROPE: LUGTON&CO.
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BOB WELCHavaiUhlo
FRENCH
on tasscUoKISS EST 11663
Bob Welch, ex Flectvvood Mac, now presents an album
of his own wori. Produced by John Carter, Lindsey Buckingham
and Christine McVie, the Lp "French Kiss" is so strong
as to move into the American charts on release.
So, no tongue in cheek, just "Eiflfich
the start
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"YOU HAVE lo look out for some
ol the potential dangers of success in
radio programming. Some of us arc
stuck in it now and it's hellish."
That was how Andy Park, head of
entertainment at one of the UK's
most succesful stations, Radio
Clyde, and described by forum
chairman Gillian Reynolds as "the
reluctant guru of ILR". opened the
Saturday afternoon session billed
The Potential Of UK Programming.
Park was one of a panel of four
including representatives of the
industry from Canada and the US
and a leading producer of radio
commercials and jingles.
Sounding more like a systems
analyst than a radio programmer, he
outlined some of the problems faced
by Clyde but added that there was
no way he could speak on behalf of
the whole of ILR because in
programming there is no such thing
as the ILR system, only 19
individual companies.
Park's emphasis was on
streamlining and keeping the system
fluid. "It's a young person's
business," he said. "I'm 41 and I
can't stand the pace. The system
means that you pay a little and
demand a lot in return. At Clyde we
have appointed no producers. There
is no engineering system that puts
anyone between the dj and his
audience," he added.
Djs were the worst culprits for
wanting a rigid system, he continued
"Disc jockeys want the concrete and
plaster to set once they've got their
show. You need to keep it fluid, lo
take a dj's ego and break it from
time to time. Keep pouring water on
the system. At Clyde we have 27 djs,
eight of them full-time.
"There should be no such thing as
British jockdom," he said,
describing the state of affairs where
a number of old or aspiring djs are
constantly moving in and out of
different stations, often leaving a
bad taste behind them.

Programming: 'There
is no such thing
as an ILR system'
"The people who bring expertise
in the subject matter are the ones
who will take you to the top. It's not
too important to worry about
whether they're broadcasters or not.
They can learn that pan."
Park picked on some of the people
who can be a thorn in a radio
station's flesh, including the
Musicians' Union which could
demand everything and give little in
return, and local newspapers which
would steadfastly ignore anything
the station did even though it was a
major shareholder.
Clyde, he said, was "hot", but the
BBC wasn't as cold as some record
companies thought it was. "Many of
you don't know who to talk to in the
BBC in some towns," he remarked.
None the less the notion that the
BBC has an elitist role was still true
and that, he noted, was the problem.
After Park, A1 Mair of Canada's
Attic Records outlined the Canadian
broadcasting set-up. It was, he
believed, the "child" of the UK and
US systems, with a government run
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
(CBQ with FM and AM services
resembling Radios 1 and 2, and 500
self-supporting commercial stations.
Citing Toronto as a city with 14
stations for just over two million
people, he noted that the average
listening span was just 20 minutes.
On Canada's MOR stations the
stress is on personality and music is
secondary, while on Top 40 the

opposite is true. A top Canadian
radio personality could expect to
earn up to 50,000 a year.
"Yet less than 20 stations have an
impact on record sales." added
Mair, who is also director of the
Canadian equivalents of the PRS
and MCPS royally collecting
agencies. "The industry is so
dominated by the rack-jobbers that
85 percent of sales go through them.
"It's a chicken-and-egg situation.
The racks won't stock a record until
it has a radio chart number, and the
stations won't give it a number until
it's selling."
Canada's largest station. CFRB,
has a negligible impact on sales.
Major influences were the US trade
papers, as Canada does not yet have
an accepted chart of its own.
Mair also outlined the "Cancon"
regulations, which force radio
stations to play 30 percent homegrown product among its music
output.
"Canada is dominated by US
culture," he added. "It's so much
easier to read Billboard than to go
with a record you love. No-one
wants to be first to go with a record.
"You've got a lot of good things
here," he concluded. "You've got
excitement in radio. There's a hell of
a lot more excitement than in
Canada or the US."
American programme consultant
Bob Atkinson then discussed some
aspects of US radio, in particular the

recent
^ ^ "
album-oriented
laced
He warned10^flf^^advertisers'
on stations fr0I
8 _ . acjVertisers or
wishes, either VcthnC^ salesmen,
from the station
belongS in
Programming,
sai >
the hands of the he
programmers
"Money is not made just by
number of commercials. ^ uK
touching on a tend P
d
radio just now, It is made y b ^
commercials and goo P
,h
A™kinson then outlined brieny the
development of
the mid.
Fifties and radio ratings look a
hammering.
^ hf
AOR, he believed, seemed to be
the format of the future, certainly
for the late Seventies, (pne of the
difficulties was knowing which
album cuts to play and his own
company was researching the
problem by testing listeners
reactions in 50 markets.
He recommended constant
research by each station in its own
city, but added that he thought UK
audience research was in many
respects better than US', especially
in the care taken.
Emison's Jeremy Rose, who since
1964 has been active in the business

radio and tv sound, ..
addressed the question of 3
promotion, beginning vdfS
playback of tapes representing raJ
styles in the Thirties, Forties ^
Eighties.
" ^
"When it comes to promotion
are rank amateurs," he said,
arc no people, lime or monev ?1
into it.
"The image matters. Adveni,.research shows that the
^
more important than the substanr?
Radio stations have to re.inf0r„that self-image by promotion anil
advertising. People don't knowwh"
you are until you tell them. It's n 01
competition but loyalty that is g80lri
oin
to make ILR work."
8
Local advertising, he criticisecj a
e". Station!
St
"bad most of the time".
l0 l
should be u talking
RH
r to
. heir
advertisers about> class,
"putthp
8
over the real stuff.''
Turning to station promos and
ID's he said: "I think I know somof the answers now and I think there
are a few others here who do. To be
a pioneer always costs money and we
turned out a lot of rubbish early on
"I think many commercials are
now of a very high standard and I'd
like to see some of that conceptual
experience used to sell the station.
"We been amateurs, thinking that
the audience will love it and we'll
always get away with it. Let's reverse
it and be professionals playing at
being amateurs."
Many stations are currently
buying Canadian packages of
"beds" — all-purpose musical
tracks on which to record
commercial voiceovers. Rose said it
was time the UK got in on the act;
"We have the singers and producers
now and a lot of you are putting
money into it," he told the radio
industry.
Throwing the session open,
Gillian Renolds asked whether ILR
TO PAGE 14

Air-Edel proudly present

A A Club
Aero
Ajax Liquid
Alcoa
Alpen Cereals
Andrews Liver Salts
Angel Delight
Armadillo
A-S.D.A.
Baby Bel
Babycham
Bass Special
Benson & Hedges International
Berger Paints
Bird's Dream Topping
Birds Eye Cod in Batter
Blue Baud Margarine
Body Misi
Ronlkrachi
Bovril
Boots No.7 Collection
Boots No.17
Bowyi rs Cold Meats
Brandini
British Airways
British Caledonian
British Gas Cookers
British Leyland (Middle East)
Brilish Meals
British Rail Sealink
Brylcreem
Brook Street Bureau

their track record.
Brutus Jeans
Club 18-20
Frys Chocolate Cream
Lloyds Bank
Parly Chocolates
Burtons
C.O.I.
Global Tours
Lotus Shoes
Pedigree Toys
Butlins
Comfort
Goya Aqua Citra
Lyons Bakeries
Outdoor
Girl
Cadbury's Alamo
Comfort Switzerland
Halihorange
Lyons Maid Ice CreamM
Persil
Cadbury's Country Style
Co-op
Halifax
I
.yons
Quick
Brew
Tea
Super
Brew"
Philips
Hipster
Cadbury's Dairy Milk
Cookecn
Hapi Cola (Egypt)
Lyons Savoury Sizzles
Pifco
Cadbury's Drinking Chocolate Crackerjack
Harp Lager Scotland
Maclaren Baby Buggy
Pippa Dolls
Cadbury's Furry Friends
Craven "A" Cigarettes
Harvest Biscuits
Macleans
Toothpaste
Pilchards
Cadbury's Magic Dream
Crawford's Cheddars
Heinz Bangers & Beans
Mazda
Polaroid
Cameras
Cadbury's Roses
Crazy Curl
Heinz Beans
Mary Baker
Pomagne
Cadbury's Snack
Cream
Heinz Casserole Base
McEwan's
Export
Prudential
Cadbury's Special Recipe
Cresta
Heinz Sponge Pudding
McVitie's Ginger Nuts
Quality Street
Cadbury's Welcome
Cutcx
Herbal Sensation
McVi
tie's
RondcIIo
Raspberry Swiss Crush
Cadbury's Whistler
Daily Mail
HofBeer
Macho
Reyno Cigarettes
Campbells Meatballs
Dayvilles
HP. Sauce
Make-a-Meal
Richard Shops
Canada Dry
Dentyne Chewing Gum H P. Sweet Pickle
Martini
Ricqles
Carlsberg
l.C.I. Paints
Derwent Ham
Max
Factor
Right Guard
Catty Amsterdam
International Gold
Dim
Mary Quant
Ritz Crackers
C&A
Drive Detergent
Jackson the Tailor
Melila
Robinsons
Orange Barley
Cepton Radio
Dulux
Jacob's Club
Midas
Roneo Vickers
Ceylon Tea
Dunhill Cigarettes
Jelly
Tots
Milk
Rowenta
(France)
Cheese Savours
Duraeell
Jet Jeans
Milk "I've got life"
Rowntroes Fruit Pastilles
Chef Soups
English Tourist Board
Justina Wine
Mint Kracknel
Sally Dolls
Cherry Valley Duckling
ICsso
Kayser Tights
MrPibb
Sanatogen
Chipnicks
Expressway
Kent Cigarettes
National Petrol
Sanyo
Chokito
Falcon Hairspray
Kcrrygold Butler
Nescafe
Savoury Rice
Christy
Feudor Lighters
Kiddikraft
Norska NK.
Seagers Egg Flip
Chrysler Simca
Fiat Cars
Kiku
North West Gas
Shandy Bass
Chrysler Dealer
Hue Blend
Kil-E-Kal Munchies
Opel Cars
Shun!
Cinzano
1*1 ne Fare
Kodak Instant Camera
Panatellas
Simba Chips
Clairol 1200
Fison's Carbync
KP Discos
Parazone
Skol Lager
Clan Tobacco
Frotee Deodorant
Levis
Parkers Cough Linclus
Slimcea
Lipton Tea

Slimline Tonic
Snap Wrap
Spanish Tourist Board
Start rile
Steradcnl
Sunsilk
Sunday Times (Soul on Fire)
Supersoft Hairspray
Swifts Turkeys
Talc & Lyle
Tango
Tetley Tea
Tia Maria
Top Deck
Timothy Whites
Tower Mixers
Toyota
Trust House Forte
Trulex
TWA
Typhoo Tea
Valdenna
Vauxhall Chevetle
Walker Crisps
Wall's Ice Cream
Weetabix
Wooicoe
Woolwich Building Society
Wranglers International
Yardley Lipstick
Zodiac Savoury Snacks
5 Roses Tea

Their writers are:
David Dundas,David Reilly,Fiachra Trench.George Maiiin.Graham Presketljohn Carter,Lionel Bart Pel r w
Richard Harvey.Roger
ger Gre
Greenaway.Stanley Myers.Tony Waddington, Wayne Bickcrton. Mike Bait, lYancis Monklinn
As well as producing original material,
we also have quick access to music publishers'
catalogues, so if you want to use an existing song
or tune all you have to do is tell us what you want

and we'll take it from there.
If you'd like to know more, ring Maggie
Douglas, Kate Hawthorne, Maggie Garrard or Liz
Nichols on 01-402 9484.
the music people
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VikkiCarr
The Wkki Carr Colleclion
This album is a colloclion of contemporary songs, standards, film
themes and popular ballads all heated with the unique stylings of
Vikki Carr. This special value Double album is now available on the
Sunset label for the firsl lime.
Includes: Can't Take My Eyes Off You: St rangers In The Night :For
Once In My Life:By The Time 1 Get To Phoenix...
Album :SLD 503/4 Cassetle:2TCT 503

Duke Ellington
The English Concert
This splendid live double album was recorded in England during a
visit in October 1971. Soloists include Paul Gousalves whose tenor
sax work on "Cotton Tail" and "Happy Reunion" is a revelation.
Altogether an excellent album and incredible value on Sunset.
Tracks include Togo Brava Brava Togo Suite. Clam Blues. Lotus
Blossom, Happy Reunion...
Album:SLD 507/8 Cassette:2TCT 507
\3BtE;
no

Pi
ties
Casse
*4.99

The Buddy Rich Big Band
The Buddy Rich Colleclion
Renowned as the world's foremost big band drummer, this pair of
recordings highlights the excellence of Buddy Rich and his band.
Recorded live in Hollywood and Las Vegas, sixteen tracks are
featured including classics like "Big Swing Face" and "Meaning of
the Blues"
Album :SLD 505/6 Casselle:2TCT 505

41
t*a

s
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£

l:99
Co ssett
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wklMWI
MM NOIK « n agag
HMDUIUM,
Battle ,
ofBntain
Cnajuiom
M(fl\ Hl\r,,iii%<I.1 Sjll/ium
H il ,\M \jtjI ( <.,]>«•,JN

Battle Of Britain
81^50407
Cassette TCT 50407

Ork^sal Motion Picmu: SouNdmAck
Syr* •

A Man And A Woman
SLS 50409
Cassette TCT 50409

The Music Lovers
SLS 50410
Cassette TCT 50410

mmt
A Produci of United Artists Records
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Playlists

or free

choice?

choice by presenters. Laing
remarked that on joining the station
recently he had allowed presenters
more freedom to do what they want.
"That week was unreal," he said. "I
almost went into cardiac arrest."
Savin programmes very track on
BRMB, including compulsory
scgucways, and explained: "I do it
so that the djs are free to think of the
more important things. Music
should be an inoffensive noise going
on in the background."
Record company reaction to the
debate was mixed. Anchor assistant
m.d. Martin Wyatt summed up one
point of view when he said of tight
playlisting: "At least you know
where you are."
Motown promotions man Keith
Harris took up the side of the absent
Radio 1. "People say it's limited and
restricted. In fact commercial radio
tends to come down to one person
programming music, but on 1 at

FROM PAGE 12
had moved away from some of the
"rigid programming postures"
adopted early on and sparked off the
perennial playlist-versus-free-choice
debate that dogs ILR whenever two
or three are gathered together in its
name.
Swansea Sound programme
controller Colin Mason remarked
that some British stations had been
AOR since they started. "There has
been a more relaxed attitude," he
observed, "and unwittingly we have
been ahead of the times."
Gerry Laing (head of
presentation. Beacon) and Brian
Savin (music organiser, BRMB)
were called on to defend the two
midland stations who are among the
most tightly formatted in ILR.
Beacon operates a large playlist of
singles and album tracks in rotation
with only a small degree of free

least it's down to a dozen
programmers." Ariola's Frank
Pritchard commented that a strict
Top 40 repetition station would only
work if there were more competing
stations.
Andy Park tried to lay the ghost
that ILR works on restricted
playlists. Radio Clyde plays up to 16
records an hour and up to six of
them will be the dj's own choice.
"You have to depend on the guys
you buy," he said. "When I
employed Steve Jones I talked to
him for five weeks before signing
him and if he had said anything that
worried me in that time I wouldn't
have. I have to be able to turn my
back."
Park attacked the importance
attached to simple devices like
segues in discussion about
programming. The idea that it
should become a major feature, he
said, was curious.

MIKE AGAPIOU (Creative Director, Rupert Chetwynds agency) and Maggie Douglas (Executive Producer, A ir-Edel)
leading the Sunday morning forum session billed Music In Marketing. An outline of the thinking that goes into jingle
and background music writing was followed by a run through of old tv ads that emphasised four main efforts that
music could have in advertising: impact, memorability, crealin&a mood and being a thread to co-ordinate a campaign
across different media.

Selling

music

through
WITH REVENUE
fr^d £22
a
advertising
at and
fthetop
ur0
million for 1977,
four
o.t^
s en
S
ten P ^. Kijlen Was on strong
companies, Gus Kin
. of
ground for introducing the top
Marketing Music.
i
ector
dr
Killen, deputy manag10*.., the
Of Freeman Matthews0 &ened
M'lne ^
advertising agency, P
e^ant
slide presentation of relevan^
information, includu g
|ejslire
published BPI charts on leisure
,
spending
t:c:ne 'The
music) press and tv advert^diversion of advertising revenue »n
fhe musdc and other indus.nes
■ »
s ,ng s
radio had been
. H;
d
with Capital, Clyde,
BRMB radio stations emerging
the most successful in attractingsuch revenue.
"
"Radio is instant advertising,
Killen reminded the representatives
of 19 record companies present.
"We so often produce
advertisements in days ratherrethan
weeks." He urged that c0{"d
companies should ask for, and e
given, more consideration as
advertisers, plus volume discounts
which are arranged so as to take
account of the special circumstances
in the record industry. Unlike baked
bean and soap powder
manufacturers, record companies
cannot predict exactly how
advertising will be spaced in volume.
Eddie Blackwell, managing
director of Air Services and a
stalwart contributor to all the forum

radio
question of discounts, stating that
discounts were given for volume
when sufficient time was bought in
advance and that three of the four
biggest industry advertisers
benefited. "ILR takes its place this
year not as a palliative to the punchdrunk tv advertisement buyer, but a
medium to be used in tandem with
tv in competition with the press."
He quoted this summer's JICRAR
audience survey, and pointed out
that radio is the only advertising
medium which is in a period of
genuine growth. He very strongly
put the point that "all radio stations
are worth buying pound for pound,
and the idea that revenue should
only go to the bigger stations should
be attacked. "I believe that if you
have the will to support the smaller
stations — and the future is in the
smaller stations — our agency is
ready to relieve you of the
difficulties involved. Maybe it is the
job of companies like Air Services to
take on some of the production and
distribution of commercials to make
it easier for the record companies to
support the "acorns" — the small
stations. Alan Keen, Radio
Luxembourg m.d. spoke of his
disappointment that the BBC was
not represented, and urged that in
future apathy on the creative side of
record companies should be
counteracted.
Figures quoted by Gus Killen
appear in the MW review of the BPI
yearbook {MW November 26). The
JICRAR survey was covered in

Awarded to Radio Clyde by Virgin Records—one gold
LP disc for Mike Oldf ield's "Tubular Bells!'
Awarded to Radio Clyde by MCA-one gold single disc for
Julie Covington's "Don't Cry for me Argentina."
a:A

Awarded to Radio Clyde by just about every major label
in the country—recognition for Clyde's
contribution to the success of their hits.
In the record promotion
business Clyde Counts.
Over 1-2 million Scots tune in every
week. That's 67% of all adults + 80%
of the 15-24 year olds.
All for a cost from around 22p
per thousand.

Give it a spin. When our DJ's play—they play to win. Usually awards.

-11

For us. For you.
Get in touch. Now. And find out how Clyde Counts.

The Golden Newfes from

Radio Clyde.
Radio Clyde Limited, Ranken House, Blythswood Court, Anderston Centre, Glasgow G2 7LB Telephone 04't 2216
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the

company

with

more

tick

o

SINGLES

ALBUMS
□ GENERAL JOHNSON
General Johnson
SPARTY 1029

□ BRECKER BROTHERS
Don't Stop The Music c/w Finger Lickin' Good
ARISTA 117

□ MARTHA REEVES
The Best Of My Life
SPARTY 1030

n THE SECRET
The Young Ones
ARISTA 142 (special bag)

□ GIL SCOTT HERON
Bridges
SPARTY 1031 TC ARTY 1031 (cass)

□ BAY CITY ROLLERS
The Way I Feel Tonight
ARISTA 144

□ BARRY MANILOW
Barry Manilow Live
DARTY 3 (double album) TC DAR 3 (cass)

□ BARRY MANILOW
Daybreak
ARISTA 146

□ BEN SIDRAN
The Doctor Is In
SPARTY 1022

□ FURY
Missdemeanor
ARISTA 150

□ BURLESQUE
Burlesque
SPARTY 1028 TC ARTY 1028 (cass)

□ VIOLA WILLS
Lets Love Now
ARISTA 151 (12")

□ ALAN PARSONS
I Robot
SPARTY 1012 TC ARTY 1012 (cass)

□ GRATEFUL DEAD
Dancin' In The Streets
DEAD 1 (12")

□ GARY GLITTER
Silver Star
SPARTY 1020 TC ARTY 1020 (cass)

□ PILOT
Ten Feet Tall
ARISTA 155

□ CARAVAN
Better By Far
SPARTY 1008 TC ARTY 1008 (cass)

□ THE KINKS
Father Christmas
ARISTA 153 (special bag)

□ GRATEFUL DEAD
Terrapin Station
SPARTY 1016 TC ARTY 1016 (cass)

n the PLEASERS
(You Keep On Telling Me) Lies
ARISTA 152 (special bag)

□ STOMU YAMASHTA
Go Too
SPARTY 1011 TC ARTY 1011 (cass)

□ GARY GLITTER
I Dare You To Lay One On Me
ARISTA 154

□ COMMANDER CODY
Rock 'n' Roll Again
SPARTY 1018
□

SHOWADDYWADDY
Red Star
SPARTY 1023 TC ARTY 1023 (cass)

□

SHOWADDYWADDY
Greatest Hits
ARTY 145 TC ARTY 145 (cass)

□

SHOWADDYWADDY
Dancin'Party
ARISTA 149

your Christmas
cheque list
from Arista

Order now from your Tandem salesman
or direct from Phonodisc
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Kennedy streses

need for

income-angled
LEEDS, BRISTOL, Southampton
Hull — these should be the next sites
for commercial radio stations, and
never mind the fact that BBC local
stations exist there already.
That was Bob Kennedy's
contribution to the territorial
warfare currently going on between
the IBA and the BBC over the future
development of local radio, spelled
out in a Sunday afternoon forum
speech.
Kennedy — m.d. of Standard
Broadcasting UK, the Canadianowned company with substantial
holdings in ILR, and formerly a
senior radio officer at the IBS — is
one of ILR's most experienced and
respected advocates.
His argument was directed at the
IBA, whose own policy is that the
next round of stations, adding to the
current 19, should be in areas at
present unserved by any form of
local radio, ILR or BBC.
That would leave cities like the
four above still without a
commercial station, while smaller
centres like Plymouth and
Northampton were provided for.
"If we take four stations in a year
as a reasonable pace for
development," Kennedy said, "and
select from the IBA list Cardiff,
Northampton, Exeter and
Aberdeen, ILR will have grown in
coverage by about 1.5 million or five
to six percent."
Kennedy suggested this was not
fast enough for a number of
reasons. By moving first into the
larger cities like Leeds or Hull the

growth
the rnnntrv
country areas.
iHp
Kennedy also hinted that he
thought bringing ILR to major
cities, even where they have a BBC
station already, could be considered
a more useful public service than
bringing ILR to smaller areas which
don't have any local radio at all
though all of them must have it in
time.
He reminded record companies
that records are the largest smgle
product group advertised on ILR,
and spoke of the "specia
opportunities" ILR oflcred to sell
records.
..
"ILR is the only mass medium
where the editorial content of the
medium is the same as the product
I
that is being advertised by a major
Bob Kennedy
advertiser.
"Perhaps the most important new
IBA would generate more income
dimension which ILR has given to
more quickly, which would in turn
the record business is the
allow them to move more quickly
opportunity to widen the exposure
into the smaller urban and rural
to new records of the radio listeners.
areas.
This has been done in two ways.
His case, though, he stressed was
"First, programming. As
also a marketing one. Major
different companies have developed
national advertisers do not use ILR
their own music policies ILR has
simply because they do not consider
provided more exposure for new
it to be a national medium. He cited
product that could possibly be
the Central Office of Information as
provided by the national or local
an advertiser which rarely uses
services of the BBC.
radio, whereas in Canada one
"Secondly there is the
provincial government spent 50
opportunity to buy advertising time
percent more on radio than on any
to expose whatever new product it
other medium this year.
wishes to sell. Whether record
Of the major cities he said: "They
companies have been quite as
must be there for you, the
adventurous as they might have been
advertisers, for us, the marketers,
in breaking new talent in ^ their
and to provide the finance to speed
bought time is open to debate."
the development of local radio into

L

a
must
broadca

m
TO

WL
The Risk Business, the BBC report on the record
J
LA VRIE JOHN, Producerj{or Forum delegates.
industry which was screened for Foru
^

Video

tapes

threat to
AL MAIR, president of Canada's
Attic Records and forum panellist,
gave delegates a chilly warning
about the threat posed to the record
industry by the video-caselte.
Speaking in the closing session.
The Changing Face Of The Record
Industry, Mair pointed out that
video-cassette machines were now
being marketed in Canada at just
$900, with blank four-hour tapes
selling for $25.
It was competition for radio and
records because one of the
attractions of those media was that

a

radio'
they offered continuous music.
"Now people can have Elton John
in concert on videotape all the
lime," he added.
"Does it mean fewer people will
be at concerts? Will there be more
home-taping off tv because of videocassettes?
"I don't know the answers to
that, but they offer competition and
the next step is illegal lending
libraries.
"Their importance may be much
more dangerous than anyone in
records or radio realise."

Tune in to televised product with
CLYDE

FACTORS

our availability and prices are on the right channel
AH prices excluding VAT. Minimum order 20 units
DIANA ROSS
20 Golden Greats
JOE LOSS
20 Golden Greats
ROLLING STONES
Get Stoned
KENNY ROGERS
Daytime Friends
TAMMY WYNETTE
20 Country Classics
Country Girl Meets
Country Boy
PHIL SPECTOR
Top 20 Echoes'60s
FRANK1E LAINE
Best Of
Brook Benton
The Incomparable
BEACH BOYS
Greatest Hits
Strictly Instrumental

EMTV
5
EMTV
7
ADEP
32
UAS
30119
PR
5040
PR
5039
2307
013
PR
5032
WW
5031
EMTV
1
WW
5029
The Remarkable
WW
RAY STEVENS
5036
20 Rock Musical
ADEP
Greats ;"
31
Worlds Greatest
RTL
Love Songs
2021
CLIFF RICHARDS
EMTV
40 Golden Greats
6
FRANKIE VAUGHAN RTDX
100 Golden Greats
2024
MAX BYGRAVES
RTD
100 Golden Greats
2019

2.85
2.95
3.47
2.36
2.60
2.60
2.22
2.075
2.26
2.67
2.075
2.42
2.26
1,73
4.40
3.46
3.46

SLIM WHITMAN
Home On The Range
The Salvation Army
By Request
Magic of Rogers
And Hammerstein
BERTWEEDON Let The Good
Times Roll
ROD STEWART Foot Loose &
Fancy Free
ELVIS PRESLEY
40 Greatest Hits
GLEN CAMPBELL
Greatest Hits
SuperGroups
BILLY CONNOLLY
ACKER BILK
Classical Favourites
Encyclopaedia of
Fairy Tales
Walt Disney
GLEN CAMPBELL
Greatest Hits
HERBALPERT
Feelings

40 No. 1s

UATV
30102
WW
5038
WW
5024

2.075

WW
5035

2.075

RVLP
5
EP
001
EMTV
2
RTL
2020
PDA
035
WW
5028
ADEP
33
RTDX
2026
RTL
2021
EMTV
EMTV
NE
1005
NE
1006

2.98
2.26

2.78
3.60
2.67
2.42

Joy To The World
Classical Rock
GLADYS KNIGHT
Soul City
JOHN HANSON
Sound of Bread
LITTLERICHARD
Classical Gold

1.45
2.29
2.26
3.46
1.73
2.67

Cash, cheque with Order,
minimum order 20 units.
Also Cassettes available
Name . .
Address

3.49
2.66

L

CLYDE FACTORS, 79 WASHINGTON ST., GLASGOW G38 BO - 041-221-9844 Telex: 777288
ABERDEEN DEPOT; 70 Ardarroch Road, Aberdeen AB1QS Tefc 52089
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NE
1008
NE
1007
NE
1009
NE
1004
NE
1003
NE
1002
K
52062
WW
5034
RTD
4/2020

3.49
2.09
2.34
3.49
2.66
2.66
2.63
2.42
3.46
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NAME OF BAND: NO DICE

ALBUM TITLE: NO MCE

NUMBER: EMC319S

MSSCBIPIION: ROdTNBOLL

AVAILABLE: NOW
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albums

in one day, November 46th!
"All the World's o Stage"
Mercury SRM-2-7508
8-Trock MC8-2-7508
Musicossette MCR4-2-7506

"2112"
Mercury SRM-1 -1079
S-TracK MC8-1 -1079
Musicosseffe MCR4-1 -1079

"A Farewell to Kings"
Mercury SRM-1-1184
8-TrQck MC8-1-1184
Musicosseffe MCR4-1 -1184

me reurti

product of phonogram, inc., distributed by phonodisc. inc. polygram companies
Write or call your local Phonodisc distributor sales office for displays and other promotional items
Produced by Rush and Terry Drown. Rush appears on Anthem Records, in Canada.
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PETER JONES
Kingston sets up RK music deals
,
Boys.Thpn
Thenrame
camea asihkle
singlefrom
from the
the RK Organization will publish the
Band of the Black Watch. Spirit Of
M
scores
of
major
films,
along
with
the
BOB KINGSTON left Southern
The Isles, a trailer for an album oi
music for a new Laurel and Hardy
Music, and its affiliated record label
the
same
name.
Silents scries set for British tv.
Spark, as managing director in
"The third was Harlem Song, oy a
He has tied up a deal with Barry
February this year, after 20 years
,4
Lebanese singer Fady Elkonry, and
Collings, agent and manager based
with the group. His aim was to set
we're
looking
for
eventual
big
sales
■m
in Westcliff, Essex. Says Kingston:
up his own music business
from him. His Spanish version of
"He has an enormous roster of acts
conglomerate and he achieved that
the number sold over a million in the
and our deal means that we will have
by getting full financial backing
various Spanish territories,
the publishing copyrights of his
from Boosey and Hawkes, keen to
including South America, and we ve
artists."
get into the pop field.
already placed the English-language
There is a one-off deal which gives
Now he is installed in new offices
Lanwnt Dozter
treatment in Germany and Japan
Kingston rights to the film score of
in 34, Windmill Street, London,
with, probably, France coming upTigers
Don't
Cry,
an
Anthony
W.l. (not Great Windmill Sirect)Yet another area is likely to be m
April signs
Quinn feature made in South Africa,
The building is still in something
the field of classical promotions,
and
featuring
music
by
local
of a shell-like condition, though the
something
which
interests
Boosey
composer Hennie Bekker.
16-track Ampex equipment is
and Hawkes and which would go
Dozier firms
He adds; "My recent world tour
installed and there is desk space for
through the Geraldo agency link.
took
in
Japan,
Hong
Kong,
New
NEW
most of the staff. But in the months
Kingston says; "The set-up that is
^ SSve0 rSe
York, and a visit to Musexpo. This
since leaving Southern, Kingston has
developing
can
get
into
virtually
any
publishing -nagemen.^deal
has led to deals for our catalogue in
area of the industry."
travelled widely and clinched
Japan, Germany, Belgium and
^LaTomDoWs publishing
important deals. And his original
His
"team"
is
practically
France, with others to come.
aim has widened to take in virtually
finalised.
His
son
Barry
Kingston
is
companies.
his
f
"A reciprocal deal gives us the
all aspects of the entertainment
running the studio and production
Dozier, long knowna p^ie
copyrights of Michael Dees, a
industry.
side. Geoff Wilkins is creative
association with
... Bahy
singer-songwriter from the States,
Boosey and Hawkes is, for three
manager, and will handle
Holland, co-worte hu ^Bany
whose product goes through
years, financing RK Records,
promotion.
John
Aspey
recently
Musicways, a division of Filmways
already active with product, Robert
joined as copyright manager -keach OuU'il BeThere
andPeddhn
It's The
in California. He concentrates
Lme^dSong.
His album
Kingston Publishing and Robert
royalties and accounting are handled
nowadays
more
on
writing
than
Kingston Productions.
by
the
Boosey
and
Hawkes
singing, though he has several hit
Music On The Side due||r early
He says: "That covers most of the
computer, but it was necessary to
records to his credit."
1978 release,
includes
current
Going Wk
To MyhisRoots
and
music activities, but we've also set
have
a
separate
copyright
division.
He cannot yet reveal names, but
up an association to take joint
Kingston's
wife
Kay
is
company
Kingston
adds
that
other
deals
his
new
single,
out
January
,
control of Geraldo Entertainments
secretary.
_. L
include one with an American black
1
Ltd. This is a management and
When
the
offices
arc
finished
and
^US-torn Tim Rose, hest-known
music label, a top New York
agency business, and we are in
heated installed Bob Kingston will
publisher — and three major
for his standard Morning Dew and
partnership with Geraldo's' widow,
host
a
launch
party.
Mexican catalogues, which include
his own arrangement of Hey Joe has
Manja, Mrs. Leigh. This
He
says:
"Maybe
it
should
be
an "enormous amount" of Latin
also signed with April o
company was originally in Bond
stressed that the RK group of
American music.
exclusive worldwide deal. His
Street but is now moving to
companies
is
100
per
cent
owned
by
RK Records is already in business
album, due out in
* Jrre
Windmill Street, opposite our own
me,
but
financed
completely
by
with several releases. Mike Walker,
Gambler and is produced by Pierre
offices. Also in this operation is Ron
Boosey and Hawkes, who take 50
formerly
with
Spark
Records,
is
Rowbottom, who manages Frank
per cent of the profits. After the
installed in an office in Hindley,
To April on a worldwide deal
Ifield."
. f
initial three year period, there is an
Lancashire, as northern promotion
comes the UK writing team of David
Kingston has picked up a series of
option of another four. After that, it
manager
and
has
a
team
of
Reilly (son of harmonica player
other associations — though, as
is open for us to carry on as before,
telephone girls operating on sales.
Tommy Reilly) and Anthony
contracts have to be completed, he
or for me to buy them out, or for
First
RK
release
was
British
Bvgraves. (son of comedian Max).
cannot give all the names. One is
Refugee by new wave group Spitfire them to buy me ouh"
with a US film distributor, so that

• LSI

ELVIS psisin

Best selling
sheet music
NAME OFTHE GAME, Bocu
YOU'RE IN MY HEART, Riva
EEDLES AND PINS, United
rtists
OCKING ALL OVER THE
'ORLD, Intersong
ES SIR I CAN BOOGIE,
.ouvigny Marquee
LACK BETTY, Kensington
iLAC^^IS BLACK, Robert
■n
alling occupants, ATV
.lver
lady,
acaulay/DJM
-E ARE THE CHAMPIONS,
Ml/Queen
IRGINIA PLAIN, EG Music
OVE HURTS, Acuff
ise/WB
13 sVAR WARS. Chappell
STORIES.
—
14 V\ ONDEROUS
Topiographic/Warner Bros
15 B ELFAST, ATV/Hansa
16 HAPPY DAYS, Famous
tappell
)VE BUG, Rondor/ Chappell
OU MAKE LOVING FUN.
K
19 ANGEL OF THE MORNING.
April
20 E EST OF MY LOVE. Carlin
Courtesy MPA

RECORDS
JAVELIN

Wholesale Self Service record Supermarket, Bentley
Avenue, Middleton, Lancashire.
061-653 6364

t. I l 1 y |

X
■ft £2
u.

L

9a.m.-5.30p.m.
Open Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
9a.m.-8.00p.m
Thursday and Friday
2 p.m.-4.00 p.m
Sunday
Don't miss out — stock up for Christmas — now!
Our Van Sales Service could be in your area — ring now for further
details.

We are a few minutes away from junction 20 on the M62. Take the
A627(M)/ then A664 and at the next roundabout sharp left into Bentley
Avenue.

JAVELIN
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PRIVATE STOCK RECORDS LTD
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It's in the bag!
Manufactured & distributed by
EMI RECORDS LIMITED
Order from
EMI HAYES DISTRIBUTION CENTRE
Telephone 01 -759 4532/4611 & 848 981
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Kingston sets up RK music deals
... ... Then came ao single
cinolp from
Boys.
from the
the RK Organization will publish the
Band
of
the
Black
Watch,
Spirit Of
scores of major films, along with the
BOB KINGSTON left Southern
The Isles, a trailer for an album 01
music for a new Laurel and Hardy
Music, and its affiliated record label
the same name.
Silents series set for British tv.
Spark, as managing director in
"The third was Harlem Song, by a
He
has
tied
up
a
deal
with
Barry
February this year, after 20 years
Lebanese singer Fady Elkoury, and
Collings, agent and manager based
with the group. His aim was to set
we're
looking for eventual big sales
in Wcstcliff, Essex. Says Kingston:
up his own music business
from
him. His Spanish version ot
"He
has
an
enormous
roster
of
acts
conglomerate and he achieved that
the
number
sold over a million in the
and
our
deal
means
that
we
will
have
by getting full financial backing
various Spanish territories,
the publishing copyrights of his
from Boosey and Hawkes, keen to
including South America, and we've
artists."
get into the pop field.
already placed the English-language
There is a one-off deal which gives
Now he is installed in new offices
treatment in Gennany and Japan
Kingston rights to the film score of
in 34, Windmill Street, London,
with, probably, France coming up.
Tigers Don't Cry, an Anthony
W.l. (not Great Windmill Street).
Yet another area is likely to be in
Quinn feature made in South Africa,
The building is still in something
the field of classical promotions,
and featuring music by local
of a shell-like condition, though the
something which interests Boosey
composer Hennie Bekker.
16-lrack Ampex equipment is
and Hawkes and which would go
He adds: "My recent world tour
installed and there is desk space for
through the Geraldo agency link.
took in Japan, Hong Kong, New
most of the staff. But in the months
Kingston says: "The set-up that is
York, and a visit to Musexpo. This
since leaving Southern. Kingston has
developing can get into virtually any
has led to deals for our catalogue in
travelled widely and clinched
area of the industry."
Japan,
Germany,
Belgium
and
important deals. And his original
His "team" is practically
France,
with
others
to
come.
aim has widened to take in virtually
finalised. His son Barry Kingston is
"A
reciprocal
deal
gives
us
the
all aspects of the entertainment
running the studio and production
copyrights of Michael Dees, a
industry.
side. Geoff Wilkins is creative
singer-songwriter
from
the
States,
Boosey and Hawkes is, for three
manager, and will handle
whose
product
goes
through
years, financing RK Records,
promotion. John Aspey recently
Musicways, a division of Filmways
already active with product, Robert
joined as copyright manager —
in California. He concentrates
Kingston Publishing and Robert
royalties and accounting arc handled
nowadays more on writing than
Kingston Productions.
by the Boosey and Hawkes
singing, though he has several hit
He says: "That covers most of the
computer, but it was necessary to
records to his credit."
music activities, but we've also set
have a separate copyright division.
He cannot yet reveal names, but
up an association to take joint
Kingston's wife Kay is company
Kingston adds that other deals
control of Geraldo Entertainments
secretary.
include one with an American black
Ltd. This is a management and
When the offices are finished and
music label, a top New York
agency business, and we are in
heated installed Bob Kingston will
publisher — and three major
partnership with Geraldo's' widow,
host a launch party.
Mexican catalogues, which include
Manja, Mrs. Leigh. This
He says: "Maybe it should be
an "enormous amount" of Latin
company was originally in Bond
stressed that the RK group of
American
music.
Street but is now moving to
RK Records is already in business companies is 100 per cent owned by
Windmill Street, opposite our own
me, but financed completely by
with
several releases. Mike Walker,
offices. Also in this operation is Ron
Boosey and Hawkes, who take 50
formerly
with
Spark
Records,
is
Rowbottom, who manages Frank
per cent of the profits. After the
installed in an office in Hindley,
I field."
initial three year period, there is an
Lancashire, as northern promotion
Kingston has picked up a series of
manager and has a team of option of another four. After that, it
other associations — though, as
is open for us to carry on as before,
telephone girls operating on sales.
contracts have to be completed, he
or for me to buy them out, or for
First RK release was British
cannot give all the names. One is
Refugee by new wave group Spitfire them to buy me out/^
with a US film distributor, so that

m
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Lamont Dozier
April sign
Dozier fir
NEWLY SIGNED t<
on an exclusive
publishing managem
Dozier Music Inc., an
Music, Lamont Dozi<
companies.
Dozier, long kn<
association with Brit
Holland, co-worte h
Love, Where Did C
Reach Out I'll Be The:
Same Old Song. His a
Music On The Side,
1978 release, include
single Going Back To
his new single, out
i Break The Ice.
j US-born Tim Rosi
f for his standard Mor
his own arrangement (
also signed with i
exclusive worldwide
album, due out in Ja
Gambler and is prodi
Tubbs.
To April on a w
comes the UK writing
Reilly (son of harn
Tommy Reilly) ai
Bygraves, (son ofcoi

JAVELIN

Wholesale Self Service record
Avenue, Middleton, Lancashii

yss'"■3Baiijr

Open Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
Thursday and Friday
Sunday
Don't miss out — stock up fc
Our Van Sales Service could be in your c
details.

We are a few minutes away from jun
A627(M), then A664 and at the next ro
Avenue.

JAVELIN
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THE NEW HIT SINGLE FROM

DAVID SOUL

'LEfS HAVE AQUIET NIGHT IN'
SUPPLIED IN FULL COLOUR SLEEVE

CATALOGUE NO. PVT.130

.*
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xyQ/ka
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CHART AIBUM5

PRIVATE STOCK RECORDS LTD.

It's in the bag!
Manufactured & distributed by
EMI RECORDS LIMITED
Order from
EMI HAYES DISTRIBUTION CENTRE
Telephone 01 - 759 4532/4611 & 848 9811

PLAYING TO AN
AUDIENCE OF ONE'
Catalogue No.PVlPini;
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It's all very well
NO MATTER what concert you put
on in London, there is a large
enough potential audience in the city
and its satellites for virtually any act,
with sufficient promotion, to fill a
hall. In the provinces things are
different. Top line acts can of course
fill any venue, but comebacks, new
bands, or even name bands better
known on the dance hall circuit have
often to work very hard even to halffill a hail.
Taking Glasgow as an example,
there is the Apollo in splendid
isolation, a specialist music venue
Feudal law
feuding
THE RECORD business came up
against the full majesty of Scottish
law last week when an application
was heard to allow planning
permission to convert a former
picture gallery in Strathblane
Stirlingshire into a recording studio.
Under feudal law the premises
were restricted to use as a house,
shop or for social purposes. The
owner, Iain Purdie, had applied to
have this restriction lifted, and was
opposed by a house developer who
saw the presence of a recording
studio as potential noise pollution.
The tribunal however, decided in
favour of Purdie when they heard
representations for Black Gold
Record Productions that the studio
would be fully soundproofed, and
certain parking regulations would be
enforced. There was also entered in
evidence the fact that the plans were
for a high quality recording studio
— of which, it was said in court,
there is a lack in Scotland.

had has been du^
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"In =>11
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concerned with
,
kept
different price. £eveated. If you

— on paper

and a prestigious one because of the
inimitable audience reaction. Then
there is city hall — a small to
medium venue with every city hall
drawback — it has no-smoking
instructions, a strangely shaped
gallery, an indifferent acoustic, and
jobsworths. Apart from that there
are the city's theatres, only rarely
used for one night stands, and the
smaller municipals with capacity
suited only to smaller jazz or serious
music events. There are of course the
dance halls, some fairly sizeable, but
always catering for Glasgow's
dancing-madness rather than the
kind of audience who might stand
and gape at a known attraction.
Colin Robertson, manager of the
Dead End Kids and of the Lion
Leisure combine which owns discos
and pubs as well as acting as an
agency has experience in most of
these facets. Firstly, he managed the
Apollo when it opened, he has
promoted in smaller venues all over
Scotland, and he has been heavily
involved in the day-to-day running
of dance halls.
He is concerned at the alacrity
with which London agents seem
ready to give away free tickets.
"You can never give anything free,"
he says, "Something for nothing is
considered to be worth nothing."
"In the past year the economic
situation has highlighted the
problem and there seem to have been
more frcebies, and it is all wrong.
"We should be trying to make the
service we give better, or the show
itself better, but we must still charge
for them. Our service is either worth
money or it isn't. I think it is."
In the past year there have been
quite a few shows — not a great
number, but enough to have made
the regular punters aware of it —

edited
by
iaimmcfadden
result1
Gilchrist. the Apollo manager since
the beginning of the winter concert
season, points out that since he has
been there he has not "papered any
concerts. "Of course it is bad lor tne
business," he says, "Nobody wants
to do it, ever, and we have not done
it for ages, mainly because what we
have seen here this season is 800
door sales - if you have a good
guaranteed walk-up why would you
give anything away? I think the
altitude of the promoters has
changed. What they tend to do now
is ladle on more advertising. They
are trying to promote again, rather
than just sitting back. To give you
an example, we have 27 concerts in
the period between November 5December 5. We can't possibly
expect them all to sell out, but they
are all selling well enough not to
make a loss."
y
But more than simply "papering'
is concerning Colin Robertson.
"In London you often see clubs
with special admission prices before
certain hours. That is nonsense. The
way the public translate that is not
that you are giving early punters a
bargain, but that you are punishing
latecomers. And it is the latecomers
who actually get less service. I have
never had a situation where people
get in cheap or free, or by bringing
branded goods for admission. The
incentive to come must be that what
we are offering is good.
' "Any success that we may have

If n

"

price- "> theJle%s,s of both the
^He'S i' has to be
St

' VlTr XTon .omoat8ehae
-^hes^dhavet^pnce
events Everyone is paying the same
everyone rushes to the .front but
they can stake out their lerntory
further back. At a football match
everyone feels they have had their
money's worth ... when was the las
fime anyone 'papered' football
v

Robertson reckons that one of the
results has been the loss to the
business of the middle-range bands
"There is no imagination used, it
the promoters thought about it,
instead of putting them into big
venues and either 'papering or
suffering empty houses, why don t
they use venues — like discos —
which have a regular audience of
their own? This satisfies the need to
introduce the band to a new
audience without causing damage to
their reputation."
It is a long and complicated
debate, and it will no doubt be a
continuing one.

Dipstick

TopZa
1 FOOT LOOSE AND FANrv
FREE, Rod Stewart
2 BEST OF, Bread
3 GREATEST HITS, Eagles
4 NEVER MIND THE Se)(
*
Pistols
'
5 RUMOURS, Fleetwood MaiN
6 THINGUMMYJIG, Various
7 40 GOLDEN GREATS Wlff
ci!«
Richard
'
8 GOLDEN FIDDLE AWARHQ
Various (Vol II)
9 20 GOLDEN GREATS, Diana
Ross & Supremes
10 NEWS OF THE WORLD
Queen
11 FOR THE GOOD TIMES
Ethna Campbell
12 NO MORE HEROES
Stranglers
13 40 GREATEST HITS, Elvis
Presley (Import)
14 ALMOST PERSUADED.
Sydney Devine
15 OXYGENE, Jean Michel Jarre
16 20 GREATEST, Connie Francis
17 THE MATHIS COLLECTION.
Johnny Mathis
18 GREATEST HITS, Abba
19 I REMEMBER YESTERDAY.
Donna Summer
20 PEAT FIRS FLAME. Corries
This dipstick chart is intended
only as the best sellers in one
shop. This chart was kindly
supplied by Nanette Ferrie at
Tom Feme's Record Machine,
216 Main St, Barrhead.
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DgSlEliBIMj
on GIO Records catalogue no.GTLP028
ALSO AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE & CARTRIDGE

TRACKS INCLUDE: LOVE TO LOVE YOU BABY (Long Version)/
I FEEL LOVE /1 REMEMBER YESTERDAY
TRY ME,I KNOW, WE CAN MAKE IT/ WINTER

MELODY/

COULD IT BE MAGIC

mm mm mi

LOVES

iiiBi

GT113

RECORDS & TAPES
order from CBS ORDER DESK Tel: 0T960 2155 CBS DISTRIBUTION CENTRE ■ BARLBY ROAD ■ LONDON W.IO
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Video lecture course

Edited by

Big prices expected

DAVID ALDRIDGE
at vintage auction
THERE IS a boom in collecting old
phonographs and gramophones at
the moment and a lot of cash is
expected to change hands when
about 150 vintage machines come
under the hammer at Christie's on
December 6 in a special auction to
mark the centenary of the birth of
recorded sound.
Enthusiasts arc expected to fork
out up to £2,000 for some of the
more valuable items in the sale like a
phonograph similar to Edison's

Of Hi-Fi Buyers Guide

original machine but actually made
in England.
Other lots include an unusual
Columbia gramophone fitted with a
tone-arm and a wooden horn and a
superb horn gramophone made by
Gramophone and Typewriter
Limited (HMV) in about 1904.
Also up for sale will be a soughtafter 1936 Wurlitzer juke box, a
garish HMV radiogram covered in
pink mirror glass and a selection of
old cylinder and disc records dating
back as far as 1890.

Pioneer drops its
only music centre
market tag and establish an equal
PIONEER has dropped the M6500
reputation for sophisticated upmusic centre from its equipment
market hi-fi. Many of the new
range — an unusual move which
products due to be launched during
makes them just about the only hi-fi
the next six months fall in to that
firm without a threc-in-one unit on
category.
catalogue.
The most interesting of these are
A company spokesman said the
four new separates forming what
centre was no longer being brought
Pioneer calls its Scries 20 Class
in to Britain because it lacked the
range. They are not only up-market
Dolby noise reduction circuitry
products, they also represent
which music centre buyers
something of a change in styling
demanded these days. Pressure was
away from typically-Japanese to
being put on the Japanese parent
slim-line Scandinavian reminiscent
organisation to produce a Mark 2
of Bang& Olufsen.
version of the M6500 with Dolby but
Pioneer has also just launched the
there was "no news of anything in
JAR-18 — an equipment rack
the pipeline yet".
described as being for the "semiIn some quarters the decision to
professional hi-fi enthusiast" which
drop the music centre is seen as
houses four separates. Full details
being symptomatic of Pioneer's
from: Shriro(UK) Iver. Bucks.
recent moves to escape its budget-

Hi-fi sound
for tv?
SUSSEX FIRM Crowborough
Electronics has launched a television
sound adaptor which, it claimed,
safely lets the sound output of any
colour or black & white receiver be
linked to the input of an amplifier,
musicentre or tape deck.
The TSA 3, which comprises an
audio isolating transformer enclosed
in an insulated case and fitted with
input and output leads and
connectors, lets TV sound
recordings he made without the
background-noise problems of using
a microphone and improves sound
quality by letting it be fed through
hi-fi speakers.
The transformer fits inside the TV
cabinet — well away from any valves
or hot components — and is
connected to the set's speaker by two
insulated clips. The output lead,
which is fitted with a three-pin plug,
goes in to the Tape Playback, Radio
or Auxiliary socket of the amp or
tape deck.
TV sound can . usually be
connected through both channels of
a stereo system by setting the
amplifier switch to Mono. The TSA3 costs £9.50 including postage and
is available from Crowborough
Electronics, Eridge Road,
Crowborough, Sussex TN6 2SL
(Tel: 089-264124).

for Januarytelevision
start
and broadcasting use.
1
wfT-c
from
the
BBC,
The
course is aimed at radio and
SPECIALISTS
.
p??]
Tapes w'w'be
Philips. Sony and EMI Tape^^ ^ television technicians and engineers
and at video recording enthusiasts.
giving a sencsof
London
It assumes a basic knowledge of
video, recording
lectures radio
and TV.
College early
Tuesday
The fee for the full nine-lecture
lenings commencing on January series is just £6. Enrolment details
can be obtained from: A. ^
'topics covered ^include Rowlands. Video Recording Course
Organiser, South London College
recoMtn^Iechniqucs, magnetic tape Knights Hill, London SE27 OTX
applications
= r^crsr=circuil (Tel: 01-6704488).

Hitachi stays inside £100
Other features include speedHITACHI HAS become the latest
adjustment controls, a stroboscope
firm to produce a direct drive
platter, anti-skate and viscousturntable that sells for under £100 —
damped cueing, an S-shaped pickup
the new semi-automatic HT-350
arm and a removeable plug-in
costs just £99.50.
headshell.
The two-speed deck makes use of
Full details from: Hitachi Sales
Hitachi's special "unitorque" motor
UK Ltd, Station Road, Hayes,
which the company claims ensures
Middlesex (Tel: 01-848 8787).
exact speeds and guarantees good
(see photo above)
performance figures.
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HO APPBARAHCe
Of KOCKBMQ
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Curtains...
You've hired the venue... Paid for the ads... Printed the programmes
Sold all the tickets... And the star is ill...
You wish you'd insured...
Why not talk to Keith Ay 1 win or Steve Northwood on 01-353 2030

Oakdcy Vaughan Entertainment Services Ltd.
Oakeley Vaughan House, 54 Fetter Lane, London EC4A 1AJ. Tel. 01-353 2030 Telex 887295
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T.V. ALBUMS

BLANK TAPE

TOP 60 LP.s

IMPORTS & DELETES

PUNK ROCK

ACCESSORIES

DELIVERY

The Christmas single
Piano Party Hit

IMPROVE

/

HEARING THIS

RAY 0' SUNSHINE AT

CHRISTMAS.
GIVE SCOTCH
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Everyone will be singing at
YOUR Christmas Party with this Record

tm

Before Sound Guard,
the only way to prevent

Happy Party Time
by

SOMEBODY'S

NEXT
DAY

your records from wearing out
was not to play them.
Sound Guard — the incredible instructions, a new
new product that gives everlasting record treated with Sound Guard
life to records. A spray on preservative and played 100 times
protective, Sound Guard puts a sounds the same as one in 'mint*
microscopically thin (less than condition played the first time!
0.000003") dry film on records to Sound Guard preservative
protect the grooves from damage. comes in a kit (complete with
Yet, remarkably, there is no non-aerosol pump sprayer and
resulting loss in frequency velvet buffing pad). It is
response or fidelity.
completely safe and effective for
Independent tests show that all discs, from precious old 78's
Sound Guard preservative to, the newest LP's including CDmaintains full amplitude at all 4 s.
audible frequencies, while at |
Retailing at £4.99
the same lime
\
including VAT,
significantly retardSound Guard is
ing increases in suran ideal
face noise and har[ Christmas line.
monic distortion.
In other words,
when
applied
accordi ng

Available NOW from
RELAY RECORDS

Sound Guard
V AVAILABLE FRONI RELAY RECORDS

Derek Hobson
introduces
Distributors of the

Mill
•»-••
Checkmate — Britain's leading COUNTRY label are proud to be
associated with and distributed by RELAY RECORDS

AVAudioMagnetics

Cassette Range

Current top sellers:
LLOYD GREEN Ten Shades Of Green CMLF1001
JIMMY DAY All Those Years CMLF 1002
DEWITT SCOTT Keepin' It Country (Almost) CMLF 1004
KELVIN HENDERSON Black Magic Gun CMLS1016

For people who only

More hot country shipping soon by Roy Drusky, Mac Wiseman,
Mickey Gilley, Lester Flatt, John Hughey. Jimmy Crawford, Russ
Hicks and many, many morel
Keep in touch with Checkmate & Relay and join the swing to
COUNTRY MUSIC

NEW

believetheirears '

CHRISTMAS OPENING HOURS!!
WE ARE NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS AS
FOLLOWS:
Monday to Thursday
7 am to 8 pm
Friday
7 am
to 10 pm
Saturday
^ arn ® Pm
c.mHaw
10am to 12 noon

STOP PRESS:
LLOYD GREEN.' CMLF 1001, now on Music Week/CMA
Country Charts at number 131

SATURDAY DELIVERIES!!
We can provide Saturday delivery on orders phoned
by 5.30 pm FRIDAY (minimum £50).
London, Middlesex, North Surrey - our van
delivers to your store.
Rest of England. Scotland and Wales: you pick
up stock from your local Red Star station (early
morning).

••••••
and Relay
Records

>•
1

Theseof the
BestYear
New
Faces
from
EMI
gel full
marks
from
Derek Hobson for
enterlainmenl
value,
and starprcsenlaiion
value.
in C60.
COOAllandavailable
C120 now.
Give then an audition soon
J
[EMI]
can trust on the products you can trust.
IraccivvKl The name you

SEND OR PHONE NOW
CATALOGUE!
Call; 01-579 9921 (Ansafone)
01-579 3197
9 Cherington Road, London W7

FOR

FREE
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"NO DOUBT lawyers involved in
the new copyright law will become
very prosperous," said Leonard
Feist, president of the National
Music Publishers Association when
he addressed the Los Angeles
members on the new US law. He did
stress the need for US publishers to
work with foreign publishers and
told members that the NMPA "is
moving ahead in this area with the
US Government State Department."
Around 100 American firms have
already signed up for the 1978
M1DEM with an average of three
employees per company, and
another 500 to 600 are expected,
according to John Nathan,
MIDEM's man in America. He's
expecting US companies again to
provide the main bulk of MIDEM
registrants.
The National Academy of
Recording Arts and Sciences
(NARAS) is in its 20lh year and as
part of the celebrations hosted a
dinner for the five original Founding
Fathers of the organization that is
better known as the Grammy-giver.
As was pointed out, happily all five
were there — Sonny Burke, then
with Decca, Jim Conkling, then with
Columbia. Lloyd Dunn, then with
Capitol advertising, Denis Farnon,
with RCA, Jesse Kayc, with MGM
and Paul Weston, then with
Columbia. They revealed that other
names were suggested for the
Grammy awards — the Eddy (for
Edison),' Vicky (for Victrola) and
Phoney (for Phonograph). The last
was, of course, quickly rejected.
Making the presentation was
conductor-arranger, Frank DeVol,
who pointed out: "20 years ago it
took three hours and 65 men to
make a record; today it takes three
men and 65 hours".
WHEN DON McLean played a local
club, The Roxy, Columbia Records
bought out the house, some 450 plus

c
$30,000 and up, he's^pecLC^ U.
US firms set to

MIDEM
Certain artists, such as Jackson
Browne, refuse to allow their labels
to overkill this way, to "paper" the
Letter from
house so that a performer doesn't
Los Angeles
really get any idea of how he or she
is going over. If Columbia are
by
committed to a certain number of
promodollars, who's going to really
LITA ELISCU
analyse. It is all rah-rah for the
company? And isn't rock'n'roll
supposed to be built to some extent
tickets. McLean records for Arista
on the interaction between stage and
Records but this was no spasm of
(real?) audience...?
altruism on Columbia's pan. They
wanted their own label personnel —
PRESSING problems in the record
in California for some kind of
industry: there is the normal
convention/junket — to hear Karla
tremendous demand on pressing
Bonoff, who was the opening act on
plants in this pre-Christmas period
McLean's show. She is a new singer(whatever happened to those grand
songwriter in Columbia's stable. It
statements made some years back
raised an interesting point. In
about staggering superstar releases
Bonoffs performance (according to
throughout the year?) but this year,
the Los Angeles Times critic, Robert
sadly, the death of Elvis Presley
Hilburn, who is highly respected)
compounded the problem.
her every move was cheered and
Apparently there is no room for the
those who did not leave before
breakout single or album to take off
McLean went on spent much of their
at the present, time — more demand
lime in business talk and inattention
than facilities to press. United
to what was going on onstage.
Artists
president Artie Mogull is
Nobody denies the real need to
offering $1000 dollars reward to any
showcase new talent, both in-house
pressing plant that can deliver him
and for the public. But who was best
10,000 albums right now. Mogull's
served by this McLean gig — not
company is caught with ELO,
Bonoff (apparently it was hardly a
"Rocky soundtrack" Crystal Gayle
critical audience), not McLean
and others all cooking at the same
(deprived by record label money of a
moment.
normal audience), nor the public
admitted (deprived of McLean);
ROY
CLARK,
country
(McLean went SRO the remaining
instrumentalist-singer, might just be
sets at the Roxy) and maybe not even
the tops in his field this year. Going
Columbia (who came off in many
out for some 250 dates a year at
minds as cliquish)?

another five nJ,,Il0"X^C l waylon
bank account. E P ^ this. ar
Jennings to come out of
^

attend

The figures come from a County
Style Magazine survey and aa y
indicate the rising
Nashville's biggest mdustdl
country singers are rel>?ng
memory rather than reality for those
lonesomes barroom blues.
ROD STEWART sold out at the Los
Angeles Forum - 35,000 ticket
within six hours ...
val
Oscar Peterson sueing the Festival
Records label for five million dollars
for releasing a couple of TV taped
albums and calling them live sets.
Gregg Allman also in the courts over
a Springboard Records album that is
titled Gregg And Duane Allman
whereas Gregg maintains he was
merely a membcr/sideman ot a
group called Hourglass ...
Somebody in the film world was
paying attention when the record
industry moguls started talking
about a two billion — now three ■—
record business and the
demographics thereof (appealing to
age 18 to 28). How else to account
for the wave of films being made
dealing with and about the music
business? ... Universal has FM
concerning the radio business and
with a four million dollar budget;
Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
Band, Beatles album, 12 million
dollar budget; I Want To Hold Your
Hand, Beatlemania pic.; The Wiz, a
black Wizard Of Oz with Diana
Ross and made in association with
Motown Industries ... Paramount

weighs in with American Hot Wax.
based on the life of disc jockey Alan
Freed, is releasing Saturday Night
Fever, a disco film with a variousartists soundtrack but especially the
Bee Gees, and Grease a Fifties
lifestyle with Olivia Newton-John.
Disco 9000 is a black disco film, and
perhaps about to be made are Disco
Dolls, and (naturally) Disco Man.
Columbia moves into the disco
world with Thank God It's Friday
that has a Donna Summer
soundtrack and Neil Bogart,
Casablanca president, as executive
producer. You Light Up My Life is
also Columbia, a story of a rise to
recording riches that has already
spawned a number one title song.
United Artists is set to film Hair and
will release The Last Waltz about the
Band's last San Francisco concert.
Record City is a low budget film
built around a record store, Ode To
Billy Joe, and Harper Valley PTA
are films just build around song
titles and the animator of Fritz The
Cat has an animated rock cartoon,
Hey Good Lookin' about to come
out.
Biopicturcs include films based on
Janis Joplin, Louis Armstrong, Nat
King Cole, Buddy Holly, Bessie
Smith, Jelly Roll Morton.

It says - ring Music Week for a colour od
So why don i you? - dial 01 836 1522

licensed thru
phonogram 0
Phonogram Lirwied
129 Pork Slrcel London WiY 3FA
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Even at Christmas

its the

same old repeats

the summer campaign.
But this is one we don't think you'll mind.
Which means there's every likelihood
For look what happened first time round.
that it will repeat something of
In the summer, the TV
Diana Ross And The Supremes
2o Golden Greats
that fabulous success.
campaign promoting Diana
So stock up. Display the
Ross and the Supremes 20
special
Christmas support
Golden Greats was seen by 30
material. And stand by for a
million adults, at least four times
repeat
performance.
each. And the album shot to
The recommended retail
number one staying there for
price
for the disc is £3.89; for
7 weeks!
cassettes and cartridges £4.10.
The new campaign starts
Full
dealer margins apply.
on Dec. 12th. Ifs going out
nationally. And at the same
weight as in the last week of

MOTOWN*

;M I V.") AVAII.AUl.lv ON RKCORD AND TAI'K I'KOM: KM I KKCOKDS I.TD-HAYKS DISTRlHl'i ION CKNTKK. I-:! I'XItRIDCT KOAD.IIAYKS. MIPIHTSKX. IT! 1. 0l-7."iU iWlMlMi I.1NKS) 0l-7r>li Hill CJO l.i.NKSi (U-.MS'l.Sll (10 LINKS).
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given complete,
so
lhree
that EMI's vcrsl0", ^ will find
discs. But serious coHectors
This year's Christmas disc crop
that expenditure
worthwhile. ^ ^
From the 0Peni,
J® ince of rare
erf
CHRISTMAS IS coming, the sonati, and the works for organ
EDITED
that here is a P °J, the baton of
retailers are hoping to get fat, and solo.
bile and precisione
by
f lhe
Philips has gathered together into
many of the record companies have
Philip Ledger
NICHOLAS WEBBER
at K,n{P[ 5r^gStrally the
this striking green and gold box all
long recognized that suitably
Music
|^ particularly
seasonal albums have a corner of the of its most remarkable performances
trumpets are
, tonC ,s
and Jules Bastin in a classically outstanding. ^hllelhi portions
of recent years, with notable
classical market all their own. It is
conductors including Kegel,
moving performance of the work m superlative. The stunnmg P
perhaps the only time of year when
its original language.
sales of LPs from classical divisions Grossmann, Colin Davis, Lcppard,
of this work are Bacn s
^
The recording often gives the
Knothe
and
Winschermann.
Soloists
have a virtually guaranteed sale
treatment of the
taken a
impression
of low levels; but this is
and
ensembles
featured
include
the
outside the orbit of the classical
although
these
are
J^e
l
Vienna Bys' Choir, London
really more a result of the wide
record-buying public. Indeed, more
fraction on the fast side hetr
dynamic range (Berlioz often marks
Svmphony Orchestra and Chorus,
interest tends to be shown in
liveliness cannot be gamsato.
English
Chamber
Orchestra,
John
his
score
triple
pianissiomo).
There
specifically Christmas-orientated
The soloists -Amelmg. Baker.
are a number of outstanding
items by casual buyers taking a Alldiss Choir, BBC Symphony
Tear, Fisher-Dteskau - are
Orchestra, German Bach Soloists,
moments — in particular the
sentimental journey than by serious
world class in then own ngM. bu n
Hosanna chorus, the rather genteel
Kirk Te Kanawa, Elizabeth
collectors.
is the boys' chorus of K.ng s wh.cn
fugue marking The Flight Into
Marketing discs for a season Bainbridge and Ryland Davies.
shines through w>th
Unfortunately space does not
Egypt and The Shepherds' Farewell
which will all be over and done with
unforced musicianship.
. t
permit detailed examination of each
chorus. On the production side the
in a month's time needs the
The impression gaincd throug
work here, and from such a plethora
only slight adverse criticism is
realization that Christmas product
this splendidly boxed set is thatit
sa
whether it was a good idea to start a
of outstanding performances it
falls into roughly three categories:
performance rather than a rec°r^ ®
seems invidious to single out any one
fresh side after this chorus rather
albums of Christmas ''evergreens"
_ and what can one ask of a record
for special mention. It must be said,
than after the ensuing aria, which
such as carols, hymns and songs;
company? The set w.llprov.dea
however, that the C minor Missa
properly marks the end of the
large-scale works such as oratorios
yardstick by which to judge future
Solcmnis, the C major "Credo"
second part. Apart from that — a
by the great composers; and
recordings of the work.
tremendous set which will give
Mass, the requiem and the motets on
programmes designated as suitable
An unusual record from
the
final
side
are
all
superb,
while
pleasure
the
whole
year
round.
for gift buying but without
National
Gallery, London, wouW
Daniel Chorzempa makes a
necessarily having any direct
make an original present for ait
distinctive contribution in the organ
Christmas flavour. Here we look at
lovers and those who enjoy tnu?ic
solos and church sonati. Philips has
EMI
this year's crop.
alike On its first record, entitled
produced a unique addition to the
Some people, no doubt, would be
Music In Pictures (NGS 100), the
catalogues.
inclined to place the second of the
gallery has asked Steve Race to
One
of
the
more
unusual
Philips
two Christmas Oratorios more
match "U authentic performances
Christmas releases — and one
strongly on their list in first place. It
to 11 Old Master paintings,
particularly welcome to the serious
In the gift division one of the most
is Bach's hardy annual The
reconstructing the period, style,
collector — is a splendid two-disc
acceptable presents for the serious
Christmas Oratorio, of which a
instrumentation and language or the
album also from Philips (who seem
collector would surely be a tendozen or more versions are already
original music. Thus pictures from
to be having almost more than their
record boxed set from Philips of
in the catalogues. But EMI's 1977
della Francesca to Degas are linked
fair share of good things these days).
Mozart's complete sacred and organ
version is different inasmuch as it
with music from Hugo of Lantins to
This is the continuation of Colin
music (6747 384). This is in fact
returns wholeheartedly to the crisply
Mussorgsky.
.
Davis's fine Berlioz cycle with that
Volume 11 of the label's recentlyincisive
textures
"rediscovered"
by
Race's commentary, tracing tne
composer's oratorio L'Enfance Du
concluded 16-volume edition of all
Bach scholars over the past decade.
history of the Gallery as well as its
Christ (Philips 6700 106).
the music that Mozart ever wrote,
On EMI SLS 5098 the choir of
treasures, is rather bland but
Here Davis conducts the London
but is available separately.
King's
College
Cambridge
and
the
certainly not obtrusive. Admittedly
Symphony Orchestra, the John
There are immense riches in
Academy
of
St
Martin-in-the-Fields
some of his links between visual and
Alldis Choir and a company of
Volume Eleven alone, with all the
explore
these
sonorities
with
a
aural are a little fanciful: yet he does
world-class soloists including Janet
orchestral Masses, the Vespers, the
reading
in
the
original
language.
capture quite well the impression of
Baker, Eric Tappy, Thomas Allen
Propers and morets, the church
an informed guide conducting an
interested visitor. The stereo sound
and pressing are reasonably good
(the recording was made by Bob
Auger) whilst a gatefold sleeve
illustrating the featured paintings is
WAKREMS tStop
instantly appealing. A pity, though,
that the unlined inner sleeve is
packed so that one edge of the disc is
gives the
dealers a
exposedehattce//
to dust.
NOW for the first time a 1 stop operation with crazy
i prices that allows the dealers to MAKE money!
e
d/er r/ce
■ 1 Stop - what do we mean?
I Simple - we're like a cash and carry -only
we sell records. And we sell toyoy at prices
that mean you can make a profit
wwwxmw
EVEN IF YOU DISCOUNT
Some of our
Save time. Save money.
I
Special Offers
Save headaches.
,
WARRENS BARGAINS
reoMEIsHASHlSELliQy
FOR EXTRA MARGINS
I
NOW IN STOCK
i ""f
01 reCO
100's of
Thousands
wa*Sseltes in stock.
Overstocks,
deletions too
I • Punk * Classical * Rock * M.O.R.
numerous to list. .
• TV Albums * Jazz * Soul * Reggae
LP's from 35p
• OPr.f; ■' DAYS A WETK • IN THE HEART OF LONDON
• : HOUR COURIER SERVICE TO ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRV
I • V / ORDER TOO' MALI • NO ORDER TOO LARGE • CURRENT BACK
CA1-,LOGUE • PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL • ALL ACCESSORIES
• L ARGEST WHOLESALER IN CENTRAL LONDON
DAILY LONDON
This service is now also available at our East London Depot,
16 Ripple Road, Barking, Essex. 01-594 9631/2/3, ask for Sue Hawkins. DELIVERY SERVICE
I
ENGLANDS LEADING AH this and fREB parking foof in the heart of london
1 STOP OPERATION OVER 5 YEARS
SUNDAY IG-.}
&
MONDAY 9-7
I EXPERIENCE
TUESDAY 0-7
WEDNESDAY 9-7
■ WARRENS 1 STOP RECORDS
Thursday e-/
■ 16/18 Hoilen St., (Off
FRIDAY 9-7 JO
■ Wardour St.), London W1
SATURDAY
B 30-b
■ Phono 01-734 6822/3/4
■ Ask fo
for Robert Shooman or Paul Barber
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Abbey
From Abbey Records come two
good quality items specifically
geared to the Christmas market:
Music For Christmas with Worcester
Cathedral Choir (Abbey LPB 787)
and Christmas At Liverpool
Cathedral (Abbey MVP 785). The
Worcester record, with its aim of
giving as wide a variety of the
repertoire as possible, is the first in a
projected series on this label devoted
to seasons of the ecclesiastical year.
Under the excellent direction of
Donald Hund this ensemble of men
and boys shows itself to be one of
the foremost cathedral choirs in the
country — if not the world. The
treble tone, particularly, is
superlative while the underpans are
sensitively supportive. With its

unusual inclusions, including ma
contemporary carols anJ
arrangements, the record is one of
the best of its type released in recent
years. Christmas At Liverpool
Cathedral features both the
cathedral choir and choirs from the
diocese directed by Ronald Woan
with organ accompaniment by NoiJi
Rawsthornc. This is much more
traditional fare, but well-enough
sung, and the sound quality in this
vast edifice is magnificent.
Argo
For Christmas 1977 Argo has
reissued a disc which originated as
far back as 1959 and which had
further releases in 1962 and 1965;
The World Of Christmas Music with
the choir of King's College
Cambridge under its former director
David Willcocks. (Argo SPA 501).
Much water has flowed under the
festive bridge since then and there
are many more programmes of this
type available. High though the
King's standards were then, it is
probable that they are higher now.
Certainly the present tone is rather
less clyoing nowadays and diction
(particularly that of the trebles) is
much clearer. On this disc of mostly
well-worn favourites pronunciation
tends to be twee: much greater zest
and drive in Joubert's Torches (here
pronounced "Torchess"), to give
one example, is needed. But the
record — as past performance shows
— is likely to go on selling. The final
band is the one piece of "real"
music: the Fantasia On Christmas
Carols of Vaughan Williams, here
supported by the LSO.
CBS
A much more commmerciallyoriented view of Christmas than
other records reviewed here is taken
by CBS in an LP from the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir and Columbia
Symphony Orchestra entitled White
Christmas (CBS 73630). In
arrangements by Arthur Harris it
explores such numbers as Silver
Bells, I'll Be Home For Christmas,
Winter Wonderland, Have Yourself
A Merry Little Christmas, and — of
course — White Christmas. In a
strange way it is all very tear-jerking,
and one has to hand to the choir
under its director Jerrold D Ottley
the palm of sheer joie de vivre
coupled with subtle professionalism.
From that veteran conductor of
music associated with Christmas
Edward Heath (former Prime
Minister rather than goose-stepping
band leader) comes an album subtly
designed, as Music Week recently
put it, with Christmas presents in
mind yet not specifically connected
with the season. Cynics who let their
musical judgement become clouded
by political preference will doubtless
be disappointed to learn that
European Brass (RCA PL 25117) is
really rather good.
The ubiquitous Heath takes the
celebrated Black Dyke Mills Band
through a number of popular
original works. Indeed, he brings to
the conductor's tasks a rare sublety
of dynamic range, drawing an
unusually mellow tune.

Multi-best

Deutsche's

conductor
RICCARDO MUTI, artistic director
of Florence's Maggio Musicale,
principal conductor of the
Philharmonia and chief guest
conductor of the Philadelphia
Orchestra, has been awarded the
coveted Andre Messager Best
Conductor Prize by the Academic
du disque lyrique Francaise.
Muti, who is an exclusive EMI
recording artist, was voted the prize
for his recording of Verdi's Macbeth
issued by EMI at the end of last
year. He adds this to his prizes
received for recordings of Aida and
Mendclassohn's
'Scotch'
Symphony.

prizewinners
THE WEINER FLOTENUHR.
awarded annually by Y^en||p!
Mozartgemeinde, has been given tni
year to three recordings by Deutsc
Grammophon. The awards are ma
e
for the best current Moza
recordings in the catalogues.
,
Deutsche Grammophon
conlI)
prizewinners were: the
fr
recording of Mitridate u.ncl
Leopold Hager (2740 180-4 discs ■
the early siring quartets by t
Amadeus Quartet (2740 180-4 discs),
and the pianoforte concern R ,
and 488 with Maurizio PolHm a
the Vienna Philharmonic un
B0hm(2530716).
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WEEK ENDING DECEMBER 3
Radio 1
FEATURED FORTY
APB— Blossoms (MAM 168)
AS — Stcvie Wonder (Motown TMG 1091)
BABY BABY MY LOVE IS ALL FOR YOU — Deniccc
Williams (CBS 5779)
CALIFORNIA — Manfred Mann's Earth Band (Bronze BRO
48)
DADDY COOL — Darts (Magnet MAG 100)
DANCING PARTY — Showaddywaddy (Arista 149)
DON'T IT MAKE MY BROWN EYES BLUE — Crystal
Gayle(United Artists UP 36307)
EGYPTIAN REGGAE— Jonathan Richman (Beserkley BZZ
2)
GETTING READY FOR LOVE - Diana Ross (Motown
TMG 1090)
COIN' PLACES - Jacksons (Epic EPC 5732)
HELP ME BABY — Rory Block (Chrysalis CHS 2176)
HOW DEEP IS YOUR LOVE — Bee Gees (RSO 2090 259)
I DON'T WANNA LOSE YOUR LOVE — The Emotions
(CBS 5819)
I'D RATHER LEAVE WHILE I'M IN LOVE — Carole Bayer
Sager(Elektra K 12274)
I'M A ROCKER — Mike Berry (Polydor 2058 925)
ISN'T IT TIME — Babys (Chrysalis CHS 2173)
IT'S A HEARTACHE — Bonnie Tyler (RCA PB 5057)
I WANNA SEE YOU SOON — Tavares (Capitol CL 159545)
I WILL— Ruby Winter (Creole CR 141)
LAY DOWN SALLY — Eric Clapton (RSO 2090 264)
LITTLE GIRL — The Banned (Harvest HAR 5145)
LOVE OF MY LIFE — Dooleys (GTO GT 110)
LOVE'S UNKIND — Donna Summer (GTO GT 113)
MARY OF THE 4TH FORM — Boomtown Rats (Ensign ENY
9)
MULL OF KINTYRE — Wings (Parlophone R 6018)
NAME OF THE GAME — Abba (Epic EPC 5750)
ONLY THE STRONG SURVIVE — Billy Paul (Philadelphia
PIR 5699)
PRIME TIME — Don McLean (EMI INT 542)
PUT YOUR LOVE IN ME — Hot Chocolate (RAK 266)
ROCK1N' ALL OVER THE WORLD — Status Quo (Vertigo
6059184)
SHE'S NOT THERE — Santana (CBS 5671)
SLIP SLIDIN' AWAY — Paul Simon (CBS 5770)
THERE ISN'T ANYTHING — Leo Sayer (Chrysalis CHS
2160)
TURN TO STONE — Electric Light Orchestra (Jet UP 36313)
2-4-6-8 MOTORWAY — Tom Robinson Band (EMI 2715)
WATCHING THE DETECTIVES — Elvis Costello (Stiff
BUY 20)
WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS — Queen (EMI 2708)
WITCHFIRE — Bardot (RCA PB 5055)
YOUR SMILING FACE — James Taylor (CBS 5737)
WHO'S GONNA LOVE ME — Imperials (Power Exchange
PX 266)
RECORDS OF THE WEEK
Noel Edmonds; I'D RATHER LEAVE WHILE I'M IN LOVE
Simon Bates: IT'S A HEARTACHE
Paul Burnett; PRIME TIME
Tony Blackburn: LOVE'S UNKIND

Radio 2
ALBUM OF THE WEEK
Vicki Carr Collection (Sunset SLD 503/4)

Luxembourg
HOTSHOTS
Barry Alldis: DESIREE — Neil Diamond (CBS 5869)
Stuart Henry: CALIFORNIA — Manfred Mann's Earth Band
(Bronze BRO 48)
Tony Prince: FATHER CHRISTMAS — Kinks (Arista 153)
Mark Wesley: CADILLAC WALK — Mink Dcville (Capitol
CL 15952)
Bob Stewart: MOVE ME — Allman & Woman (Warner Bros.
K17057)
Rob Jones: WHO'S GONNA LOVE ME — Imperials (Power
Exchange PX 266)
.. „
Mike Read; IF I HAD WORDS — Scot Fitzgerald & Yvonne
Keeley (Pepper UP 36333)
POWER PLAY
HEAVEN'S JUST A SIN AWAY — Kendalls (Polydor 2058
963)
HOLD ME — Quint (United Artists UP 36328)
ADD ONS
. „ , „ ^ . /r,DC
EVERY TEAR I CRY — Sutherland Brothers & Quiver (Cob
5818)
SLIP SLIDIN' AWAY — Paul Simon (CBS 5770)
DANCE DANCE DANCE — Chic (Atlantic K 11038)
DAN SWIT ME — Patti LaBclle (Epic EPC 5805)
LOVE'S UNKIND— Donna Summer (GTO GT 113)
MY WAY — Elvis Presley (RCA PB 1165)
GOODNIGHT AND GOOD MORNING - Graham Bonnet
(Ring'O 2017 110)

Radio Clyde
TOP ADD ONS
1 DESIREE - Neil Diamond (CBS 5869)
PR, C, BR, RC, D, M, T, F, SS, P, V.
2 CUCKOO SONG - Mike Oldfield
(Virgin VS 198) PR, D, T, H, V, Bb.
3 WOMEN - Blue (Rocket ROKN 534)
D, F,SS, PS, P.
No other titles were added to more than
four playlists.
Titles from Radio 1 Featured Forty only
included if they are new this week.
Station abbreviations: R1 Radio One; B Beacon; BR
BRMB; Bb BBC Blackburn; CR Capital; C Clyde; RC
City; D Downtown; F Forth; H Hallam; Hm BBC
Humberside; L BBC London; RL Luxembourg; M Metro;
Md BBC Medway; Mr BBC Merseyside; O Orwell; P
Pennine; PR Piccadilly; PS Plymouth Sound; S Swansea
Sound; TTecs; RTTrent; TV Thames Valley; V Victory.

Beacon Radio

WOLVERHAMPTON/
BLACK COUNTRY

ADD ONS
JAMMING — Bob Marley & The Wallers (Island WIP 6410)
DALLAS —Steely Dan (ABC SD 1) .
GETTIN' READY FOR LOVE — Diana Ross (Motown TMG
1090)
1 LOVE YOU — Donna Summer (Casablanca CAN 114)
TURN THE PAGE — Bob Segcr (Capitol CL 15956)
SAVE ME — Clodagh Rogers (Polydor 2058 804)
WHO'S GONNA LOVE ME — Imperials (Power Exchange
PX 266)
PUT YOUR LOVE IN ME - Hot Chocolate (Rak 266)
WRAP YOUR LOVE ALL AROUND YOUR MAN — Lynn
Anderson (CBS 5423)
DEIRDRE — Bruce Johnston (CBS 5703)

BRMB

BIRMINGHAM

ADD ONS
ONE THIRD LOVE, TWO THIRDS PAIN— Al Sharp (GTO
GT 108)
DO RIGHT WOMAN, DO RIGHT MAN — Elkie Brooks
(A&M AMS7324)
DESIREE — Neil Diamond (CBS 5869)
FACE TO FACE — Sprinkler (Ariola ' Hansa AHA 507)
LOVE'S UNKIND — Donna Summer (GTO GT 113)
IT'S A HEARTACHE — Bonnie Tyler (RCA PB5057)
AS — Stevic Wonder (Motown TMG 1091)
PUT YOUR LOVE IN ME — Hot Chocolate (RAK 266)
DON'T TOUCH ME THERE — Tubes (A&M AMS 7323)

HIT PICKS
Dave Marshall; DESIREE - Neil Diamond (CBS 5869)
Steve Jones: BE WHAT YOU GOTTA BE — Motors (Virgin
VS 194)
Richard Park: JAMMING — Bob Marley & The Wailcrs
(Island WIP 6410)
Tom Ferrie: WINTER IN AMERICA — Doug Ashdown
(Dccca FR 13730)
Brian Ford: LOVELY DAY — Bill Withers (CBS 5773)
Bill Smith: NEW YORK SHUFFLE - Graham Parker & The
Rumour (Vertigo 6059 185)
CURRENT CHOICE
LOVE'S UNKIND — Donna Summer (GTO GT 113)
ADD ONS
EBONY EYES — Bob Welch (Capitol CL 15951)
FLORAL DANCE — Brighouse & Rastrick Band
(Transatlantic BIG 548)
HEAVEN'S JUST A SIN AWAY — Kendalls (Polydor 2058
963)
LAY DOWN SALLY — Eric Clapton (RSO 2090 264)
MY WAY — Elvis Presley (RCA PB 1165)
REALLY FREE — John Oiway& Wild Willy Barrett (Polydor
2058 951)
CADILLAC WALK — Mink Deville(Capitol CL 15952)

Downtown Radio

LONDON

CLIMBERS
LAY DOWN SALLY — Eric Clapton (RSO 2090 264)
CUCKOO SONG — Mike Oldfield (Virgin VS 198)
FOR YOUR LOVE — Four Tops (ABC 4199)
TEN TO EIGHT — David Castle (Parachute WRS 501)
MOVE ME—Allman & Woman (Warner Bros. K 17057)
PEOPLE'S CHOICE
BABY JANE — Dr. Feelgood (United Artists UP 36332)

Radio City

BELFAST

HIT PICKS
John Paul: CALIFORNIA — Manfred Mann's Earth Band
(Bronze BRO 48)
Trevor Campbell: LAY DOWN SALLY — Eric Clapton (RSO
2090 264)
Candy Devine: ECHOES OF LOVE — Doobie Brothers
(Warner Bros. K 17044)
Cherry Mcllwaine: HEARTSONG — Gordon Giltrap (Electric
WOT 19)
Hendi; WOMEN — Blue (Rocket ROKN 534)
Eddie West: WHO'S GONNA LOVE ME — Imperials (Power
Exchange PX 266)
Lawrence John: LITTLE GIRL — The Banned (Harvest HAR
5145)
ADD ONS
GOING FOR THE ONE — Yes (Atlantic K 11047)
APB — Blossoms (MAM 168)
MY WAY — Elvis Presley (RCA PB 1165)
CUCKOO SONG — Mike Oldfield (Virgin VS 198)
NATIVE NEW YORKER — Odyssey (RCA PB 1129)
DESIREE — Neil Diamond (CBS 5869)

Radio Forth
Capital Radio

GLASGOW

EDINBURGH

ADD ONS
R „
BABY JANE — Dr. Feelgood (United Artists UP 36332)
CADILLAC WALK — Mink Deville (Capitol CL 15952)
DALLAS — Steely Dan (ABC AS 1)
DANCING SHOES — Ann Williamson (Pyc 7N 46013)
DESIREE — Neil Diamond (CBS 5869)
FORTY-FIVE YEARS — Mary O'Hara(Chrysalis CHS2194)
HEAVEN'S JUST A SIN AWAY — Kendalls (Polydor 2058
963)
I CAN SEE CLEARLY NOW — Ray Charles (London HLU
1054)
WOMEN — Blue (Rocket ROKN 534)

LIVERPOOL

HIT PICKS
Roger Blythe: BEYOND THE FIELDS — Mary Hopkins
(Chrysalis CHS 2193)
Dave Lincoln: SAD — Andy Williams (CBS 5867)
Phil Easton: EBONY EYES — Bob Welch (Capitol CL 15951)
Mark Joenz: MOVE ME — Allman & Woman (Warner
Brothers K 17057)
Chris Jones: LOVELY DAY - Bill Withers (CBS 5773)
Brian Cullen: NATIVE NEW YORKER - Odyssey (RCA PB
1129)
ADDONS
DESIREE — Neil Diamond (CBS 5869)
DANCE DANCE DANCE — Chic (Atlantic K 11038)
WATCHING THE DETECTIVES — Elvis Costello (Stiff
BUY 20)

Radio Hallam

SHEFFIELD

HIT PICKS
Keith Skues: LOVE'S UNKIND — Donna Summer (GTO GT
113)
Roger Moffat; CUCKOO SONG — Mike Oldfield (Virgin VS
198)
Johnny Moran: FIVE O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING — Lol
Creme& Kevin Godley (Mercury GOD 001)
Colin Slade: LITTLE GIRL - The Banned (Harvest HAR
5145)
Ray Stewart: WISHING ON A STAR — Rose Royce
(Whit field K 17060)
Bill Crozier: CALIFORNIA — Manfred Mann's Earth Band
(Bronze BRO 48)
Cindy Kent: MOVE ME — Allman & Woman (Warner Bros. K
17057)
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^London Underground and British Rail poster compaign
^Extensive window displays
^Full scale commercial radio campaign in major cities

The album is released on December 2nd CBS 86044
A

and the first single from it 'Desiree' is already on release
A
It's the one Diamond fans have been waiting for!

Album: 'I'm Glad You're Here With Me Tonight' CBS 86044
Single: 'Desiree' CBS 5869
Produced by Bob Gaudio
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Following a Top-5 Platinum album 'Love At The
Greek', sell-out concerts at the London Palladium and
a 50,000+ audience for a single solo performance at
Woburn Abbey...
Neil Diamond is back with an album of brand new
songs. The first for nearly two years.

It will be supported by:
A national press campaign using the Mail, Sun and Mirror
>kLondon Underground and British Rail poster compaign
>kExtensive window displays
H<FulI scale commercial radio campaign in major cities

The album is released on December 2nd CBS 86044
A
and the first single from it 'Desiree' is already on release

It's the one Diamond fans have been waiting for!

Album: 'I'm Glad You're Here With Me Tonight' CBS 86044
Single; 'Desiree' CBS 5869
Produced by Bob Gaudio
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Serenade CBS 69067
Produced by Tom Catalano
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Beautiful Noise CBS 86004
Produced by, Robbie Robertson
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Order from CBS Order Desk, Tel: 01 -960 2155 CBS Distribution Centre, Barlby Road. London W10
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Metro Radio

NEWCASTLE

ADDONS
IT'S A HEARTACHE — Bonnie Tvler(RCA PB5057)
YOU'RE MY PEACE OF MIND - David Ruffin (Motown
TMG 1093)
WISHING ON A STAR— Rose Roycc(Whitfield K 17060)
DESIREE— Neil Diamond (CBS 5869)

Radio Orwell

ADD ONS
1 WILL — Ruby Winters (Creole CR 141)
WOMEN — Blue (Rocket ROKN 534)
DANCE DANCE DANCE/SAO PAULO — Chic (Atlantic K
11038)
TIME IS TIGHT — Booker T. & The M.G.'s (Stax 2001)

BRADFORD

HIT PICKS
Julius K Scragg; I LOVE YOU — Donna Summer (Casablanca
CAN 114)
Paul Needle: THE BOARS HEAD CAROL — Stceleve Span
(Chrysalis CHS 2192)
Stewart Francis: WOMEN — Blue (Rocket ROKN534)
Mike Hurley; THE ROCKFORD FILES — Mike Post (MGM
PPSP 11)
Peter Levy: NATIVE NEW YORKER — Odyssey (RCA PB
1129)
PENNINE PICK
DESIREE — Neil Diamond (CBS 5869)
ADD ONS
NEW YORK SHUFFLE — Graham Parker & The Rumour
(Vertigo 6059 185)
EBONY EYES— Bob Welch (Capitol CL 15951)
REALLY FREE - John Otway & Wild Willie Barrett
(Polydor 2058 951)
JAMMING — Bob Marley&The Wallers (Island WIP 6410)
CALIFORNIA — Manfred Mann's Earth Band (Bronze BRO
48)
APB— Blossoms (MAM 168)

Radio Tees

MANCHESTER

ADD ONS
NATIVE NEW YORKER — Odyssev(RCA PB 1129)
DESIREE — Neil Diamond (CBS 5869)
LOVELY DAY — Bill Withers (CBS 5773)
CUCKOO SONG— Mike 01dfield( Virgin VS 198)
FIVE O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING — Lol Creme & Kevin
Godley (Mercury GOD 001)

Plymouth Sound

PLYMOUTH

HIT PICKS
Brian Day: MARY OF THE FOURTH FORM — Boomtown
Rats (Ensign ENY 9)
GET CRAZY WITH ME — Ray Stevens (Warner Brothers K
16929)
Peter Greig; WOMEN — Bluc(Rocket ROKN534)
ALL FOR A REASON — Alcssi (A&M A MS 7322)
HOLLYWOOD — BozScaggs (CBS 5836)
Carmella McKenzie: ARRIVAL — London Pipes & Choir
(Epic EPC 5861)

TEESSIDE

HIT PICKS
Tony Gillham: YOU/CAN'T DANCE — Rick Nelson (Epic
EPC 5821)
David Hoarc: LABYRINTH — Carole King (Capitol CL
15949)
Dave Gregory: BANDIT — Window (Riva 12)
Alastair Pirrie: HALFWAY TO PARADISE — Nick Lowe
(Stiff BUY 21)
Ian Fisher: MY WAY — Elvis Presley (RCA PB 1165)
Brian Anderson: LITTLE GIRL— The Banned (Harvest HAR
5145)
ADDONS
FLORAL DANCE — Brighouse & Rastrick Band
(Transatlantic BIG 548)
CUCKOO SONG — Mike Oldfield (Virgin VS 198)
DALLAS — Steely Dan (ABC SD 1)
TRUE LOVE — Bing Crosby & Grace Kelly (Capitol CL
15953)
MOVE ME — Allman & Woman (Warner Brothers K 17057)
HEARTSONG — Gordon Gilrrap (Electric WOT 19)
ECHOES OF LOVE — Doobie Brothers (Warner Brothers K
17044)
TEN FEET TALL — Pilot (Arista 155)
THE BOARS HEAD CAROL — Steeleye Span (Chrysalis
CHS 2192)
HEAVENS JUST A SIN AWAY — Kendalls (Polydor 2058
963)
DESIREE - Neil Diamond (CBS 5869)

ADD ONS
THERE ISN'T ANYTHING — Leo Sayer (Chrysalis CHS
2190)
COCAINE — Eric Clapton (RSO 2090 264)
THE LIGHT — Donovan (RAK 265)
CALIFORNIA — Manfred Mann's Earthband (Bronze BRO
48)
SAD — Andy Williams (CBS 5867)
HOLLYWOOD — Boz Scaggs (CBS 5836)
PUT YOUR LOVE IN ME — Hot Chocolate (RAK 266)
YOU CAN'T DANCE - Rick Nelson (Epic EPC 5821)
JUKE BOX GIRL — Herb Reed & Sweet River (PVK 009)
SAVE ME — Clodagh Rogers (Polydor 2058 804)
AS TIME GOES BY — Dooley Wilson (United Artists UP
36331)
ONLY WOMEN BLEED — Julie Covington (Virgin VS 196)
LOVE ON OUR HANDS — Gene Pitney (Epic EPC 5783)

Radio Trent

NOTTINGHAM

SWANSEA

HIT PICKS
Dave Bowen: EBONY EYES — Bob Welch (Capitol CL 15951)
Colin Mason; DESIREE— Neil Diamond (CBS 5869)
Jon Hawkins: WINTER IN AMERICA
Doug Ashdown
(Decca FR 13730)

M43)IMITED CIrATI0NS ~ Cafe Crcme (Harvest HAR
SLIP SLIDIN' AWAY — Paul Simon (CBS 5770)
ALL FOR A REASON — Alessi (A&M AMS 7322)
D!!.RrIDE ~ Mem
Phis Sounds
Orchestra (RSO 2090 212)
C heodorc
0rchestra
cIad^
a
n7r^^
J
(Atlantic
S FAR WARS DI^CO — The Force (Splash
CP 15) K 11035)
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Chris''poHard: 1 CAN SEE CLEARLY NOW - Ray Charles
NSVdTackson!0THE BOAR'S HEAD CAROL - S.celeye
Span (Chrysalis CHR 2192)
Dave Christian: SW1NGTOWN - Steve MillcrBand (Album
Tnrkl f From ' Book Of Dreams' — Mercury 9286 455)
Andy pS NOT FADE AWAY - Steve Hillage (Virgin VS
Chris Rider COME GO WITH ME — Pockets (CBS 5780)
Anton Darby? CUCKOO SONG - Mike Oldf.eld (Virgin VS

STATION SPECIAL
I BELIEVE IN FATHER CHRISTMAS — Greg Lake
(Manticor K 13511)

BBC Blackburn
HIT PICKS
Jude Bunker: THE BOAR'S HEAD CAROL — Steeleye Span
(Chrysalis CHS 2192)
Kath Dutton: CUCKOO SONG — Mike Oldfield (Virgin VS
198)
Gerald Jackson: AS TIME GOES BY — Dooley Wilson
(United Artists UP 36331)
Phil Scott: PRIVATE NUMBER — Judy Clay & William Bell
(Stax 2006)
Nigel Dyson: ARRIVAL — London Pipes & Choir (Epic EPC
5861)
Pat Gibson: PUT YOUR LOVE IN ME — Hot Chocolate
(RAK 266)
Trevor Hall: UNLIMITED CITATIONS — Cafe Creme
(Harvest HAR 5143)

BBC Humberside

THAMES VALLEY

ADD ONS
GOING FOR THE ONE — Yes (Atlantic K 11047)
DANCE
um^k,RANCE
— Chic (Atlantic K 11038)
A STAR
^
^
Royce( Whit
K 17060)
FLORAL
DANCE —— Rose
Brighouse
& field
Rastrick
Band
(Transatlantic BIG 548)
SO GOOD — J.A.L.N. Band (Magnet MAG 105)
SAD — Andy Williams (CBS 5867)

Swansea Sound

PORTSMOUTH

RECORDS OF THE WEEK
Barry Stockdale: ONE WAY WIND — The Cats (Smack)
John Howden: THE TEA BAG IN MY COFFEE — Bernard
Wrigley (Transatlantic BIG 566)
Radio 210

Piccadilly Radio

Radio Victory

Howard Pcarce: DESIREE - Neil Diamond (CBS 5869)
Jack McLaughlin: THE TWELVE DAYS OF
CHRISTMAS/DOES YOUR HAIR HANG LOW — Bill
Barclay (GM CMS 9041)

IPSWICH

ADD ONS
LOVELY DAY — Bill Withers (CBS 5773)
DALLAS — Steely Dan (ABC SD 1)
YOU DON'T TURN ME OFF — High Inergy (Motown TMG
1087)
DEIRDRE — Bruce Johnston (CBS 5703)

Pennine Radio

Stuart Freeman: JAMMING - Bob Marlcy & The Wailers
(Island WIP 6410)
.
n
Phil Fothergil: SAVE ME YOUR LOVE - Peter McCann
(20th Century BTC 2354)
,
o ^ ,
Paul Holmes: I CAN SEE CLEARLY NOW - Ray Charles
(London HLU 10554)

BBC London
PRESENTER PICKS
Paul Owens: LOVE WITH YOU — Bill Fredericks (Polydor
2058 946)
David Krcmer: ONLY WOMEN BLEED — Julie Covington
(Virgin VS 196)
Susie Barnes: AS — Stevie Wonder (Motown TMG 1091)
Tony Fish: GETT1N' READY FOR LOVE — Diana Ross
(Motown TMG 1090)

BBC Medway
PRESENTER PICKS
Jimmy Mack: FORTY FIVE YEARS — Mary O'Hara
(Chrysalis CHS 2194)
Bernard Mulhcrn: SAD — Andy Williams (CBS 5867)
John Thurston; ARRIVAL — The London Pipes & Choir
(Epic EPC 5861)
Mike Brill: RUDOLPH THE RED NOSED REINDEER —
Wounded John Scott Cree (Pye 7N 46034)
Rod Lucas: A GUY IS A GUY — Cherri Adams (Epic EPC
5840)

BBC Merseyside
PERSONAL PICKS
™ Ross: FRANK IE MILLER THAT'S WHO — Fran
Miller (Chrysalis CHS 2184)
Dave Porter: LAY DOWN SALLY - Eric Clapton (RSO 2(
(T#nddTin7S:6orSHING

0N A STAR

"

Rose Ro:
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promotion behind these releases will be very big

See Amid The Winter Snow
The Cambrai Staff Band and Pipes and Drums
of the Royal Tank Regiment.
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ARRANGEMENT WITH B.B.C. RECORDS
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The Decco Record Company Limited

Oecca House Albert Embankment London SEi7SW
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order Form
Token stamps
Token cards (for release 7/10/77)
GC257

CC246
GC256A/B
Two designs
in one
pack
i
""packs

PACKS

GC258

CC247
PACKS

IM:

—fit

_ PACKS

PACKS

CC238

GC249

Favourite Oldies

PACKS
GC239

GC250

PACKS

PACKS

cc2ao

CC251

PACKS
CC241
PACKS
GC2A2
PACKS
CC2A3

packs""

__ZzLi
^e^<0^>^tlCKer^
a cc220
\^%^e ^
P
PACKS\ 0 ^^^-^owStickers, face gummed

^^

CC252
IpacksJcc21oa/b/c/d
1 Four designs
GC253 I jn orio
1 pack
PACKS
PACKS 1
GC25d \j?aDQiirite Oldies

GC2ad

GC255

PACKS

^ My cards order is tor..^^«g V
U the wire dispenser^^^^v A \rsattheall1 wish to purrj
U
inclusiv^< e
^
—^
^

GC256

i^Sr-^^todowStiekers.reversegummcd

PAcii

"TackTI

GC2A5

'm
®V
. >

-

PACKS

PACKS

PACKS

_PACKS

PACKS

^

i.i (ku Dispenser

GC221
-n

. ...Books 50p stamps (SO per book)
Books £1 stamps (50 per book)
" Books £2 stamps (25 per book)
...Books £3 stamps (20 per book)
Rnnlts £5 stamps (10 per book)

PACKS

PACKS

PACKS

"""

G

CC259

GC2a8

GC237

_PACKS
rr~*r,

PACKS

9P

Jp;;?
rnVj
G

GC211
PACKS

CC222
IackT

I

Name

CC223

I

Position

l^icT

1

GC224A1B
klXvo designs
inone
r-«.x
RJFA pack
PACKS

Company or Shop
Address.
■M|
11 Telephone No..
|

Postcode.
AccountfP^dpNo
Code inc.

Signature.

Total Number
f packs equired

PACKS

A REMINDER
Your lust chance to order Record Tokens for Chnstmas
FridaylGth December
n ororH Tokens' biggest ever advertising campaign is underway. By Christmas week
84% of Britain's 20 million families will have seen up to 14 ads in 50,000,000 copies of
8 oonidar 'papers and magazines—each one spelling out a dozen reasons why your
^ Jrn prsMakethemostofthismassivecampaign,andensuretop-upstocksamvem
should be filling their stockings with lots of lovely, money-spinning Record
■■■

jg^ of time, by ordering extra cards and tokens not later than
Friday 16th December. Many thanks!
Order with your usual EMI Record Order, phone:

01-7594532

01-7594611

01-8489811

GuH

Record Tokens
Record Tokens Centre EMI Records Ltd., 1-3 Uxbridge Road, Hayes, Middx.UM OSY.
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CHECK THE
MUSIC WEEK CHARTS
■ITS ALL IN STOCK AT

Istop
Keenest prices too!

IN THE DELETION ROOM

10,000 Singles at 15 pence each!

Huge selection of
Deleted L.P. and tape product
at prices ranging from 70 to 95 pence.

.* .* . A?* ^

c9 A*
Ilstopl
V
tZj 11-15 WILLIAM ROAD, LONDON NW1.
Distribution (Records STapeslUd. TELEPHONE: 01-388 0137
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spotlighting the music makers and monogement

Grant brings hot Ice
D

from the West Indies
LACK OF enthusiasm by major
record companies for his product
BILLY AND Bobby Alessi whose
EDITED
has resulted in Eddie Gram, former
new album. All For A Reason, is
by
lead
singer
and
songwriter
for
the
released next week by A&M are
CHRIS WHITE
Equals,
forming
his
own
record
appearing as special guests on David
company called Ice. Despite legal
Essex's autumn tour. They will play
problems involving the name —
on all the concert dates except for
there are currently three Ice Record
May by Mexican©, which features
those at the Dominion Theatre in
labels active in the UK (Music Week,
Grant's younger brother. Rudolph.
London. A&M is also releasing a
November 26) Grant intends to keep The label is distributed by Pye.
new single to lie-in with the visit.
the company 'at grass roots level'
During the Sixties, Grant's group
FOR THE first lime in ten years,
and promoting a wide variety of the Equals had more than 14 hit
Cliff Richard and the Shadows are
music.
records including the worldwide
to work together again on stage.
Based at 117a Fulham Road, SW3
best-seller Baby Come Back, Viva
They have been booked to play the
WINGS WERE presented with gold and silver discs during a reception at the (584-3248), Ice has just released its
Bobby Joe, Michael And The
London Palladium for two weeks
first
product
—
an
album
by
Grant
Slipper
Tree, Black-Skinned Blue
Dial 9 club in London, to celebrate the release of the group's new double Afrom February 27 the season will
called
Message
Man
(ICEL
1001)
Eyed Boys, and Rub-a Dub Dub. In
sided single. Mull of Kintyre/Girls School. Paul and Linda McCartney, with
mark the twentieth anniversary in
and a single, Hello Africa/
the early Seventies the band split
Denny Laine, received silver discs for the singles Silly Love Songs and Let 'Em
showbusiness for both Richard and
Neighbour Neighbour (Guyana
however, although Grant continued
In, and also the album Venus And Mars, Wings Over America and Wings At
1). They are to be followed by a
Shadows Hank Marvin and Bruce
to make records under the name of
The Speed Of Sound. The gold discs were to mark UK sales of more than
revival of the Bee Gees' First Of the Equals but using session players.
Welch.
£250,000for Wings Over America and Wings At The Speed Of Sound.
He also started a black community
FAIRPORT CONVENTION are
recording complex in North
giving a special concert in their home
London's Stamford Hill which
town on December 21. The venue is
Fertile first hit for Logo Records
included Coachouse Studios.
the Winter Gardens, High Street,
Four years ago he decided to start
Banburyand supporting them on the
Ice Records in the West Indies,
Cornish Floral Dance is a traditional
bill will be the Alvin Morris Men,
AN OLD Cornish folk tune is one of
producing and making records for
tune and started life as a fertility
Glen Cardier and songwriter Earl
the surprise hits of the year, as well
the market there, and it has been the
dance. Some 18 months ago
Okin. Tickets are £ 1.50 each.
as the Transatlantic label's first
success of that venture — now one
producer Ivor Raymonde decided to
chart single for seven years. The
WEA BAND Deaf School arc
of the largest independent record
make a single with the brass band | ilE
record, Floral Dance by the
currently recording their third album
operations in that part of the world
but gave the song a gentle rock
Brighouse and Rastrick Band from
at Rockfield Studios. Tentatively
—
which has resulted in the
treatment. Now the record is selling
West Yorkshire, sold more than
called English Boys With Guns, it is
formation
of a British company.
several
thousand
copies
a
day
and
is
several
months
ago
—
said:
"The
10,000 copies when first issued in
being produced by Robert Lange
Grant
said;
"1 did have an
on
the
play
list
of
every
major
radio
firt
time
that
Floral
Dance
was
July 1976, and was reactivated a few
whose previous successes have
association
with
Phonogram in the
station
in
the
UK.
Transatlantic's
released
most
of
the
BBC
stations
weeks ago by Logo Records after
included the Boomtown Rats,
last hit was Light Flight by
played it a lot, and in fact three of UK, mainly through a production
receiving
constant
plays
on
BBC
Motors and Graham Parker.
deal for the Equals and Pioneers,
Pentangle in 1969 and even that them, Oxford, Bristol and Derby,
local radio stations.
Following release of the album by
record only made number 45.
were forced to take it out of their but I could not get the response I
According
to
Logo,
the
record
is
Warner Brothers, Deaf School will
John Briley, a&r manager of Logo
needletime schedules because wanted from major companies for
the first to make the charts by a
commence an extensive British tour
— which took over Transatlantic
listeners were phoning up and the other artists 1 was involved with.
North
Country
brass
band,
ihe
followed by their second US tour
claiming that it was being played too When I recorded the Message Man
much. At that lime no commercial album, there were offers made by
companies but no one was
radio station would touch it either, several
because they said brass bands were prepared to make the kind of deal
that I was looking for, which was to
not their scene. The disc did about show
Findlay moves to talent-spotting
extension of
his
retailing
activities.
10,000 sales in a couple of weeks but artists."enthusiasm for my fellow
'
U
coop
where
he
is
extension
of
his
retailing
acti
reached the stage where he is
A LEADING Scottish record dealer
because of Transatlantic's
"As a dealer you hear a lot about
He continued: "I have my own
considering having a London office.
is well on his way to becoming one
distribution problems and lack of
local musical talent, and I used to be
situation with the Coach-House
In fact. Findlay is a regular visitor
stock the sales impetus was lost.''
of that country's leading talent
always suggesting names to the
to London, and is usually in the
After the takeover of studios, financed entirely by myself,
Island Records salesman. Scotland
spotters, as well as starting his own
caoital at least one day a week to
Transatlantic, Logo decided to and I was looking for the better end
record label for local groups, and
has become a hotbed for pop talent,
so far as the major
liaise with CBS. which has just
reactivate the record and also Radio of the slick
and in the past I've suggested that
managing another band, Cafe
were concerned. The only
released Cafe Jacques' Round The
2's Terry Wogan picked up on it companies
record companies should see such
Jacques,, whom many people are
left for me was for me to
Back LP on Epic, or to make other
again. The music has also been used alternative
people as the then-unknown Billy
Predicting are going to be a huge
have my own label. I was fortunate
business dealsf While still
^^ Connolly in action, and also a
by several stations for interlude of
success on both sides of the Atlantic.
course that my company Ice
with the retailing side of Bruce s
music, and also to introduce Records
couple of members of the Average
Bruce Findlay, who with his older
was already a success in the
Record Stores, he admits that th^ White Band — unfortunately they
programmes. Surprisingly however
brother Brian runs a chain of six
Indies — in fact that operation
major part of that work ts now
never look me up."
the West Country's commercial West
retail outlets north of the border,
for precisely the same
carried out by his brother.
Eventually Paul Johnson of
radio station, Plymouth Sound, was was started
has been closely involved with both
that I have started the UK
He sees his new role as rock band
one which did not feature the record reason
Island
suggested
to
Findlay
that
he
sides of the trade for a couple of
company."
manager/talent hunter as a logtea
should form his own small label,
as a regular choice — the song was
years now, and says that he has now
Grant had not planned to start his
given only a couple of new spins.
sign up Scottish talent, and then do a
British operation for another 12
Briley added: "The response has months,
licensing deal with the major record
but the success in the West
company, operating on similar lines
been tremendous, just about Indies forced
him to bring forward
everyone picked up on the record. his
to those taken by EG Management.
"People tend to think that
There have been singles before with the plans.
"Until then I used to quite enjoy
Caribbean market isn't very
brass band backings and bagpipe important
going round the clubs and discos,
but last year alone my
bands but this is the first hit by a company had
watching the bands, but then 1
turn-over of more
brass band in its own right. than £2*50,000 aand
realised I had to look for
we don't even
Originally the record was done as a have an office as such
commercial potential, and spent
— everyone
one-off project. Although it is the works from home. We intend
most of my time wondering if a
l'it<
first hit for the Transatlantic label the same here. In Britain theretoisdoa
certain band would be any good on
for seven years, we are now hopeful
record. 1 first got to know Cafe
disadvantage in that the
IT
of making it a trio of hits with Love marked
Jacques about three years ago when
including TV. radio and
And Kisses' I Found Love, and media,
one of the djs on Radio Forth
9} . '
press,
are
inaccessible but we
another disco song, Get Your Boom- plan to findoften
asked me to go and see this band in
alternative ways around
Boom Around The Room by those problems."
action. There was something about
Pamplemousse."
their music which struck me, and I
Grant added: "Ice Records will
Footnote: The Brighouse and
knew that in Peter Veitch and Chris
Rastrick Band was formed in 1881 as not be a reggae company, but rather
Thomson there were a couple of
brilliant songwriters."
a brass and reed band, although an amalgam of different musical
there is evidence of a Brighouse styles including calypso, rock and
In fact, Cafe Jacques had already
band as early as 1858. In 1935 the soul. Anyone will be able to come to
had a taste of some moderate success
outfit was barred from the annual our offices and play us their tapes —
when they came runners-up to Deaf
Belle Vuc Brass Championships in if that person can convince me about
School in a Melody Maker talent
Manchester — because it has already his music and potential, then I will
competition.
When
Findlay
took
RECORD
signed
to
be happy to release his record.
won three years in succession!
ured with members of CaJ.eja0 (sealed) Colin Nelson. Bn
CONT ON PAGE 43
ding: Chris Thomson, Mike u. f
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Boyce:

moon

under the

of a

waxing

second

by CHRIS WHITE
songwriter, until about three weeks
FORMER MONKEES producer and
later. I met somebody and he asked
songwriter Tommy Boyce had
me if I realised 1 was the composer
actually been living in Britain for
of the third most successful song at
three weeks before he realised thai a
that time. Because I didn't even have
song he had composed some 14 years
a transistor radio in my hotel room,
previously — Under The Moon Of
I had never heard Showaddywaddy
Love — was number three in the
singing Under The Moon Of Love —
charts. Now celebrating his first
I never even realised that the song
anniversary firmly domiciled in his
had been resurrected by them, let
new adopted country, a new
alone that it was so high in the
recording contract for Pye, as well
charts."
as a chart success with Darts' Daddy
That song, written in the back of a
Cool (co-produced with Richard
car in Connecticut, and a huge US
Hartley), Boyce recalls how one day
hit in 1961 changed Boyce's British
he decided to escape from the
fortunes. It rocketed to number one
Californian sunshine, and visit the
in the UK chart, holding the top spot
UK — a territory he had never
over the Christmas period, and won
visited before, and where he had
Boyce his 23rd gold disc in 17
only one acquaintance.
years. Rather ironically his
"I just decided to jump on the
songwriting career had started in
first plane to London, despite the
1959 when he wrote a song called Be
fact that I knew no one there, and
My Guest, and flung it into the
realised that I would probably be
hands of Fats Domino in a hotel
completely unknown. In fact the
lobby. A couple of weeks later
only person I had met was Derek
Domino rang him to say that he was
Green (A&M Records' managing
recording the number for his next
director in London) for about ten
single, and in November of that year
minutes on some tennis courts in the
it gave the veteran singer his 23rd
US. He told me, Tf you're ever in
gold disc, and the 19-year-old Boyce
London, drop by and we'll have
his first.
some tea* so the first thing when I
"I waited six hours in that hotel
arrived was call him up, and say that
lobby and when Domino did arrive
1 had come for my cup of tea!"
he was surrounded by a huge
Boyce says.
entourage of people. My enthusiasm
After Green's initial schock, the
had become rather dampened by
two men met and, in Boyce's words,
then, but anyway I gave him the
one thing led to another. He met
song and it turned out to be the first
various other contacts in the music
time in his career as a hit artist that
business, and visited various record
he had recorded an unknown
companies — "However nobody
number. The first time I heard the
wanted to sign me as a singerdisc on the radio, I was driving my

career

car and ended up in a ditch!"
In the Sixties, Boyce and
songwriting partner Bobby Hart
became part of the legendary Don
Kirshner "school of songwriting" in
New York which was the spawning
ground for such talent as Carole
King, Neil Sedaka, Gerry Coffin,
Carole Bayer Sager, and Barry
Mann. The Boyce/Hart partnership
lasted for ten years and the team
were responsible for many of the
Monkees' hits including the first,
Take The Last Train To Clarksville.
Their involvement with the
manufactured group came when no
one else in the Kirshner group was
interested in writing music for them.
"The basic problem was that it
meant a move to the West Coast,
and everyone else was happy in New
York, so it was left to Bobby Han
and myself to write for the
Monkees."
Early days
with Kirshner
Boyce recalls his years with
Kirshner with affection — "It really
was like a big family — Don
Kirshner had a knack of
surrounding himself with young
creative talent, but he always had the
lime to talk to people and encourage
them in their work. He would often
walk in and say, *1 need a song for
such-and-such an artist by

illll
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We're enjoying our first
TOP WVENTY hit together.

RUBY WINTERS

"I Will'

It's not a private affair
anyone can join in by ordering from:
CBS Order Desk. Tel: 01-960 2155 CBS Distribution Centre, Barlby Road, London V^O
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TrtKAKAY RfiYCF vivted the Pye Records offices to meet some typical English
and girls from press, promotion and administration.
his first single, English Girls, written
tomorrow, can you help me?' and
and produced by himself, has been
everyone would get to work. When
released on Pye. When he first
Bobby Hart and myself arrived, it
arrived here, Bob Grace of Rondor
was about 1964 and writers like
Music administered his publishing
Carole King and Neil Sedaka were
but he now operates on a freelance
well established. However there were
basis.
other young names there at the same
His teaming with Richard Hanley
time as us, for instance, Toni Wein
came several months ago, and the
and Carole Bayer Sager. I remember
two penned songs under the
Toni, who was only 15 then, used to
fictious names Fame And Fortune
warm up her fingers on the piano
until Magnet persuaded them to use
every morning with a little tune she
their real identities for the Darts
had composed — later it gave her a
recordings. In fact, Hartley is the
huge success internationally as A
complete opposite of extrovert
Groovy Kind Of Love."
Boyce, a quietly-spoken
He recalls another incident. "Don
Yorkshireman, and it was through
Kirshner wanted a song for a
Rondor Music that he first met
relatively unknown duo called the
Boyce.
Righteous Brothers, and we were all
Hartley lived in France for a
asked to submit material. There we
while, after leaving Huddersfield,
all were, sitting in the small room
before getting a job with the newlyoutside Kirschner's office with our
established Island Records, doing
songs — Carole King and Gerry
Coffin, Neil Sedaka and Howard
musical arrangements for reggae
Greenfield, Barry Mann and
records by such names as Harry Jay
Cynthia Weill, Bobby Hart and
and the Upsetters. Later he became
myself, and Jack Heller and Helen
musical director for the new hit
Miller. Everyone went in, and came
musical, The Rocky Horror Show at
out looking rather dejected, saying
the Kings Road Theatre — "I was
that they (the Righteous Brothers)
involved with the show from the
hadn't liked the songs. The
time it was just a couple of pages of
exceptions were Barry Mann and
script, and about five songs."
Cythia Weill who said, 'Well they
quite liked one of the numbers we
have written, but we don't rate our
Darts-back
chances.' It turned out that they had
written THE song, and it wasn't
long afterwards that You've Lost
in the studios
That Lovin' Feelin' was a huge seller
around the world."
Since then he has also produced
Since those days, Boyce's career
and arranged the soundtrack album
has taken many turns. Apart from
for the Rocky Horror Show film,
their success with the Monkees, he and
he has done the scores for a
and Han made several successful
couple of other movies including the
records together for A&M, and
new Peter Cook and Dudley Moore
Boyce had a hit in his own right for
film, The Hound Of The
RCA with I Remember Carol — "It
Baskervilles, which is released in the
wasn't written with Carole King in
New Year. Because of his
mind, following Neil Sedaka's
involvement with the theatre,
example — I was thinking about my
Hartley has particularly enjoyed
doctor's wife!" In 1970 he retired
working with Darts, a band whose
completely from the music scene and
stage performance has to be seen to
spent his time writing books
be fully appreciated. He says:
including one called How To Write
"We're pleased with the way the
A Hit Song And Sell It which has to
album has turned out, Darts are
date sold 100,000 copies.
great onstage but they are a very
In 1975 he was persuaded to
visual band, and they could have
emerge from retirement, and go on
been difficult to put on record.
the road with ex-Monkees Davy
What attracted me to them was the
Jones and Mickey Dolenz. and also
fact that they are so theatrical, but
Bobby Hart. "The idea was to
what is refreshing is that there is
present a road show called 'the great
absolutely no pretention about them
golden hits of the Monkees' and we
or their performance at all.
played dates around the US with a
"It was important to get quite a
five-piece band. Everyone thought it
raw sound on the album, it is much
was a joke and said it couldn't
easier to get a slick sound and we felt
possibly be a success. The first day
that if Dans' music was very
we played to more than 23,000 fans
smoothy on disc then they would
in St. Louis. Missouri! It was almost
lose a lot of their appeal. Now we
as though the Monkees as a groun
had been asleep for five years, and
are. planning to go back into the
studios with them in the New Year."
everything was starting again."
During the summer of 1976 the
five men decided to call it a day' and
,on af
'[decided
V.as.not
that Boyce
to come8 to terBritain.
Since
then his success has continued.
Apart from Under The Moon Of
Love, he has had his songs recorded
by Petula Clark, Dcmis Roussos and
David Essex, and with Richard
Hartley has been responsible for
Darts success, both with the single
It oays — ring Music Weak for a colour ad.
Daddy Cool and album. In addition!
So why don't you? - dial 01 836 1522
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Pam s plan for a little hit record
FROM nTHE Women's Institute in
Bampio ' Oxfordshire, where her
first album was recorded before an
audience of villagers - and
ultimately won a gold dtsc — to the
Fairfield Halls in Croydon, where
her new EMI album was recorded, is
quite a move for any artist but for
poetess Pam Ayres the achievement
is even more remarkable considering
that this rapid progress has been in
the space of less than two years.
Pam Ayres is of course the
country lass who made poetry on
record acceptable to the masses. Her
two previous two albums for Galaxy
have combined sales of 250,000 and
have earned two silver discs and one
gold. Her new LP, Will Anybody
Marry Me?, already has advance
orders of 80,000 and her books have
achieved similar sales. It is all a long
way from the time that she used to
read her poetry at WI meetings and
then rush to the exit door afterwards
to sell her self-published books of
prose!
Her career as a poetess started
during her school days — "When I
used to bore my friends to tears with
poems about them" — and later she
joined several folk clubs and was
frequently asked to recite some of
her work. "One day Radio Oxford
asked me to go on a programme and
recite The Battery Hen — the result
was that Radio Four decided to
include the spot as their 'pick of the
week' and before long I was doing
quite a few recordings for BBC
Oxford, as well as going round all
the local WIs," Miss Ayres says.
"I had 7,000 pamplets printed
which included some of the poems I
used to recite, and I used to go to the
meetings with my carrier bag!
Afterwards I'd sell copies for 40p
each, and from the small profit that

—

Pam Ayres: "I used to bore my
friends with poems about them."
I managed to make, I decided to go
on holiday to the US."
Miss Ayres' breakthrough
nationally followed several wins on
Hughie Green's Opportunity
Knocks TV series. "Somebody told
me that I should go in for an
audition for the show but I really
didn't fancy the rigours of the
clapometer. However I went along,
went through a couple of poems and
surprisingly everybody was falling
about laughing. I expected people to
be very serious and deadpan when
they were auditioning acts but it was
quite the opposite."
Although Miss Ayres' won the
Opportunity Knocks programmes in
the November and December, it
wasn't until the following February
that she gave up her full-time job as
a secretary in a factory, and then her

i

decision to leave was mainly based
on the fact that she was gelling more
telephone calls than her boss.
"After the wins, people were
always calling up and offering weird
and wonderful things. One man
actually wanted me to appear in a
West End play, taking the role of a
maid, but I don't think the part was
really me — because 1 would have
had to appear nude in the last
scene! Can you imagine what that
would have done to my image?
However I did sign with Galaxy
Records, which was a very good idea
at the time, but now I have broken
all my associations with them and
signed to EMI. The nice thing about
the m-o-r division there is that I have
been closely involved with the
production of Will Anybody Marry
Me?, and 1 have even helped to
design the sleeve. I like to feel that I
have some close link with the
product."
Miss Ayres has just completed a
13-week series for Thames TV, and
in addition had a guest spot on the
Royal Variety Show when she
recited her Jubilee poem. Currently
she is writing new prose which
eventually will find its way into print
and on record, and in the early part
of 1978 she will do a concert tour
under the promotion auspices of
Dudley Russell. Miss Ayres
currently has one unfulfilled
ambition — to have a hit single.
She adds: "Bob Barratt produced
the album for me and we worked
together very well, but I would like
to make a single. At the moment I
have a couple of ideas in mind, and
maybe if it does happen one side will
feature a song and the other side a
poem. I see no reason why 1
shouldn't be able to record a single
as well as an album."
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Findlay's new role as
a talent spotter
FROM PAGE 41
over their management though, he
suggested to Veitch and Thomson
that they should either leave the
band or ask the other members to
quit. "They decided to turn
professional and took on a new bass
player and drummer, but at this
point Island Records suddenly
decided that it wasn't really
interested in the band anymore,"
Findlay says. "The company was
apparently only interested in singles
band but they said that in a couple
of years time they might reconsider
Cafe Jacques. However we were not
prepared to wail that long."
Other record companies showed
an interest in the band — Ken
Maliphanl of Phonogram suggested
that they go into the studios and
make some demo tapes, with the
agreement that if the company
didn't like the results, Cafe Jacques
could keep the demos. The result
was that the band were left with the
tapes but no contract. Then Alan
Bown, CBS' a&r in Scotland, saw
the group in action and immediately
recommended that his company
should sign them.
Surprisingly it is two years since
CBS first showed interest in the
group but only now has the first
product appeared. The actual
recording deal was signed last April.
Findlay adds: "One of the problems
was finding a suitable producer
which turned out to be Rupert Hine.
It did mean though that for a long
time the group couldn't do anything
in the studios which was very
frustrating for them. At first with
Hine we thought that his ideas might

be too avant-garde for the band, but
in fact he was really great, he acted
as a sort of psychologist and
succeeded in bringing everybody
together."
Findlay's own record label is
called Zoom! "The emergence of
companies like Stiff and Chiswick
has opened a lot of doors for other
people, and I decided to launch
Zoom! because so many of the local
bands in Edinburgh and other parts
of Scotland were coming to me and
asking if I could do the same for
them as I had with Cafe Jacques. In
some cases they were even asking me
before they had managed to get a
band together! Our first single did
something like 2,000 units and since
then I've made a number of signings
to the label."
One such signing is Sale, described
by Findlay as 'a raunchy rock and
roll band'. "I went backstage after
one of their performances and said
that I'd like to make some demos
with them and if the results were
good then I'd get them issued on an
independent label. The band has
now changed its name to Valves and
the first single was issued three
weeks ago and has sold 15,000
copies."
Zoom product is distributed by
several independents, as well as
Lightning in London and Scotia. In
addition, the singles are naturally
sold through the Findlay brothers'
six retailing outlets.
Bruce Findlay adds: "I suppose
that I have got this far because I
have a lot of blind faith in my own
ability, and also because I have had
a lot of good luck."
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Introducing Odyssey...
Stateside smash-now available in

UK!

Native New Yorker by Odyssey
Available as 15,000limited^editionir single
not available on import. Collectors item.
Stock up-now!
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Watch forthe album,Odyssey, in January.
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Covington: a positive approach

varieties

NEW LINES
1 STEELY DAN—E.P.—Do It Again
£1.35
2 EDDIE GRANT—Hello Africa
£1.55
3 DR. FEELGOOD—Baby Jane
99p
4 CAT'S N'JAMMER KIDS—Disco Drum
99p
5 FLICK Wl LSON—Keep the Troubles Down
£1.55
6 MONTREAL SOUND-Music!
99p
7 AMANDA LEAR—Blood & Honey
99p
8 MENACE-Screwed Up!
£1.25
9 RICHARD HELL-Blank Generation
75p
10 YES-Going For The One
75p
FLAVOURITES!
11 CAMEO-Funk, Funk
99p
12 GIBSON BROTHERS-Come To America
75p
13 SOPHISTICATED LADIES-Check It Out
80p
14 LIMMIE& FAMILY COOKIN'-I Can Stop
80p
15 PROCUL HARUM-Whiter Shade of Pale
75p
16 COCK SPARRER-We Love You
99p
17 MAIN INGREDIENT-Reggae Disco
99p
18 PETE TOWNSHEND-Annie
99p
19 GRACE JONES-La Vie En Rose
£1.50
20 BUNNY WAI LER-Stand up, Get up
£1.50
21 VICKI SUE ROBINSON-Hold Tight
99p
22 THEWHISPERS-Make it with You
99p
23 OLYMPIC RUNNERS-Keep It Up
99p
24 DELROY WASHINGTON-Give Praise to Jah
99p
25 BROTHERS'JOHN- Right on Time
75p
26 THE TUBES-White Punks on Dope
75p
27 D.B.M.-Disco Beatle Mania
75p
28 CELI BEE & BUZZY BUNCH-One Love
99p
29 CADO BELLE (E.P.)-lt's Over
£1.00
SQUARE-SHAPED STANDARDS
99p
m 30 T. CONNECTION—Do what you Wanna Do
31 CERRONE-Love in'C Minor
75p
32 TELEVISION-Marquee Moon
75p
33 GEORGE BENSON-Nature Boy
75p
34 THE DICTATORS—Search and Destroy
75p
35 JOHN CALE-Animal Justice
£1.25
36 KEVIN KITCHEN-Silver Dream
75p
37 SPLIT ENZ-My Mistake
75p
38 THE '0' BAND(Red Vinyl)-Look to the left.right 99p
39 EATER-Lock it Up
£1.25
ONTHESHELF!
m 40 JACKBOOT-Call the Circus
75p
41 DETROIT SPINNERS-Could it be I'm in Love 70p
42 BOOTSY'S RUBBER BAND—Pinocchio Theory 75p
43 PATT1 SMITH-Gloria/My Generation
75p
44 DOOLEY SI LVERSPOON—Closer to Loving You 75p
45 KRAFTWERK—Showroom Dummies
80p
46 HERB REED&SWEET RIVER—What's Name/No?75p
47 EMPEROR-I'm Alive
75p
48 HONKY-Join the Party
75p
49 MANDRILL—Ali Bom Ba-ye
75p
50 BLACK BLOOD—Amanda/Rastiferian
75p
51 LASO—Another Star
80p
52 THE CRUSADERS—Put it where you want it £1.35
53 THE POINTER SISTERS (E.P.) How Long
£1.35
54 POCO-Rose of Cimmaron
£1.35
55 ISAAC HAYES-Disco Connection (E.P.)
£1.35
56 GEORGE HATCHER BAND-Have band(10"EP) 99p
57 LONDON-Summer of Love/No Time
80p
□

All Available While Stocks Last!
LIGHTNING RECORDS LIMITED
841 Harrow Road, London, NW10 5NH
Tel. Orders: 01-969 8344 (4 lines)
Tel. 01-969 7155 (7 lines) & 969 5255
Telex. 927813 LARREC
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to her Virgin singing career
finalised, and was offered the rot
the following day. "But there wn!
by VAL FALLOON
no"pressure on me to make up ^
CONSIDERING THE general and
mind, and I considered it vyJ
now official recognition of Julie
exactly the same care that I have
Covington as one of the UK's most
always applied to such things
exciting musical talents, the reaction
l*v
throughout my career. I just didn't
of the show business media to the
want to do it." Despite press despair
artist has been curiously
over the news she refuses to sec it as
discouraging. The negative aspects
a big deal, merely insisting that both
of her career have been wellaspects of her work must be kept
documented, with her refusal of the
separate, and a career in musicals
leading role in the stage version of
Evita causing enough shock waves to
was not at all what she was after
warrant national coverage. Then the
Rock Follies was presumably
different, as she plays the role of a
report that there would be no more
Rock Follies on TV (the second
singer.
series is now back on the screens)
In true theatrical tradition she
with the decision not to continue
among others, was auditioned foi
wrongly attributed to her alone.
the Evita recording, which involved
There are still grumbles about her
going to Lloyd-Webber's flat and
non-performance of the Evita single
listening to him on piano while Tim
Don't Cry For Me Argentina (a
Rice sang it all the way through.
number one here and a worldwide
"That
album was the hardest thing
hit) with the added weight of her
I've
ever
done," she said. Apart
recent claim that she would, on
from session work for several years,
Julie Covington
reflection, rather not have seen it
Julie Covington has now made
released at all.
delighted we were able to sign her.
for five different companies,
Admittedly, during last year's
Certain artists, he continued, need albums
four
of
them in the past two years!
round of promotion. Miss
to work in their own way. "We re The Rock
Follies LPs were with
Covington and the press became
dealing with artists, not machines,
Island and Polydor, Evita was on
increasingly disgruntled with each
he added, "and I feel we are MCA,
there is the current Virgin
other. More recently, with most of
fortunate to be dealing with
and long ago in 1970, an EMI
the record industry assuming that
someone who, like Oldfield, is an deal
written by Pete Atkins and Clive
she had a deal somewhere with
artist out of the norm. Of all the set
and several singles. Plus the
someone, Rock Follies being shelved
actresses who might have phoned me James
Polydor Mermaid Frolics LP (see
for the summer because of a union
up, Julie Covington is the perfect
next page). Having now reached a
dispute over editing equipment, and
one." Branson pointed out that
position of prominence in both her
the artist's main territory, the
despite the apparently leisurely
chosen
worlds, she is in a position to
theatre, claiming her, things were
approach and the elastic contract,
name her own deals.
quiet in the Covington camp.
the deal was arranged with the best
However, she dislikes the idea of
So it was something of a surprise
possible lawyers and every clause
being offered roles, or deals for that
when she followed up her acceptance
gone through carefully. Miss
matter, because she is a "name",
of the Britannia Award for most
Covington knows exactly what she
rather than on the basis of her
promising new female artist with a
wants.
talent. "It is, I suppose, inevitable,"
preview of her new single, the Alice
The most positive aspect of all this
she says sadly. Her unease with the
Cooper song Only Women Bleed.
is the fact that Julie Covington is
showbiz culture is well known, and
She had signed to Virgin in July, but
now recording as herself, rather than
it was only with this performance,
as an actress. This, she said, was one despite the fact that no entertainer
followed by the release of the single
of the reasons why she is no longer can be considered an ordinary
person, she wishes to be treated as
almost a month afterwards, that it
happy about the Argentina single.
was realised Julie Covington was
"Of course I appreciate why such. Neither is she overawed at the
officially back in the music business.
prospect of winning more awards.
record companies need to take single
Now the positive aspects of her
"If that was all I worked for I would
cuts off albums," she said, "but it
career can be chronicled. The single
wasn't me— I was acting the part of stand still," she affirms. "Winning
is receiving national airplay and
Eva Peron. As a song it was the Britannia Award was very, very
sales indicate chart status is
meaningless out of context of the nice." But her vision of success is
imminent. She is hinting that,
more idealistic. She does not like the
whole work. Now, because most
following the release of her first
prospect of "stardom", and
people thought I was committed, so
Virgin album next year, she might
I had no offers, I have had the obviously does not believe that
consider a tour.
freedom to think carefully and having a Number One Single makes
Her return to the Top 50 stakes
anyone a great artist. "Success, to
decide for myself if and when I
has been leisurely and almost by
me, was after the first year of acting
wanted to record again. Once I'd
chance. She heard the song on the
made my mind up I approached
when I realised I was making a living
radio, liked it and discussed its value
Virgin and one other small company from the theatre," she said. "Of
as a single with Virgin. Then things
and asked if they would be course it's good to be recognised and
began to roll. Her producer, Joe
interested.
having the critics' vote of approval.
Boyd — he has worked with artists
"The important thing is that I
But it's important to me to be good
like the McGarrigles and John
couldn't put myself in the position
at what I'm doing in my own terms.
Martin — is now scouting the US for
of having to make one album a year,
I'm constantly learning, and, I hope,
suitable album titles, while Miss
and then the resulting promotional
improving."
Covington does the same at home.
work because of my acting career."
Her discomfort with stardom and
And they hope to be in the studios
Her immediate committments are a its trappings becomes apparent
within the next two months. Her
play tilled Plenty at the National in
throughout a conversation.
signing with Virgin was
January, then Brccht's Seven Deadly
Realising the press would want new
unpredictable — she rang the
Sins with the ENO in the summer.
intereviews
Branson invited
company's boss Richard Brandon
The appeal of theatre work to her is
everyone
to
tea,
and she dealt with
out of the blue. The deal, too, is
based on almost ten years in the them all in one fell swoop. No doubt
unusual, and will amount to three
profession, after abandoning a the idea of a series of one-to-one
albums next year, or perhaps one
leaching career ("I could't see interviews sent shudders down her
next year and two in 1983. Or one
myself being able to be responsible spine.
every two years. A gem of a deal for
for a class full of children —
But an event consisting of
an artist who wants to make records
anyway, 1 failed the finals"). Her answering questions in between
but needs the freedom to continue
credits include television plays,
mouthfuls of meringue and pouring
with her successful career as an
leading theatre roles (such as out cups of tea is just as difficult for
actress.
Jumpers at the National) several someone who needs to consider
Virgin, with its approach — or
plays by Howard Schumann, author everything carefully, including press
rather non-approach — to Mike
of Rock Follies, along with questions — especially in view of her
Oldfield (his forthcoming LP will
"musicals" including the Rocky past distrust of the media — and
have taken over two years to
Horror Show, Godspell and one who with Virgoan thoroughness
complete) is rare in the productmovie — The Adventures Of Barry insists on having every fact right,
hungry record world in agreeing to
McKenzie in London.
every statement presented clearly
such deals. Said Branson: "Julie
She takes both careers equally and logically. She does not like to be
wanted to pursue her acting and
seriously, making all her decisions pinned down or forced into giving
musical careers separately. So we
slowly and carefully. She took a long quotable quotes and like many
tried to work out a deal that would
lime to decide that Argentina should
actresses, is not beyond disguising
enable her to follow both
not have been a single. (Her nonher shyness as artistic temperament.
satisfactorily and not cause one to
performance of the title at the time
In answer to the burning question
exclude the other. She didn't want to
of its chart success was, she said
would she tour? she could not
feel pressurised for product, and I
because she was too busy in the —
give a final answer, though
know our approach to Oldfield
theatre.) She took two months to suggested an anonymous series of
encouraged her. On the other hand,
turn down the stage version of Evita
in small clubs.
she was also impressed with our
She had tea with Harold Prince, the dates
"I can't imagine doing a concert
handling of the Sex Pistols. I'm
director, before the format was
TO PAGE 45
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Straker tries to

cross

barriers

FOR THE second time in five years,
peter Straker is attempting a career
as a recording artist while also trying
to break the apparent taboo which
seems to prevent theatre rock
translating well from stage to
record. Straker, in his own words a
product of the Sixties, and who first
came to recognition when he was in
the West End stage version of Hair,
is hoping that the new album he has
made for EMI, This One's On Me,
will finally break down the musical
barriers, and finally establish his
own name among the general record
consumers.
In fact the LP has been produced
by Freddie Mercury of Queen and
Roy Thomas Baker, two names who
alone should guarantee considerable
media and general interest in the
record. Straker says: "I first met
Freddie Mercury a couple of years
ago, through a business association I
had with John Reid, and I thought
that it would be a good idea if we
could team together and make an
LP. However everytime I asked
Mercury, he always pleaded that he
was too busy, and it was several
months before anything was actually
started."
Straker's current association with
EMI is also his third attempt at
a recording career. He made an
album for RCA about five years ago
but then opted out of the business,
"Because I was frightened about
what people expected me to do."
Later he had a very brief flirtation
with Pye, which spawned only two
'escaped' singles, and once more he
decided against a recording career
and instead decided to concentrate
on his stage career. In 1975 he was
one of the attractions at the
Edinburgh Festival, and he was
invited back to the annual event last

year. My album is a development
of what 1 try to do onstage. I think
everyone expected the album to
sound very much like a Queen
record, because of Freddie
Mercury's involvement, but I think
we were all very conscious of the fact
that that was the worst thing we
could possibly do."
Straker is currently in the throes
of making his first major UK tour, a
prospect which he admits to being
quite frightened about. "1 haven't
done a tour for a long time and
certainly never done anything on this
scale. There will be very few special
effects however, I want the shows to
be pure entertainment without
having to resort to a lot of
gimmicks. Another major difference
with this tour is that previously I
have always played very small and
intimate venues — for instance,
when I was in Edinburgh the first
time, I was playing in what is known
as a 'fringe theatre', meaning that it
is really just outside of the
Edinburgh Festival. This time I am
playing in some huge auditoriums."
Straker says that he is now taking
his recording career very seriously,
and he has been pleased with EMI's
involvement with This One's On Me,
and the fact that they give the
general impression of being
interested in his career. "I think that
I am now following a musical path
and this is just the start. When we
were making the album, our
intention was to keep it very simple,
and it is a musical statement of
where I am now. I like to think that
it does have across-the-board
a eal
PP ,
,
,
"I think that maybe a lot otr tne
album's success if it comes will be
due to word of mouth, and because
people have come along and seen my
performance," he adds.

Polydor Frolics with
Amnesty charity LP
„ issued
- .pIi
Trnn<
The Eye,
via from
Transatlantic
POLYDOR IS releasing on an
Records.
All
profi.s
"e*
album highlights of the 1977
IP
will
go
Amnesty
Amnesty International Gala, held at
International, an organisation
which
the Mermaid Theatre in London last
fights for the rights of no""vlfo1^
^lay. Called the Mermaid Frolics,
nolitical prisoners throughout the
the cast line-up includes on the
world and which was recently
musical side, Julie Covington, and
awarded the 1977 Nobel Peace
classical guitarist John Williams,
Prize The record has a running tim
and the Bowles Brothers Band, and
0f
representing comedy, Peter Ustinov,
^rjh0hn0n~' -racks .are
Jonathan Miller, Peter Cooke and
i
Sevilla and Cavatina,
John Cleese.
'"Sh t the first time that the
Mermaid
Frolics,
which
will
retail
at
classical guitarist has ever recorded
£2.25, is the follow-up to an
11V
earlier successful
:cessful album, A Poke In
•
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,
C oter°s dream as a concert artist,
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me,'
Pr
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t]ie ready-made
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"I will have to think
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bout that." What about a
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" All
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? There is a ready-made
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Primes the demands that a
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i of her singing Only
make
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.$olated
demands
jed.
compared to
There are n0
real live rock star would
the theatrical
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her with enormous
more
part of next
plannedtutervi
andjo ^ ^
^
"It wouldn't necessarily
Covington,
j. Covington,
he says. "Contemporary,
key
by
)S even jazz. Who knows?
actress. A low music affair
contemporary fp one business
et to whittle down all the
tea-time
wailable into 12 great
standardssne
she was Julie
he album. I can't give any
at form a possible concert
Covington, recording artist, talkmg
e." Having paseed stage
to the music press.
e rock star stakes with

NEW WAVE DEPARTMENT
841 Harrow Road, London, NW10 5NH
Telephone Orders Only: 01-969 8344 (4 lines)
Telephone: 01-969 7155 (7 lines) & 969 5255
Telex: 927813 LARREC

NEWU/RIE
Chart&OrderForm
This Last
Week Week
(13)
(10)
(1)
(2)
(9)
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

»** Denotes New Entry or Re-entry
The Electric Chairs
FUCK OFF
The Buzzcocks
ORGASM ADDICTS
Tom Robinson
2-4-6-8- MOTORWAY
Snivelling Shits (60p)
TERMINAL STUPID
Boomtown Rats
MARY OF THE 4th FORM
John Cooper Clarke (65p)
PSYCLE SLUTS
Elvis Costello
(4) WATCHING THE DETECTIVES
Rob Tyner & Rods
*** TILLTHE NIGHT IS GONE
The Adverts
(8) SAFETY IN NUMBERS
The Banned
(28) LITTLE GIRL
(3) DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION The Now
Celia & The Mutations
*** YOU BETTER BELIEVE ME
Menace 12" (80p)
*** SCREWED UP
Richard Hell 12"
*** BLANK GENERATION
Lockjaw
(6) RADIO CALLSIGN
Some Chicken
(12) NEW RELIGION
The Heartbreakers
* * * ONE TRACK MIND
Sex Pistols (£1.00)
(7) ANARCHY IN THE U.K.
The Mutants
(26) BOSS MAN
The Lurkers
(16) FREAK SHOW
Joe Cool & The Killers
(22) I JUST DON'T CARE
P.V.C.2 12" (65p)
(5) PAIN
Downliners Sect
* * * SHOWBIZ
Big in Japan
(24) BIG IN JAPAN
999
(11) NASTY NASTY
Albertos Y Los Paranoias
(15) SNUFF ROCK
The Stukas
(29) KLEAN LIVING KIDS
The Wire
* * * MANNEQUIN
Sex Pistols
(14) HOLIDAYS IN THE SUN
The Maniacs
,*■** CHELSEA'77

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Breakers
Jet Bronx & The Forbidden
AIN'T DOIN' NOTHIN'
Slaughter and The Dogs
DAME TO BLAME
Generation X
WILD YOUTH
The Wasps
TEENAGE TREATS
Penetration
DON'T DICTATE
JUST ANOTHER TEENAGE ANTHEM New Hearts
The Motors
BE WHAT YOU GOTTA BE
Johnny & Self Abusers
SAINTS & SINNERS
Pigs (65p)
YOUTHANSIA
Downliner Sect
SHOWBIZ
JUST COME IN
(Exclusive)
GET YOUR WOOFIN'DOG OFF ME
NEW RELEASES
OFFICE GIRL
HEY HEY HEY
ALSO AVAILABLE
WHITE PUNKS ON DOPE

The Jerks
Stoat
The Hurricanes
The Tubes

(48p per record + 8% VA T includes post/pack - min. order 50 asst records)
Name
Address
To receive stock send remittance to above address.
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Pierce's Meal Ticket comes at last
recalled. "After a month of hard
by JOHN HAYWARD
writing partner Rick Jones — Meal
FOR MORE than 20 years, Dave
paddling we were a 40 minute drive
Ticket's tunesmith and keyboards
Pierce worked at producing the great
from the centre of the city and our
player.
friends used to come out and laugh
Jewish-Canadian novel. He knew
Strangely the pair did not meet
that to be a great writer lie had to sec
until four years ago, and in between
at us.
®
"Eventually we hit the mighty
real life, and sought it out with a
times, Pierce lived the writer's life to
the hilt.
river Rhone and got washed all the
vengeance all over America and
"1 wanted to be the great JewishEurope.
way to Nice. We set the boat on the
Canadian novelist, and having
first open water we had seen and it
It look two decades, six novels
decided on my career, I wanted to do
immediately filled with water and
and a few plays before he discovered
all the things that look good on the
sank."
his true calling — composing the
back covers of books like truck
Having moved to London, Pierce
short, short story. In between came
driving,
lumberjacking,
newspaper
claims he inherited Rick Jones from
spells on the Left Bank in Paris, a
reporting
and
sailing
the
world
a
mutual
friend. "I had met Rick
pilgrimage to Spain to follow the
single-handed," explained Pierce.
once or twice through this guy, and
bulls and a vain attempt to canoe
"So I wrote news copy for the
when he left the country, he kind of
from Paris to Pakistan.
Kingston Whig Reporter and drove a
willed him to me as a legacy. After a
The short, short stories he speaks
furniture truck by day before
mutual fencing period it turned out
of are the beautifully-crafted lyrics
winning five thousand dollars on a
he produces for up-coming band
that the sum of our talent was
quiz show and buying a ticket for
greater than the two individuals, so
Meal Ticket. At their best, in songs
Paris.
we decided to team up. Our friend
like Keepin' The Faith and Last Port
"I loved it in Europe. In Canada,
proved absolutely right."
Of Call they are self-contained
if you tell people you are a writer,
Pierce and Jones first hit the bignarratives evoking the atmosphere
they ask you what you do for a
time with an ambitious concept
of fly-blown bars on the Mexicanliving. In Europe they want to know
called Flash Fearless Versus The
California border.
Pierce, an imposing six feet five
about your book and have an
Zorg Women Pans Five and Six.
interest in the arts in general."
inch man-mountain who affects ten
"I was up in Peterborough doing
gallon hats and huge lumberjack
Pierce loves to tell anecdotes of
a spell of acting when I heard that
clothes admits to being 45 and has
his time in Paris, especially his
Rick and a friend were writing a
lunatic bid to canoe to Pakistan.
been in London for 12 years. He was
stage show behind my back. I began
"Me and my pal Pinto bought a
born in Montreal just a few miles
to have a go on my own and very
away from permanently 39-year-old
kayak and set off for Pakistan," he
quickly drafted out a story line and

f 7»
1

Daw Pierce & Meal Tickets Rick Jones. either. There are three vocalists of
guide lyrics.
real stature, with the band and there
"I had never written a song
are still many directions lo explore.
before, but when the other two saw
For instance Rick and I write the
them, they started ioimg down
occasional ladies' love song, but we
music for the words I had done. We
can't convince any member to sing
wrote 20 songs together and
them."
suddenly we were in songwntmg
But it is the narrative song at
partnership.
which Pierce and Jones excel, two of
"Then we went through all me
which, Last Port Of Call and
motions of presenting the show to
Laughing Daughter, appear on the
record companies, publishers and
new Three Times A Day album from
the rest of the industry and had a
Meal Ticket.
bite from Chrysalis who bought the
"In these songs I have finally
idea. So equally suddenly we were
found a form that I enjoy," said
not only a team, but in the music
Pierce. "To tell the truth, I'm
business and committed to coming
terrified of going back to the novel
up with songs for Chrysalis every
form, and I don't think I ever will,
year. Until then I had never
"I think my songs are a lot like the
considered a career in music, and it
best of the 1940s and early 1950s 'B'
sure came late in life."
movies, which were shot on tiny
Chrysalis went on to gather a
budgets and were classics of
galaxy of stars to perform the Flash
economy. As soon as the director
Fearless project, including Alice
tried to get flashy, the whole film
HOW TO CLEAN UP
Cooper and John Entwistle, but the
lost its pace and charm.
album that resulted proved to be a
"I try to do the same thing with
miss.
my writing. I find a story and try to
"They thought they could cause a
IN THE RECORD BUSINESS
tell it as succinctly as possible, rather
stir and sell a lot of records by
like the skill a newspaper reporter
bringing in big stars instead of
employs. But I don't think my lyrics
letting
the
concept
speak
for
itself,"
THIS CHRISTMAS.
are poetry, because I can't even
said Pierce. "I suspect they lost a lot
write bad poetry."
of money on it but they paid for the
But in current rock and pop, the
songs and they took their choice."
Velvet pad collects all
narrative song is a neglected form,
In fact Flash Fearless is not dead.
^ loose dust and fluff. The sci-fi extravaganza is currently
and Pierce's material is hardly the
stuff of the classic three-minute
the subject of considerable interest
single.
in theatrical circles and may yet be
"I don't know much about that
produced in the West End. Pierce is
Directional electrode
side of the business," he replied. "I
eyeing up the lead role for himself.
bombards record surface
have finally become a story teller in
"Flash Fearless was the first time
with ions.
I made any significant money from
song, but I honestly don't know
what the market is like for my
my writing," admitted Pierce.
"After all those years of paying my
material. Frankly, I don't think I
dues as a novelist — which is never
could write a three-minute pop
Ion flow controlled by
any guarantee of success — I had
single if I tried.
songs on the market.
specially designed cavity.
"But it was encouraging to see
"But success brought more
Meal Ticket in France where the
problems, because as a creative artist
story songs went down if anything
I still had to go out and sell my work
belter than they do here.
for money. 1 find that undermines
Nylon brush gently lifts dust
"With Meal Ticket I think the set
my whole moral position, which as
from record grooves.
works best with a seated audience,
Case constriction an artist of any kind usually means a
but remember the band started 18
prevents hand- hatred of any kind of money
months ago at the Nashville and we
induced static from affairs."
have packed them in at the Marquee
Still under contract to Chrysalis,
reaching record.
and been well received."
Pierce and Jones carried on writing.
As you might have guessed, the world's only
After living in London for 12
"The door had opened, and we
electronic anti-static record cleaner, otherwise known as
years, Pierce is still writing songs
thought we might be able to sell
about the America he loves. The
the EARC,is not cheap. The best never is.
some of our songs. Meanwhile we
sometimesl sleazy but always
But it is cheaper than it was. £3 51 cheaper to be
were
going
to
parties,
meeting
romantic B' movie life portrayed in
exact. Which should go a long way in increasing it's
musicians,
and
the
elements
of
Meal
Pierce's songs shows that his
popularity. And just to make sure the word gets around,
Ticket
were
beginning
to
come
inspiration is not running out.
we re taking full page ads in all the leading Hi-Fi magazines.
together.
"If you are looking for a line or
Clean up now!
"Steve Simpson and Jack Brand
some emotional colouration for a
The EARC record cleaner retails for £7.99 (RRP
were
working
in
an
Essex
band
song, it is an even bet that it will be
Actuating button
inc. VAT) and the minimum order is only half a dozen.
Bclisha and the Beacons, with
an American place name or idiom
for Piezo-electric called
So you've got nothing to lose - and quite a lot to gain.
whom
Rick
was
sitting
in
that fits the bill for a rock song, he
anti-static unit.
occasionally. Then Willy "came
explained.
around and Ray and Chris wandered
"My songs are romances rather
in a couple of months later."
than real life. Think of Sacramento.
All
the
time
Jones
and
Pierce
were
Practical body shape
There are all sons of association
writing songs and building up a big
with that place built up in Western
for comfortable
portfolio
of
material.
The
evolution
movies and stories which a British
handling.
of Meal Ticket proved to be the
town like Luton simply does not
perfect line-up for the duo's songs.
have. English subjects are just a little
The group are all in their latetoo gritty and real, whereas my
twenties and early-thirties, having
songs arc an escape or a kind of wish
been on the road for years, so they
fulfillment — real life coloured with
all have the musical ability and
romance."
maturity needed for the occasionally
Pierce has experienced a dramatic
difficult job of interpreting the
change in his life at an age when
material.
most people have settled down into
"Meal Ticket is the best thing to
middle age, but he is finding ever
happen to me in 20 years," declared
greater stimulation from the music
Pierce.
"The
band
needs
a
continual
£79?
business, to the extent of trucking
©
supply of material and take most of
off to Glasgow with Meal Ticket for
\\\
it Irom us. How much luckier can a
INC. VAT
the sheer enjoyment of the journey.
writer be? To hear one's work
THE ONLY ELECTRONIC
"1 would like to express my
performed by the best musicians
gratitude to the band for allowing
ANTI-STATIC RECORD CLEANER
^
alter 20 years of rejection is an
me
to make this change in my lite,
absolute thrill.
SOUNDS PROFESSIONAL (A division of F, W.O.Bauch Limited)
I'm doing a lot of different things
'1
don't
think
we
have
fully
49,Theobald Street,Boreham Wood,Hertfordshire, WD6 4RZ,Telephone: 01-953 0091.
and mixing in different circles. It s
realised the possibilities of the act
all good material for a writer."
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BARCLAYS!

Rip out this page and put it on

well worth your interest are Patrick

your wail. If s no bank j ob but it could

juvefs "Paris By Nighf' and "Crystal
Machine" from Tim Blake.

still make you money
Here's "Brel" the

Finally you could do

stunning new offering from

yourself even more good by

JaquesBrel.

casting your eye over the

With advance orders in
PATRICK
JUVET
PAFS3 BY INBDHT

Europe of1,800,000 ifs as
near to a sure thing as you'll

ImBlate listings
Cnpteirfachrc
below
"V

m.

ever get.
A couple more albums

JAQUES BREL "Brel" 96010
PATRICK JUVET
"Paris By Night" 90098
TIM BLAKE
"Crystal Machine" 900545

BARCLAY RECORDS AVAILABLE NOW FROM SELECTA.
Charles Aznavour

Hier... encore

Charles Aznavour

Je me voyais deja

Charles Aznavour

La mamma

Charles Aznavour

II taut savour

Charles Aznavour
Charles Aznavour
Charles Aznavour
Charles Aznavour
Charles Aznavour
Charles Aznavour

Qui
Le temps
Reste
Laboheme

90039

Leo Ferre

Avec le temps

80452

90041

Patrick Juvet

Paris by Night

90098

90042

Raymond LeFevre

Soul Symphonies

80974/5

90043

Raymond LeFevre

Rock'n'rhythm in Hifi

80629

90044

Tania Maria

ViaBrasilVoll

80550

90045

Django Reinhardt

Django Story

80929/30

90046

Various Artists

Flute Indienne

92014

90047

Vince Taylor

Volumesl&2

80984/5

90048

Vince Taylor

L'epopeedurock

950024

90049

Tim Blake

Crystal Machine

900545

90050

Memphis Slim &
Buddy Guy

House of the Blues

80601

Furry Lewis

House of the Blues

80602

Gatemouth Brown

House of the Blues

80603

Roosevelt Sykes

House of the Blues

80604

McHouston Baker

House of the Blues

80605

Professor Longhair

House of the Blues

80606

Memphis Slim &
Canned
nned Heat

House of the Blues

80607

Emmenez-moi
Desormais

Charles Aznavour

Non je n'ai rien oublie

Charles Aznavour

Comme ils disent

Charles Aznavour

Visages dejymou^

Charles Aznavour

Voilayuetyeyien£

Charles Aznavour

pjeinfeusui^^

Charles Aznavour

La diansonhyncai^

Jacques Brel

Le plat pays

90051

Jacques Brel
Jacques Brel

Amsterdam

Jacques Brel
Jacques Brel

La Fanette

Jacques Brel

90053
90054
920491
90015

90017
90018

Vesoul

Jacques Brel

90052

90019
90020

Lesvieux
Ces gens-la

90021
90022

Jacques Brel

Ne me quitte pas

Jacques Brel

La chanson

Jacques Brel

Brel

920492
96010

iwwirs
Marketed by LOGO Records. 86 Marytebone Higb St. London W1M 4 AY.
01-852 9191

MANCHESTER 061-682 9222.
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Volume 1
*^^^UJ[^estinedto be a massive cellar.

Stock now

E

Seven new new wave bands
captured live at the hub
of the punk cycloneThe Vortex, London.
This is the one.

Same day single
TheWasps
Can't wait 'til'78
NES115
THE WASPS
MEAH STREET
NEO MANIACS
DERNIC TORME
ARTATTACKS
SUSPECTS
VOLUME ONE

NEL 6013
Vortex Records Ltd marketed by
Hill,
llll (iiiiin
nu uim
'Hlllllli lil ' lilS
Orders to: Pye

ds (Sales) Ltd., 132 Western Rd. Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3UT. Telephone 01-640 3344 records
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^
STomcs ^
i AND NLCster Rtmra

5

thebestofbing
MCA MCF 2540
Blng Crosby

ALBUM

' 30 ^
40~
THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF CHILORENS
STORIES & NURSERY RHYMES

RELEASES

3

I

DECEMBER
r

America

AMERICA LIVE
Warner Bros. BSK 3136

TWO THE HARD WAY
AllmanEr Woman
Warner Bros

THETRAMMPS III
ThaTrammps
Atlantic SD 19148

AIDEN, Gerry
7
ALAN-COE, David
5
ALLEN, Daevid
5
APRIL WINE
7
ATHINEOS, Takis & Orchestra
7
AYRES, Ram
11
BARTLE, Peter
14
BASSEY, Shirley
32
BEACH BOYS
3
BEATLES
24
BEAUMONT, Howard
14
BESERKLEY CHARTBUSTERS VOL.
ONE
2
BEST OF SUN ROCKABILLY
5
BEST OF TOP OF THE POPS
16
BLACKBYRDS
13
BLUE OYSTER CULT
4
BOTH SIDES OFCLUB SOUND
19
BOYCE, Max
BREWER, Teresa
-o
BROWN, Arthur
1°
BUSKIN, Joe
32
21
BUTLER, Jerry
CAMBRAI STAFF BAND
8
CHARLES. Ray
CLIFFORD, Billy
3'
COBHAM, Billy.
J*
CRAWFORD^ BELL & STREET RAIL .. .8
CROSBY, Bing
°
DALY, Jackie
^i
DEEP PURPLE
^
DIAMOND, Neil
DICTATORS
DISCO
DANCING
^
DISCO'SONIC
ALL STARS
™
DOWNLINERSSECT
a
earth QUAKE.
4
EARTH WIND
& FIRE.•
• • • • •.5
FARLOWE,
Chris
& The Thunderbirds
FERGUSON MAYNARD
•4
FREDDIE &LTHE DREAMERS • • • • • • ■ ]J
Gm^tan & Jimmie Rowls
5
GREAT
BRITISH
DANCEMacgregor...
BANDS '.". '■ 33
HALL Robin
& Jimmie
.8
HARPER, Roy & Black Sheep
18
HARRIS, Anita Cathie
..••
;; 8
HENDERSON,

R1KKI& THE LAST DAYS OF EARTH .7
ROBBINS, Marty
4
ROCKABILLY CLASSICS
4
ROLLER COASTER
20
SCOTTISH PUB PARTY
8
SHAKTI & John McLaughlin
4
SHAND, Jimmy & His Band
11
SHOUT SHOUT (KNOCK YOURSELF
OUT)
28
60 YEARS WITH THE TANKS
8
SKREWDRIVER
6
STARR, FREDDIE
27
STREAMLINE/JILL DARLING
33
STREETS
1.
STRITCH, Elaine
8
SYRETTA& G.C.Cameron
21
TOP OF THE POPS VOL.3
16
TURPENTINE, Stanley
13
UNIVERSAL ENERGY
18
VAN LEER, Thijs
4
VILLAGE PEOPLE
7
WATSON, Johnny 'Guitar'
9
WELCH, Bob
3
WILLIAMS, Andy
16
WILLS. Bob
4
WINTERS, Edgar
4
WIRE
18
WONDER. Stevie
21
WURZELS
11
YARDB1RDS
5
YOUNG, Lester
4

BERGANZA, Teresa/Lucia ValentiniTerrani/New Philharmonia Choir/New
Philharmonia Orchestra/Riccardo Muti 1
BERMAN, Lazar
1
CALLAS, Maria
-I
LANSDOWNE STRING QUARTET/
Amaryllis Fleming
2
LEMNITZ, Tiana
2
MITCHELL, Geoffrey Choir/English
Chamber Orchestra/Edward Heath ... 1

PQl?

21

Stardust

STARDUST
^
Satril SATL4008

Rr.
Br

BRASS CONSTRUCTION III
8»» Construction
United Artists UAS 30124

usT-

Tricw..

5

FIND THEUnltodAhljaLJETI
LADY
—

ISOTOPE
, . .4
james, sob
4
JOEL, Billy . ■■■■ y vvy nette .. 12
JONES,
George
&
Tammy
v
y
16
JUNGLE BOOK ..•
;
21
KENDRICKS, Eddie
2
^RKPATRIckVjo'hn'&Sue Harris .. .31
^CANGt'MaurLe'/R^nd' Shaw |
Orchestra
8
LEE,
Laurie
45
i EWIS,
Ramsey
LITTLE BOB STORY .
8
K^PP^sd'anceparty Jim.
^arypo^n®:;-::::::
MERCER.Johnny';;;;;;;;
29
^^NU^RS
8
P
^?&Peter
RllTMASALBUM ...21
.AH 1
da
MRS. MILLS.
28
ffi&ToUTLAVV BLUES',.-. 3
11
^ON JOHN,01Ma
Kl^YO^NEW WAVE.... . • • ;; 2l
NORTHERN LIGHTS ..••
,7
O'CONNOR. Des
8
Pa^er.
® ^A"s,ars • '■: ■ 30
pepe jaramillo
4
POCKETS
4
gSfepSPACF:
RADIO STARS • •
o
^A^T.he ,M.o.d0r2
Lovers

MsuaaQ
1 BEGGARS BANQUET (ISLAND)
streets
Various Artists
BcGA l
2BESERKLEY
THE
MODERN
LOVERS
oc.eol/ ,
The Modern Lovers
BSERK
1
JONATHAN RICHMAN & THE
MODERN LOVERS
Jonathan Richman &The Modem Lovers
^N'THEWOPLO
Earth Quake
docHn o
GREG KIHN
„
GregKlhn
BSERK 4
Earth Quake
BmIrKB
BESERKLEY CHARTBUSTERS VOL.
Various
BSERK 6
LEVELED
Dccd^-7
Earth Quake
BSERK /
ROCK AND ROLL WITH THE MODERN
LOVERS
The Modern Lovers
BSERK 9
MODERN LOVERS LIVE
The Modern Lovers
BSERK 12
3 CAPITOL (EMI)
THE BEACH BOYS' CHRISTMAS
Beach'soys CAPS 1014 ITC-CAPS 10141
S
Bob VWch
E-ST 11663ITC-E-ST
MUSIC
FROM'OUTLAW
BLUES' 116631
Varous
E-ST 11691 (TC-E-ST 11691)
4CBS
NEW VINTAGE
82282
Maynard Ferguson
WHITETRASH
RECYCLED
82228
Edgar Winters
HEADS
82261
Bob James

DON'T LET ME TOUCH YOU
82429
Marty Bobbins
MAGIC
Billy Cobham
82277
NATURAL ELEMENTS
Shakti With John McLaughlin
82329
SPECTRES
Blue Oyster Cult
86050
ROCKABILITY CLASSICS
Various
82401
THE STRANGER
Billy Joel
82311
SUMMIT MEETING AT BIRDLAND
Charlie Parker & The All Stars
82291
TO KILL A MOCKING BIRD
Ramsey Lewis
82370
V.S.O.P
The Quintet
88273
ALL'N'ALL
Earth Wind & Fire
86051
MR. LUCKY
Fools Gold
82148
I'M GLAD YOU'RE HERE WITH ME
TONIGHT
Neil Diamond
86044
PEACOCKS
Stan Getz & Jimmie Rowls
82217
COME GO WITH US
Pockets
82288
MUS1CA PER LA NOTTE Tl LITTLE
Thijs Van Leer
69239
MAGONA RUSH IV
Magona Rush
81417
THE BEST OF ANITA HARRIS
Anita Harris
31615
BOB WILLS ANTHOLOGY
Bob Wills
31611
LIVE AT MAX'S, KANSAS CITY
New York New Wave
31617
A MUSICAL ROMANCE. LESTER
YOUNG STORY VOL. 2
Lester Young
88263
5CHARLY
MAGICK BROTHER
Gong
Affinity AFF 4
NOW IS THE HAPPIEST TIME OF YOUR
LIFE
Daevid Allen
Affinity AFF 3
SHAPES OF THINGS
Yardbirds
Charly CDX 1
CHRIS FARLOWE & THE
THUNDERBIRDS
Chris Farlowe & The Thunderbirds
Charly CR 30021
BEST OF SUN ROCKABILLY VOL. 1
Various
Charly CR 30123
BEST OF SUN ROCKABILLLY VOL. 2
Various
Charly CR 30124
TEXIS MOON
^
David Allan Coe
Charly CRL 5006
COUNTRY SECT
Downliners Sect
Charly CR 30137
6CHISWICK
TV TUBE HEART
The Radiators From Space
WIK4
ALLSKREWEDUP
Skrewdriver
WIK3
OFF THE RAILS
Little Bob Story
WIK 6
SONGS FOR SWINGING LOVERS
Radio Stars
WIK 5
7COLOUR (DJM)
SAN FRANCISCO (YOU'VE GOT ME)
Village People
DJF 20524
FOUR MINUTE WARNING
Rikki & The Last Days Of Earth DJF 20526
8 DECCA
SCOTTISH PUB PARTY
_
Various
GES 1177 (KGEC 1177)
BING 1975-1976
Bing Crosby
DBC 1 /2 (KDBC 2 8079)
LIVE AT THE EL MOCAMBO
April Wine
SHU 8510
THIS IS PETER MORRISON
Peter Momson
SKL5283 (KSKC5283)
TAKE YOUR PARTNERS
It's Jim Macleod's Dance Party
MOR 507 (KMORC 507)
SONGS FOR SCOTLAND
Robin Hall & Jimmie Macgregor
SBE 190 (KSBC 190)
TRUE TO LIFE
^
Ray Charles SHU 8509 (KSACU 8509)
GREAT LYRICISTS
Johnny Mercer
PFS 4405
LAUGH & SING WITH GERRY AIDAN
Gerry Aldan
GES 1175
TO PAGE 50

too GOLDEN GREATS
Frankie Vaughan
Ronco RTDX 2024

1

BLACKJOY
Ronco RTL2025

y
CHRISTMAS TYME
Engelbert Humpordinck EMI EMC3218

V * 'fcs.-

j
SONGS FOR SWINGING LOVERS
Radio Stara
ChlswickWIKS
off the rails
off the raits

\v

little bob story
OFF THE RAILS
Little Bob Story
ChbwIckWIKI
Skrewdriver
Skreswdjdyer
Skiffo CVver

Q
id
ALLSKREWEDUP
Skrewdriver
Chiswick CHS
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SCOTSMEN EVERYONE
Andrew Rankine
GES 1176 (KGEC 1176)
MUSIC OFTHE HIGHLANDS
Alastair MacDonald
GES 1178 (KGEC 1178)
LARCANGE PLAYS TRENET
Maurice Larcange With Roland Shaw &
His Orchestra
PFS 4403 (KPFC 4403)
GREECE
Takis Athineos & His Orchestra PFS 4410
HEAD TO TOE - COUNTRY
Crawford Bell & Steelrail
GES 1174 (KGEC 1174)
60 YEARS WITH THE TANKS
Various
GBS 1015 (KGBC 1015)
ANNIVERSARY BOUQUET
The Cambrai Staff Band & Pipes &
Drums Of The Royal Tank Regiment
GBS 1016 (KGBC 1016)
CIDER WITH ROSIE
Laurie Lee
ZSW 593/5 {K91K 33)
THE WORLD OF TERESA BREWER
Teresa Brewer
SPA 523
CATHIE HENDERSON
Cathie Henderson
PFS 4422
MONDAY, TUESDAY & OTHER
CHILDREN'S SONGS
MaryO'Hara
GES 1167 (KGEC 1167)
ELAINE STRITCH READS THE PEANUT
PAPERS
Elaine Stritch
TRIX 5
9DJM
BEACH BOMBER
Kind Hearts & English
DJS 20512
PAIN IN THE ARM
Jasper Carrott
DJS 20518
FUNK BEYOND THE CALL OF DUTY
Johnny 'Guitar' Watson
DJS 20525
10 DOUBLE-UP (EMI)
40 YEARS OF NOEL GAY
Noel Gay
DUO 126 (TC2-DUO 126)
11 EMI
OLIVIA NEWTON-JOHN'S GREATEST
HITS
Olivia Newton-John
EMA 785 (TC-EMA 785)
WILL ANYBODY MARRY ME
PamAyres EMC 3216 (TC-EMC 3216)
SAVAGE RITE
Mandingo
EMC 3217ITC-EMC 3217)
CHRISTMAS TYME
Englebert Humperdinck
EMC 3218 (TC-EMC 3218)
THE ROAD AND THE MILES
Mac Boyce
NTS 138 (TC-NTS 142)
GIVE ME ENGLAND
The Wurzels
NTS 138 (TC-NTS 138)
JIMMY SHAND & HIS BAND

Jimmy Shand & HisNTS
Band
142 (TC-NTS 142)
THE BEST OF FREDDIE AND THE
DREAMERS
Freddie & The Dreamers
NUT 11 (TC-NUT11)
12 EPIC (CBS)
GEORGE JONES & TAMMY
WYNETTE'S GREATEST HITS
George Jones & Tammy Wynette
EPC 82035
GO GIRL CRAZY
EPC 80767
Dictators
13 FANTASY (EMI)
NIGHTWINGS
FT 535
Stanley Turrentine
ACTION
FT 534
Blackbyrds
14GROSVENOR
PLAYS
SIMPLV
PETER BARTLE
HAMMOND
GRS1060
Peter Bartle
HOWARD BEAUMONT PLAYS
Howard Beaumont
GRS 1061
15 GULL (PYE)
THE BEST OF ISOTOPE
Isotope
GULP 1024
CHISHOLM IN MY BOSOM
Arthur Brown
GULP 1023
16 HALLMARK
UNCHANGED MELODY
Andy Williams
SHM932 (HSC303)
EVERY BEAT OF MY HEART
Gladys Knight & The Pips
SHM 934 (HSC 306)
THEJUNGLE BOOK
Walt Disney Original Soundtrack
SHM 937 (HSC 309)
MARY POPPINS
Walt Disney Original Soundtrack
SHM 938 (HSC 312)
STAR WARS
Disco'sonic All 'Stars
SHM 941 (HSC313)
TOP OF THE POPS VOLUME 3
Various
SHM 997 (HSC 352)
BEST OFTOP OFTHE POPS 1977
Various
SHM 999 (HSC 351)
17 HALLMARK 'MARBLE ARCH
WHAT I DID FOR LOVE
Des O'Connor
HMA 259 (HSC 308)
18 HARVEST (EMI)
UNIVERSAL ENERGY
Universal Energy
SHSP 4075 (TC-SHSP 4075)
PINK FLAG
Wire
SHSP 4076 (TC-SHSP 4076)
COMMERCIAL BREAK
Roy Harper & Black Sheep
SHSP 4077 (TC-SHSP 4077)
19 JULEP (PRESIDENT)
BOTH SIDES OF CLUB SOUND
Various
JULEP 6
20 MCA (EMI)
ROLLER COASTER
Soundtrack
MCF2813
21 MOTOWN (EMI)
SLICK

EddioKandrtekli207i(TCsTML12071|

MOTOWN CHRISTMAS ALBUM
Various STML 12037 (TC-STML 12037)
RICH LOVE, POOR LOVE
Sy^ 8 STML lS73 (TC-STML ,2073)
LIVE
Commodores
^ (jc-TMSP 6007)
THE DEVIL IN ME
Thelma
12075 (TC.STML 12075)
IT ALL COMES OUT IN MY SONG
Jerry But,B|TML 12073 (Tc.STML 12073)
TURNIN'ON
High Inergy
STML 12074
ANTHOLOGY „
Stevie Wonder M9 804 (TC-MLL804)
22 MONUMENT (CBS)
LOVE IS JUST A GAME
Larry Gatlin
MNT 82382
23 ONE-UP (EMI)
GLAD TIDINGS (MRS MILLS
CHRISTMAS PARTY)
Mrs. Mills
OU 2197 (TC-OU 2197)
24 PARLOPHONE (EMI)
LOVE SONGS
Beatles
PCSP 721 (TC2-PCSP 721)
25 PHILADELPHIA (CBS)
ONLY THE STRONG SURVIVE
Billy Paul
PI R 82236
PHILADELPHIA GOLD
Various
PIR 86049
26 PURPLE (EMI)
POWERHOUSE
Deep Purple TPS 3510 (TC-TPS 3510)
27 PVK (PRESIDENT)
FREDDIE STARR
Freddie Starr
SPVK 004
28 RHAPSODY (PRESIDENT)
DISCO DANCING
Various
RHAS 9012
HITS & PIECES VOL. 1
Various
RHAS 9104
HITS & PIECES VOL. 2
Various
RHAS 9105
SHOUT SHOUT (KNOCK YOURSELF
OUT)
Various
RHAS 9016
SOFTLY SOFTLY
Ruby Murray
RHAS 9018
NORTHERN LIGHTS VOL. 1
Various
RHAS 9020
NORTHERN LIGHTS VOL. 2
Various
RHAS 9021
29 SONET
I REMEMBER ELVIS PRESLEY
Danny Mirror
SNTF751
30 STUDIO TWO (EMI)
DOWN MEXICO WAY
Pepe Jaramlllo
TWOX 1067 (TC-TWOX 1067)
31 TOPIC
IRISH TRADITIONAL FLUTE SOLOS &
BAND MUSIC FROM KERRY &

Heart-

TIPPERARY
12TS312
Billy Clifford
SHREDS AND PATCHES
John Kirkpatrick & Sue Harris ^TSSSS
MUSIC FROM SL1ABH LUACHRA VOL.
Jackie Daly
12TS356
32 UNITED ARTISTS
SHIRLEY BASSEY BY REQUEST
Shirley Bassey
U^S 30141
JOE BUSKIN CELEBRATES A
HUNDRED YEARS OF RECORDED
S0UND
MAP 30142
1014?
Joe Buskin
UAG
33 WORLD RECORDS (EMI)
THE GOLDEN AGE OF BRITISH DANCE
BANDS,
ELLIS 1926-37
The GreatVIVIAN
British Dance
Bands SH2bO
STREAMLINE/jlLl DARLING
Original London Cast Recordings ^
It's only
natural

1H.M.V. (EMI)
THE MARIA CALLAS ALBUM
Maria Callas/Various
SLS 5104 (TC-SLS 5104)
EDWARD HEATH - MUSIC, A JOY
FOR LIFE
Various Soloists, Choirs, Orchestra &
Conductors
SLS 5101
THEJOY OF CHRISTMAS
Geoffrey Mitchell Choir/English Chamber
Orchestra/Edward Heath
CSD 3784
A RECORD OF SINGING
Various
RLS724
SCRIABIN: PIANO SONATAS NO. 1 IN
F MINOR, OP. 6
NO. 3 IN F SHARP MINOR, OP. 23
LazarBerman
ASD3396
VIVALDI (ED. MALIPIERO):
MAGNIFICAT & GLORIA
Teresa Berganza/Lucia ValentmiTerrani/New Philharmonia Chorus/New
Philharmonia Orchestra/Riccardo Muti
ASD 3418 (TC-ASD 3418)
2 WORLD RECORDS
THE ART OF T1ANA LEMNITZ
Tiana Lemnitz/Various
SHB 47
SCHUBERT: QUINTET IN C, OP. 163
The Lansdowne String Quartet/Amaryllis
Fleming
WRS 1005

If the music business is your
business, you need to know
all about it.Tune in to Music
Week. Every Week. It's
Britain's only music trade
weekly. Helps you keep in
tune with the sounds, the
news, the views and the
charts. It'll bring music to
your eyes. Music Week
every week. Naturally!
mwiiiiij
Subscription rotes: U.K. £20.75; Europe
U.S.$46.00: Middle East ond North Africa
U.S.$69.00; U.S.. S America, Canoda,
Africa. India. Pakistan U.S. $79.00;
Australasia. Far East. Japan U.S. $95.00.
Please send me Music Week
every week for one year.
Name
Address
Business
I enclose a Cheque/P.O Value
Post today with remittance to:
Music Week Subscriptions.
Morgan Grampian House,
30 Calderwood Street,
London SE18 6QH

Breaker

"Heartsong"

The new

single from

The

JCCS

Gordon

Giltrap

Band
PECOPD COM PONY

Taken from the album'Perilous Journey' (Trix4)
Order from SELECTA • LONDON 01 - 852 9191 • MANCHESTER 061 - 682 9222
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STEELY DAN
DO IT AGAIN
DALLAS
HAITIAN DIVORCE
SAIL THE WATERWAY
ABE 12003

DON WILLIAMS
AMANDA
I RECALL A GYPSY WOMAN
YOU'RE MY BEST FRIEND
IN THE SHELTER OF YOUR EYES
ABE 12014

LLOYD PRICE
STAGGERLEE
PERSONALITY
JUST BECAUSE
WHERE WERE YOU ON OUR WEDDING DAY
ABE HOIS
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i
THE JAMES GANG
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DAVE MASON
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ANE 12005

JOE WALSH
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STEPPENWOLF
ABE 12008

ISAAC HAYES
ABE 12007
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THE COMMODORES
Live! Motown TMSP 6007. Producers: James Carmichael & The
Commodores. This 2LP pack was
recorded during the band's recent
US tour, but as that followed
appearances in Britain, this souvenir
will mean something to buyers here.
Contents are well-recorded and
produced, while the Commodores'
dynamic stage show and creative
electricity jump out of the grooves
—particularly Lionel Richie's lead
vocals. Tracks include the sextet's
recent hits, Easy and Brick
House/Sweet Love, plus I Feel
Sanctified, Just To Be Close To You
and Slippery When Wet, making up
running time of 73 minutes-plus.
Bonus is a bouncy studio-recorded
cut, Too Hot Ta Trot. Dealers; fans
will want to be reminded of the
Commodores' UK concerts, and
Motown is taking commercial time
on radio, so stock and display this
one.
o
STEVIE WONDER
Anthology. Motown M9-804A3.
Three years after its original release
date comes this 3LP, 40-track
documentation of Wonder's
astonishing musical career
development from 1962 to 1971.
Over one dozen of his UK hits are
here — including top 20 entries
Uptight, Blowin' In The Wind, I
Was Made To Love Her, For Once
In My Life, I Don't Know Why, My
Cherie Amour, Yester-Me, YesterYou, Yesterday, Never Had A
Dream Come True and If You
Really Love Me — plus two unissued
tracks, an uninspired If I Ruled The
World from 1969) and a more
Motownesque Until Y ou Come Back
To Me (1967). Stevie's even here as
Eivets Rddnow, blowing harmonica
on Alfie. Dealers: reasonable price
(£6.99) and attractive packaging
(which runs to a 12-page colour
booklet) augments the contents'
appeal to make this a stock must for
Christmas.
BERTWEEDON
Let The Good Times Roll. Warwick
WW5035. Producer Chris Harding.
Will lightning strike twice? Here the
veteran guitarist performs eight
medleys featuring pop tunes, oldies,
singalong numbers, country, rock &
roll, honky tonk and m-o-r
selections, occasionally backed up
by percussion, keyboards, brass and
vocals. Party time fun, and welltimed for Christmas. Dealers, check
the tv backing in your area; if there's
support, chart sales seem certain.
o
VARIOUS ARTISTS
Dance Paanrty. Contempo CLP
605. A dynamite disco delivery from
the joint resources of Contempo and
Atlantic, with little short of one
hour's running lime. Alreadyproven favourites like Mass
Produaion's Welcome To Our
World, J. J. Barnes' How Long,
Ultrafunk's Meat Heat and C. J. &
Company's Devil's Gun are segued
for maximum dance floor impact.
Other acts here arc Tamiko Jones,
the Armada Orchestra, Slave and
the Daniel Jackson Explosion. But
the front cover nude photo is awful!
Dealers: this LP is a must for your
disco clientele.
CROSBY-NASH
Live. Polydor 2310 565. Producers;
Graham Nash, David Crosby, Don
Gooch & Stephen Bamcard. The
pair brought their stage show to
Britain last year, and this is an
enjoyable souvenir from them. Nash
and Crosby work well on solo
numbers, but better in harmony, as
a reading of CSN&Y's Deja Vu
proves here. Other titles include
Immigration Man, I Used To Be A
King, Page 43 and Lceshore, but
where are show highlights like
PAGE 52

C
Cathedral and Chicago? Dealers:
there are still plenty of fans of both
these artists, though the gap between
the UK concerts and this LP (which
was made in the US) has been wide.
HAROLD MELVIN & THE
BLUENOTES
Don't Leave Me This Way. Embassy
31600. Mid-price compilation drawn
from the Philly act's various past
albums, this 10-tracker includes
their chart entries, Don't Leave Mq
This Way and Where Are All My
Friends, plus the current noisemaker
for Dee Dee Sharp Gamble, Nobody
Could Ever Take Your Place. Lead
singer Teddy Pendergrass, featured
here, has now gone solo, and Melvin
and the rest gone to ABC, but this
should not hinder sales. Dealers:
mid-price soul releases are rare, so
this is a worthwhile stock item.
THELMA HOUSTON
The Devil In Me. Motown STML
12075. Houston became a UK chart
name earlier this year with Don't
Leave Me This Way, but failed to
follow it up. This album features
fine vocals, excellent songs, fine
arrangements and plenty of variety,
but is likely to sell only to Motown
and disco buyers, unless she delivers
another hit. Best tracks are
Houston's current 45, I'm Here
Again, and a couple of ballads,
Memories and Your Eyes. Dealers:
first division soul in terms of
performance, this, but probably
second in terms of sales prospects.
SANDIESHAW
The Sandie Shaw File. Pye FILD
007. While it is good to see some of
Sandie Shaw's early recordings back
in catalogue — and many of them
making their first appearance ever
on an album — this double set has
some strange omissions. Reputedly
documenting the career of one of
Britain's most popular female pop
singers of the Sixties, it is puzzling to
see such hits as Monsieur Dupont,
Tonight In Tokyo, Think It All Over
and You've Not Changed omitted,
as indeed is her first ever record, As
Long As You're Happy Baby. On
the other hand, tracks like Girl
Don't Come, I'll Stop At Nothing,
Think Sometimes About Me,
Nothing Comes Easy, Puppet On A
Siring and (There's) Always
Something There To Remind Me are
reminders of Sandie Shaw's golden
years, and should stimulate sales
considerably.
LOVIN' SPOONFUL
Lovin' Spoonful. The File Series.
Pye FILD 009/1. Compiler John
Tobler. A welcome addition to Pye's
2LP File series, and probably the
definitive collection of Spoonful's
greatest hits from the Sixties. The
packaging and extensive liner notes,
coupled with a chart that shows
when all the recordings were in the
US charts, and what position they
reached, should attract interest from
those afficionados of the sadlydefunct band. Titles include
Daydream, Summer In The City,
Nashville Cats, Rain On The Roof,
Coconut Grove, Darlin' Be Home
Soon and Blues In The Bottle, which
are all guaranteed to aid sales.
•*
GLORIA GAYNOR
The Best of Gloria Gaynor. Polydor
Super 2391 312. Producers: Various.
Only a couple of hits here in the UK,
so far as actual chart placings are
concerned, but Gloria Gaynor has
always enjoyed considerable
popularity in the discos and this is a
fine collection of her best titles. The
set includes of course Never Can Say
Goodbye, Reach Out (I'll Be There),
Honey Bee and How High The
Moon, along with disco versions of
Dionne Warwick's old hit, Walk On
By, Cole Porter's I've Got You
Under My Skin, Casanova Brown
and If You Want It Do It Yourself.
A party album essentially.

GERRY
AND
THE
PACEMAKERS
Best Of. EMI NUT 10. Producer
George Martin. A mighty slice of
nostalgia from the glorious days of
Merseybcat, when the group's first
three singles, How Do You Do It, I
Like It and You'll Never Walk
Alone created history but all hitting
number one in 1963, with the latter
of course becoming the national
anthem of soccer fans. The group
unfortunately lacked staying power
and faded from the charts by 1965,
but deserve the retrospective
compliment. Gerry Marsden's own
compositions Ferry Across The
Mersey and Don't Let The Sun
Catch You Crying still possess a
husky charm and elsewhere the band
turns in some of those r&b standards
that formed the bedrock of the
Liverpool sound.
DENIECE WILLIAMS
Song Bird. CBS 86046. Producer;
Maurice White. Earlier in the year
the Niecy album established Deniece
Williams as one of the most
significant female stylists to come
along in years, thanks to fine songs
and arrangements to frame her
elastic vocal range. Unfortunately
the standard has not been
maintained — with the notable
exception of the soaring vocal
gymnastics of Baby Baby My Love's
All For You, her new single. The
trouble is the songs are hardly
memorable, and occasionally
employ an awkward metre that does
not enhance their appeal. She has
maintained her status with some
good-singles and recent concerts,
but this collection won't do much to
improve her reputation.
CISSY HOUSTON
Cissy Houston. Private Stock PVLP
1030. Producer Michael Zager. One
of the underrated voices of soul,
Houston sings like an intense
Dionne Warwick, to whom she's
related. The settings here are rather
bland, but the voice commands
attention, especially on material like
Tomorrow, Love Is Something That
Leads You and, with the Voices Of
Hope, Your Song. Other cuts
include He Ain't Heavy, He's My
Brother and Houston's current
single, Morning Much Better.
Dealers: the name is unfamiliar to
all but dedicated Sixties soul fans,
but the quality is here. Private Stock
may bring the singer over in the
New Year for promotion.
*•
THE FOUR TOPS
The Show Must Go On. ABC ABCL
5223. Producer; Lawrence Payton.
Maintaining the Detroit connection
with musical contributions from
George Bohannon, McKinley
Jackson, Gil Askey, Ronnie McNeir
and Carolyn Franklin, the Tops turn
in another package of upbeat and
mellow numbers, including their last
45, the title track. The quartet
continues in good voice, particularly
on I Can't Live Without You and
Save It For A Rainy Day. Dealers:
the Tops have just toured, and they
have a new 45, For Your Love,
which could be a major hit.
CAFE JACQUES
Round The Back. Epic EPC 82315.
Producer: Rupert Hine. Cafe
Jacques from Edinburgh are as
bright a new prospect as has arrived
on the UK scene this year. In the
midst of the violence of the new
wave, this four-piece has an ability
to impinge on aural consciousness
by subtle means rather than by sheer
brute force. They concentrate on
elegant, often romantic melodies
with carefully planned vocal and
instrumental arrangements which
enhance them to perfection. There's
a marvellous song called Ebcrehtel
which captures all the strong points
of the band, but Meaningless and
Sands Of Singapore are almost as
fine. There's no easy way to the top
for a band like this, but real talent is
rarely denied and Cafe Jacques must
surely make it in due course.

JOHNNY NASH
Johnny Nash Collection. Epic EPC
1008. Well, it makes a change from
the Greatest Hits tag. But a selection
of songs by any other name sound
just as sweet and Nash is as good as
there is when it comes to soothing,
quality pop. This album combines
some of his lightly reggae-influenced
songs like I Can See Clearly, Birds
Of A Feather, Tears On My Pillow
and Guava Jelly with those insidious
recreations of golden oldies among
them Wonderful World, Cupid,
Dream Lover and Halfway To
Paradise. Offering 20 tracks, it is the
kind of classy pop album that would
rate a chart tip if Nash was a hotter
prospect on singles these days.
CHRIS FARLOWE& THE
THUNDERBIRDS
Chris Forlowe & The Thundcrbirds.
Charly CR 30021. Producer; Mike
Collier. These early recordings from
throaty Farlowe and his backup
Thundcrbirds (which included Dave
Greenslade on keyboards, Albert
Lee on guitar and Carl Palmer on
drums) should appeal to rock
collectors and British blues
archivists. Among the numbers
featured are a smokey two-part
Stormy Monday Blues, a bluesy
What You Gonna Do and Just A
Dream, plus a couple of curiously
poi>-flavoured items which seems
rather out of place here, Girl
Trouble and I Remember. Dealers:
one for the history racks.
ULTRAFUNK
Meat Heat. Contempo CLP 601.
The band comprises some of
Britain's best session musicians, but
here they are simply going through
the (predominantly instrumental)
disco motions. Lowpoints are a
tuneless title track and a CTIderived workout of the old standard,
Temptation; highpoints are an
atmospheric Car Wash item,
Sunrise, and an upbeat Gotham City
Boogie. Dealers: club-goers may
show some interest in this, but don't
expect too much.

SALVATION ARMY
The Salvation Army By Request.
Warwick WW 5038. A new concept
for a TV album and a very
appropriate one as during 1978 the
Salvation Army celebrates 100 years
of music. The Hendon Band
provides 22 songs which have
become closely linked with the Sally
Army including. On Parade, Jesus
Loves Me, Amazing Grace, Morning
Has Broken, The Old Rugged Cross
and Go Tell It To The Mountain.
Perhaps, on the surface, an album
which will have restricted appeal but
it could yet provide MSD with one
of its biggest sellers yet.
o
TOM BAKER
Journey To The Centre Of The
Earth. Argo ZSW 565/6. Producer
Don Norman. Tom Baker, known to
millions of TV fans as the latest
Doctor Who, reads excerpts from
Jules Verne's classic novel, to
an accompaniment of special effects
and music provided by Kenny
Clayton. It's a 2LP set which will
obviously have Christmas appeal,
and these kind of records tend to
have a long-lasting life anyway. A
good record to keep the kids quiet
for a couple of hours — and which
adults will undoubtedly enjoy too.
BERNARD CRIBBINS
Arabel's Raven. BBC Records REC
292. Bernard Cribbins tells the story
about Arabel Jones and her pet
raven Mortimer, which he first told
on the children's television
programme, Jackanory. Cribbins
has made more appearances on the
TV show than anyone else, so he
obviously has quite a following
amongst the youngsters, which must
be reflected by good Christmas sales
here.

TAMMY WYNETTE
20 Country Classics. Warwick
PR5040. Track listing of this tvbacked package suggests that it is
designed to appeal beyond the usual
country market, for perennials like
Gentle On My Mind, Ode To Billy
Joe, Help Me Make It Through The
Night and Almost Persuaded are as
much in evidence here as Wynette's
own hits, such as Stand By Your
Man, D-i-v-o-r-c-e and Your Good
Girl's Gonna Go Bad. Many call her
the Queen of Nashville, anyway, and
her passionate vocals and song
sentimentality — sample No Charge
or Kids Say The Darndest Things —
have plenty of wide appeal. Dealers:
check out the tv support in your
area, and stock accordingly. Q
VARIOUS
Country Boys Meets Country Girl.
Warwick PR5039. And some of the
country boys here and rather
surprising choices — Frankie Laine,
Johnny Mathis and Andy Williams
join forces with rather more
predictable country singers like
Charlie Rich and Johnny Cash, to
do battle with the ladies who include
Tammy Wynette, Lynn Anderson
and Tanya Tucker. The songs are all
well known, Stand By Your Man,
Rose Garden, Waterloo (not the
Abba version), For The Good Times
and Ring Of Fire, and with tv
exposure this album should find its
niche. Maybe not a chart item
though with all the other tvpromoted records about.
***
DOLLY PARTON
Country Sweet. Elektra K XXXXX.
Producers: Jim & David Mailoy.
Hot on the heels of Parton's UK
promotion visit comes this pleasant
album, which is closer to
mainstream country than her
Danger Of A Stranger hit. The songs
and stylings are in familiar mould,
therefore, including the usual dash
of country cynicism in Standard Lie
Number One. Parton's voice is lightweight but attractive, and her own
writing (three numbers here) certainly
worth watching. Her revival of Burl
Ives' Little Bitty Tear might make a
single, WEA. Dealers; Parton has
just scored a modest hit, and c&w
fans will undoubtedly want to know
about this LP.
MOEBANDY
Cowboys Ain't Supposed To Cry.
CBS 82295. Producer Ray Baker.
Moe Bandy's music is in the
mainstream of Texas country, and
as such tends to the conservative.
That's no criticism, because in many
ways Bandy's qualities as a singer
are derived from the strengths of the
idiom; the strong narrative content
of the songs, the clearness of the
lyrics and strong instrumental
backing. It's a simple form, but
done well can be very pleasant. The
songs are strong on this album, and
the band is good, and there's the
added bonus of vocal backing from
the excellent Jordanaires to flesh out
the nasal West Texas and Panhandle
vowels and steel guitar. Each song's
title is the chorus line, and that
indicates the range of material — all
heart break songs, and all very likely
to hook the dedicated country fan.
Not much crossover potential.
♦*
MIKE GRAHAM
People Music. MAM MAME 3004.
Producers; Bill Hall, Mike Graham,
Frank Barber. Debut UK album
from a Canadian country artist with
a good record in his own country.
All but two of the ten titles are selfpenned, including his Canadian hit
Shadow Of A Man, which
unfortunately results in a samey
sound throughout. Graham has a
firm, reassuring voice akin to Don
Williams which would do justice to
much better material than is here.
He is also let down by a poorly
produced sleeve which lacks both
style and information. No real
crossover potential here but a little
exposure could help a few copies
from the shelves.
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What's another SO seconds to the biggest film in history?
Undoubtedly the biggest
profit opportunity of 1978!
On December 27th, Star Wars
opens at the two biggest cinemas
in London. During the commercial
break, another film opens-a
30-second ad for the Meco album,
'Music inspired by STAR WARS'.

An estimated % million people will
see Star Wars in these two cinemas
alone - those same people will
see the Meco commercial too!

(you've still only seen the tip of the
iceberg!)... and don't forget all
those post-Christmas record
tokens... it must add up to the
biggest profit opportunity of 78.

As the film moves around the
provinces, local promotions will
capitalise on its showing.

Stock up-now!

Combined with ads in the music
press, point-of-sale^jand the 'W
massive P.R. activities forr the film
i

Striking ads
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full-colour
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Cinema ad in
Star Wars
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break
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The

DISCO TOP W
Compiled from nefion^ide dirroo DJ rerurne. bo. excluding ony .l.loe which have previous,¥
nppenrod in Music Week's Top 30.
1 (9) SAN FRANCISCO, Village People {DJM DJS IO817)
2(26) DANCE DANCE DANCE, Chic (Atlantic
3 (2) DONT LET ME BE MISUNDERSTOOD, Santa Esmeralda
(Philips6042325)
tR/,«
A
4 (8) GETTIN'READY FOR LOVE, Diana Ross (Motown TMG 1090)
5 (3) DISCOBEATLEMANIA, DBM (Atlantic K 11027,12"")
6 (5) RUNNING AWAY, Roy Ayers Ubiquity (Polydor 2066842)
7 (4) SHOO DOO FU FU OOH, Lenny Williams (ABC 4194)
8 (31) I GOTTO HAVE YOUR LOVE, Fantastic Four (Atlantic K 11017)
9 (12) RUMOUR HAS IT/etc. Donna Summer (Casablanca CALD
5003. LP)
I
10 (1) BOOGIE ON UP, Rokotto (State STAT 62,12in)
11 (-) UNLIMITED CITATIONS, Cafe Creme (Harvest HAR 5143)
12(30) FFUN.ConFunkShun (Mercury 6167597)
13 (20) GET YOUR BOOM BOOM, Le Pamplemousse (Barclay BAR
702)
14 (34) I DONT WANNA LOSE YOUR LOVE, Emotions (CBS 5819)
15 (14) HOLD TIGHT/TURN THE BEAT AROUND, Vicki Sue Robinson
(RCA PC 1029,12in)
16 (6) ONLY THE STRONG SURVIVE, Billy Paul (Philadelphia P1R.
5699)
17 (19) BRICK HOUSE. Commodores (Motown TMG 1086)
18 (36) JAMMING, Bob Marley&The Wailers (Island WIP 6410)
19 ( —) SAY YOU WILL/FUNK SURGEON, Eddie Henderson (Capitol
CL 15937)
20 (28) BACK IN LOVE AGAIN. LTD (A&M AMS 7319)
21 (-) GETON THE FUNKTRAIN. Munich Machine {Oasis2)
22 (-) COCOMOTION, El Coco (AVI 6012, import LP)
23 (39) THE BULL, Mike Theodore Orchestra (Atlantic K 11035)
24 (40) MAGIC MANDRAKE, Sarr Band (Calendar DAY 111)
25 (13) DO YOU SPEAK FRENCH. Nite School (Ensign ENY 10)
26 (29) CAPTAIN KREMMEN, Kenny Everett (DJM DJS 10810)
27 (27) IT MAKES YOU FEEL LIKE DANCING, Rose Royce (Whitefield
K 56394, LP)
28 (35) I HATE HATE, Danny Williams (Ensign ENY 7)
29 (18) ROCKOLLECTION, Laurent Voulzy (RCA PB 8067)
30 (23) (You're) FABULOUS BABE, Kenny Williams (Decca FR 13731)
31 {-) A WHITER SHADE OF PALE. Procol Harum (Cube BUG 77.12in)
32 (37) KISS ME, George McCrae (TKTKR 6005)
33 (-) COMETO AMERICA. Gibson Bros (Polydor 2058938,12in)
34 (-) GALAXY, War (MCA40820, import)
35 (10) I'M HERE AGAIN, Thelma Houston (Motown TMG 1088)
36 (-) THE BOYS FROM LIVERPOOL, Silver Convention (Magnet
MAG 106)
37 (17) RUN BACK, Carl Douglas (Pye 7N 46018)
38 (-) LOVE'S UNKIND. Donna Summer (GTO GT113)
39 (-) BLOOD AND HONEY, Amanda Lear (Ariola ARO 103)
40(22) I BELIEVE IN MUSIC/COSMIC LUST, Mass Production
(Cotillion K 11021)
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LONG TALL ERNIE & THE
SHAKERS Do You Remember
(Polydor 2121341) great rock 'n'
roll party medley***
DONNA SUMMER Love's
Unkind (GTO GT 113) overexposed as disco hit LP track***
DONNA SUMMER I Love You
(Casablanca CAN 114) melodic
fastthudder***
THE DROIDS (Do You Have) The
Force (Barclay BAR 703) trendy
crib***
MUNICH MACHINE Get On The
Funk Train (Oasis 2) solid
thumper***
ROBERTA KELLY Zodiacs (Oasis
3) infectious hustler***
POINTER SISTERS Having A
Party (ABC ABCL 5163, LP)
Lenny Williams-type fast
swinger**
PATTI LABELLE Dan Swit Me
(Epic EPC 5805) fast funker**
FATBACK Master Booty (Spring
2066870) monotonous funk**
ODYSSEY Native New Yorker
(RCA PB 1129) cool hustler**
SYREETA
&
G.C.
CAMERON Let's Make A Deal
(Motown TMG 1094) happy
romper**
BOZ SCAGGS Hollywood (CBS
5836) soulful chugger**
BOBBY
PARIS
Night
Owl/YVONNE BAKER You
Didn't Say A Word (London HLU
10553) strong northern soul
coupling*
RAY CHARLES I Can See Clearly
Now (London HLU 10554) terrific
revival*
CRUSADERS Put It Where You
Want It (ABC ABE 12013) classic
jazz-funk 12-inched*
MILTON WRIGHT The Gallop
(Grapevine GRP 103) specialist
northern soul*

Commentary
by JAMES HAMILTON
It seems some records have more
initial appeal for DJs than for their
audiences: why else is this chart
continually plagued by wildly yoyoing entries? Titles are
enthusiastically charted by DJs who
then ignore them the next week,
before that original chart place has
had time to be maintained by the
tardier DJs who only pick up on a
record when it's seen to be a
(supposed) hit. This week's
embarrassing plummets are Thelma
Houston (35 from 10), Carl Douglas
(37 from 17) and poor Gonzalez's I
Haven't Slopped Dancin' Yet (EMI
2706) — no? — from 11 to nowhere
(though it still has support).
However, a previous sufferer,
ConFunkShun jumps from 30 to 12
again. with London/East
Anglia/North-East/Wales support
... Chic (2) explodes all over with
particular response in London
other London hits are Roy Ayers
(6), Le Pamplemousse (13), while
London shares Fantastic Four
(8) with East Anglia/
Mersey side /Wales,
Bob
Marley (18) with Midlands/South
Wales, Mike Theodore (23) with
Essex/South Coast/Mersey, Sarr
Band (24) with East Anglia/East
Midlands, Nite School (25) with
Wales especially
Cafe Creme
(11) has Wales/North-Easl, the
latter area being keen on Euro-disco
evidently, and responsible for much
of Donna Summer's new LP (9),
though oddly not the more widely
accepted track that's listed
Amanda Lear (39) has NorthEast/Midlands, Silver Convention
(36) gets general pop venues ......
still biggest in SE/NE, Eddie
Henderson (19) jumps back with a
bang, while monster imports El
Coco (22) and War (34) have funky
venues up that Eastern Soul strip
from London 10 Newcastle.

CLODAGH

Has made

RODGERS

a beautiful Album

Words and Music by Guy Fletcher & Doug- Flett, Sally Kemp and John Dawson Read

Album 2383 473 Cassette 3170 473
•
*,• four vears I felt it had to be something- extr a special. I wanted songs that reflect me as I am to ay.
"As this is my first album in ove
.
//
best aibum I have ever made,you will realise I am pleased with the i esult
So if I tell you that I think this
A /y
^

The Beautiful Album
/
Single Available Again 'Save Me'my
PoHin ta
Campaign
on Capital,Clyde,City BRMB,Piccadilly,
Major Radio
P
TeeSipennine, Victory.Starting Soon.
Beacon,
„honodisf Limited, Clvde Works,Grove Road. Komford. Essex RM6 KJR.Telephone: 01-590 7706
distribution companj.
Order from
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Southern djs go for restraint
by PAUL PHILLIPS
DJ 77, THE comesi designed to find
Britain's top club dj, rolled
southward recently for the London
heat and carried on to Southampton
last Wednesday (23).
The London heat was held in
Rank's recently refurbished — at a
cost of some £100,000 — Sundown
discotheque in Charing Cross Road
and put 13 djs through their paces.
Attendance was generally reckoned
to be up on all venues except
Blackpool although many attendees
in London were there on
complimentary tickets.
One of the surprises in the overall
presentation was the way the djs
chose to dress. All were fairly
conservative and only one, Bob
Willis, would have stood out.
On stage the conservatism
continued for the large part with a
marked absence of gimmicks and
only twelth man in, Peter Tongue,
raised his voice much above talking
level. Winner John Mann of
Brighton got by on a pleasantly
sardonic style of chat although he
got little reaction from the dancers.
He was generally considered the
best as the judges — James
Hamilton of Record Mirror, Bob
Hart of The Sun, contest organiser
Douglas Ireland, Theo Loyla of the
Disco Jockey Federation and Paul
Phillips of Music Week — compared
notes towards the end of the contest
and when points were totted up he
emerged a clear winner with 192
points, 10 points ahead of joint
second placed Martin Buchanan of
Buxted, Surrey and Tony Barnfield
of Arrow.
Barnfield was excellent and points
up one of the problems in this kind
of competition. He was second on
around 9.30, long before the dancers

reaches

musics

Record

i ■
DJ 77 ORGANISER Douglas Ireland (right) looks on as winner John Mann is
congratulated by Music Week's A vril Barrow (left) and Louise Fares. The man
shaking Mann's hand apparently presented the dj with a solid gold key but
why remains as much a mystery as the man's identity.
guide, however, to how well the dj is
were warmed up, and it does him
doing. Theo Loyla was startled at
credit that not only did he manage to
the lack of reaction to Jam Jam Jam
pull the dancers onto the floor but
by People's Choice. "If I played this
did it to such effect that he scored
record in my clubs," he said, "the
enough points to maintain a
place would be jumping." At the
challenge throughout the contest.
Sundown it kept only one lone
Buchanan followed him onto the
dancer and two couples on their feet.
rostrum and pulled a deserved warm
Overall the standard was high
and sustained round of
although some of the contestants
applause from the audience without
have still not learned the art of
any prompting from contest host
microphone usage.
Andy Stinton.
Winner John Mann, who is
Some djs took risks and paid
dearly for it in terms of dancer
resident at Dalrymple's London
reaction, one of the categories in the
Road, Brighton, opened his act by
judge's marking. Van Martin made
announcing that up until two weeks
a big hole in his 12 minutes
previously he had been a stoat
allocation by reading out the Top 20
breeder and appealed to the
and lost all his dancers. Two other
audience to be nice to him. In fact he
djs played slow records — Eric Scott
has considerable experience as a dj
played Baby What A Big Surprise by
having worked during last year as a
Chicago and the Bee Gees Howbroadcaster with Radio CKCQ in
Deep Is Your Love was the choice of
British Columbia, Canada.
Peter Crossfield — and were forced
However there is apparently some
to watch the dance floor swiftly
truth in the stoat connection and the
cleared.
full story is promised as part of the
Dancers reactions are a tenuous
ballyhoo for the Brighton final.

Singles
EDDY GRANT

Hello Africa Neighbour Neighbour

7*45 rpm Guyana 1 12''45 rpm Guyana 1-12

Tlie Coachouse Rhythm Section NOBODY'S GOT TIME
GUYANA 3 Also available 12"45rpm GUYANA 3-12

m maicflno mst of my
GUYANA 4

ALBUM
ALBUM ICEL1001
ICE RECORDS LTD. t17a Fulham Rd. London SW3 6RL 01 584 3247
ORDER NOW
PYE RECORD (SALES) LTD
132 Western Road Mitcham Surrey 01-640 3344
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Union-djs row

Doncaster hotel

RECENT ACCUSATIONS that the
Musician's Union was having a
purge on discotheques where live
musicians were not employed have
now narrowed down to the
Doncaster area and one discotheque
in particular.
The Danum Hotel in Doncaster
was recently approached by the MU
with regard to employment of live
musicians and subsequently
discovered that the Hotel's
discotheque was operating without a
PPL licence. The MU reported the
Danum to the PPL and steps were
taken to ensure that the Hotel was
properly licenced.
However, some disagreement
arose over the use of live musicians
and the result appears to have been
all-out war on a matter of principle
between the Danum and the MU and
the Danum has now closed its
discotheque, replacing it with a jukebox, leaving resident dj Stuart
Spence short of £60 a week and
feeling frustrated.
"Nobody's won anything,"
Spence told Music Week. "The MU
hasn't won, the djs haven't won and
the juke-box company hasn't gained
a lot either.
"The disco room at the Danum is
set up in such a way that no band
would want to play there, it's just
too small. There's seating for 100
people and standing room for a
couple of dozen more. A lot of
premises around here are like that,
just glorified lounge bars with
facilities for 80 to 100 people. They
couldn't support live bands
financially, but the MU is insisting
that we hire them and pay them even
if the customers don't turn up."
Stuart Spence is the Doncaster
representative of the North
Midlands Association of Disc
Jockeys which held an emergency
meeting recently to discuss the
situation. Unfortunately the
Association seems to have
completely mis-interpreted the
Union's stand on this issue and,
according to a report on the
meeting, is under the impression that
the Union is asking them to "hand
over 50 percent of our business to
their members" after which the
Union "will keep quiet about the
law".
The report further states that it is
the Union's intention to close down
small establishments which cannot
support live musicians leaving only
the large concerns able to operate.
London union official Colin
Jones told Music Week: "This
sounds like a totally hysterical
document to me. Neither the union
nor the PPL can insist that
discotheques employ MU members
only. But as a condition of issue of a
PPL licence they must employ live
musicians for a certain pan of each
week.
"If the djs would organise
themselves into a proper federation
we could deal with them and discuss
these matters properly but they're
scattered throughout the country in
various small groups.
Alan Hodgson, the MU branch
secretary in Doncaster, says he no
longer has any contact with the
NMADJ. "They wanted me to go
along to one of their meetings and
explain the law to them but the
national office said no. I wrote and
explained this to them but the
national office said no. I wrote and
explained this to them but suggested
that perhaps the PPL could send
someone along."
.' However, no-one from any
organisation has been along to the
NMADJ and this has resulted in
feelings of bitterness and the usual
extreme reaction of those who feel
they are being backed into a corner.
The NMADJ report talks of mass
unemployment throughout the
country in the even of PPL licences

being withheld from premises which
refuse to, or cannot support live
musicians. It carries on: "We are
not only concerned with
employment of disc jockeys; we
must also consider the jobs of the
workers in other fields associated
with the business such as
management, bar and catering staff,
equipment
and
record
manufacturers and retailers."
The report goes on to imply that
even if all discotheques began to
employ musicians for 50 per cent of
their operating lime (which the MU
would like to see) that the MU could
later come back and demand even
more lime for its members. "Where
will their demands end?" it asks.
"Already they arc trying to dictate
the number of musicians to be
employed at a venue — a condition
not included in the law. Will the next
step be a restriction of the type of
music?"
The basic misconception in the
report is that the MU has any right
to dictate terms at all. The only right
that the MU has is to report to the
PPL any premise which is breaking
the terms of the PPL licence. Any
further action or restrictions are
purely a matter for the PPL and
neither the PPL nor the MU has any
right to demand that only MU
members be employed.
The fact that several of the people
involved in this argument are under
the impression that the MU can hold
sway with the PPL and can insist on
MU members only could be due to
an excess of zeal on the pan of the
local union branch.
However, what is certain is that
ultimately the union reached
agreement with the Danum because
the hotel was able to fulfil its live
music commitment through its
ballroom facility which employs
musicians on two to five nights a
week between September and
March.
Assistant manager of the Danum,
John Metcalfc, commented: "We
use live musicians in the ballroom
during the banquetting season and
this was apparently enough to satisfy
the union. Unfortunately the PPL
wanted guarantees beyond that and
Embassy Hotels, pan of Allied
Breweries which owns the Danum,
didn't want to fight it because the
Danum is the only one of the chain
which has a disco."
Stuart Spence feels that the MU's
and PPL's arguments relating to the
employment of live musicians as an
investment for the future doesn't
hold up since most of the working
musicians in his area are established
professionals. It's a point which will
be argued back and fourth for a long
time yet.
But where he and the NMADJ do
have a point is in their compaint that
it is the small premises which will
suffer in the end. At least one of the
large disco chains which Music
Week spoke to employs musicians in
only half of its clubs and gets by the
pressure from the MU and PPL with
vague promises of future action and
by pointing to its current level of
employment.
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It snys ring Music Week lor a colour ad
So why don't you? dial 01-836 1522
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OTWAY & BARRETT

(Stars of T.V. and Public Houses)
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Their
Sensational New Single
2058 951
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Also Available:
JOHN nTWAY&WILD WILLY BARRETT

Album 2383 453

Wo, Radio ondA^n'SWOrt
distribution company
ih(^^l0r Order from Polydor s o
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, phonodisc Limited, Clyde Works, Grove Roqd,Romford, Essex RM6 4QR.Telephone: 0VS90 7764,
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CHORALE
K
COALKITCHEN
F
CREME, Lol & Kevin Godley
F
DAV1ES, Freddie
B
DEAD BOYS
S
GIGI
A
JONES, Jimmy
C
LAINE, Cleo & John Williams.... H
LIPS
S
LURKERS
F
ORLEANS
B

LISTINGS

ARE YOU READY FOR LOVE,
Harmony. GIGI. Sky SKY 1009
(ZLHR).

B
BACK HOME FOR CHRISTMAS,
Think Of Me At Christmas,
FREDDIE DAVIES. Plumb PR
1014
(Plumb / Record
Merchandisers)
BEST OF FRIENDS, Making It Easy,
THE ROWANS. Asylum K 13103
(W). .
BUSINESS AS USUAL, Time
Passes On, ORLEANS. Asylum
K 13104 (W).

RAOULDESOUZA
REZILLOS
RIKKI & The Last Days
Of Earth
ROWANS
SATAN'S RATS
TALKING HEADS
TINO

S
G
GOOD SCULPTURES, Flying
L
Attact, THE REZILLOS.
B C Saucer
Sire 6078 612 (F).
V
P
S

DISTRIBUTORS CODE
A - Rye, C - CBS. W - WEA, E - EMI. F
— Phonodlsc, H — H. R. Taylor, L —
Lugtons. R — RCA. S — Selocta, X — Clyde
Factoro. 2 — Entorpiso, CR — Creole, P —
Pinnaclo, T — Transatlantic. SH ~
Shannon, SA — Sago Cream, V — Virgin.

COMEDY, Comedy, JIMMY
JONES, Sea Jay CJ 101 (ZLHR).

H
HE WAS BEAUTIFUL, Charms.
CLEO LAINE & JOHN
WILLIAMS. RCA PB 9199 (R).

K
KNOCK KNOCK WHO'S THAT AT
THE DOOR, Little Baby Brown.
CHORALE. Decca F 13746 (S).

DREAMS OF THE EVERYDAY
HOUSEWIFE, Classical Gas,
GLEN CAMPBELL. Capitol CL
15957(E).
LOADED, Street Fighting Man,
RIKKI & THE LAST DAYS OF
EARTH. DJM DJS 10822 (C).
FALLIN' IN LOVE, Gimme What
You Want, COALKITCHEN.
Epic-Full Moon 5685 (C).
FIVE O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING,
The Flood, LOL CREME &
KEVIN GODLEY. Mercury GOD
001 (F).
FREAK SHOW, Mass Media
Believer, THE LURKERS.
Beggars Banquet BEG 2 (E).

SANTA

PSYCO KILLER, Psyco Killer/I Wish
You Wouldn't Say That,
TALKING HEADS. Sire 6078 610
(F).

SONIC REDUCER, A Little
Girl/Down In Flames, DEAD
BOYS. Sire 6078609(F).
STAR WARS THEME, You Bum
Me, LIPS. MCA388(E).
STARSKY AND HUTCH, Starsky
And Hutch (Disco Version),
TINO. Gold GDO 10 (ZLHR).
STONE COLD SOBER, Sold On
Down The Line, CRAWLER.
Epic EPC 5873(C).
SWEET LUCY, At Will, RAOUL DE
SOUZA. Capital CL 15955 (E).

YEAR OF THE RATS, Louise,
SATAN'S RATS. DJM DJS
10821 (C).

TOTAL ISSUED
Singles notified by major
manufacturers for week ending
2nd December 1977.
This This This
Week Month Year
EMI
2 (3) 2 (2) 444 (406)
EMI (LRD) 1 (5) 1 (1) 51 (-)
Decca
1 (1) 1 (1) 92 (128)
Pye
(4) 0 (0) 152 (142)
Polydor
(4) 0 (0) 231 (237)
CBS
(6) 2 (2) 258 (133)
Phonogram
(5) 5 (5) 168 (135)
RCA
(4) 1 (1) 157 (248)
WEA
(2) 211 (148)
(1)
Others
(13)
(7) 719 (965)
Total
21 (46)21 (21)2483 (2693)

It's only
natural
If the music business is your
business, you need to know
all about it.Tune in to Music
Week. Every Week. It's
Britain's only music trade
weekly. Helps you keep in
tune with the sounds, the
news, the views and the
charts. It'll bring music to
your eyes. Music Week
every week. Naturally!

Subscription rates: U.K. £20.75, Europe
U.S.$46.00; Middle East and North Africa
U S.$69.00; U.S., S. America, Canada,
Africa. India, Pakistan U.S. $79.00;
Australasia, Far East, Japan U.S. $95.00.
Please send me Music Week
every week for one year.
Name
Address
Business
I enclose a Cheque/P.O.Value
Post today with remittance to:
Music Week Subscriptions,
Morgan Grampian House,
30 Calderwood Street,
^ London SE18 6QI-1. , ^

ESMERALDA

'Don't let me be misumlerstood
Album 9101149
Cassette 7102 608 Single 6042 325

starring LEROY GOMEZ
! i\

&
i
Sensational Disco Album
16 minute version of the hit
'Don't let me be misunderstood'

No. 1 Album in:
V

Germany
France
Italy
Austria
Holland

11 u irk( Mr •( 11 )Y
phonogram
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THE ENID ON TOUR
NOVEMBER:
Friday Ihh
Saturday 12th
Monday 14fh
Friday 18th
Saturday 19fh
Sunday 20th
Wednesday 23rd
Friday 25th
Wednesday 30th

Salford University
Imperial College, London
Castle Hall, Hertford
Penthouse Club, Scarborough
The Polytechnic, Teesside
Top Rank, Sheffield
Castaways, Plymouth
Victoria Palace, London
Chancellor Hall, Chelmsford

DECEMBER:
Thursday 1st
Friday 2nd
Thursday 8th
Friday 9th

Civic Hall, Dunstable
Guild Hall, Newcastle
Southend Technical College

Lonsdale College, Derby
Thursday 15th
Nutz Club, Mumbles
Monday 19th
Langley College, Slough
Wednesday 21st Tiverton School, Tiverton
Saturday 24fh
Marquee Club, London

If you heard
Aerie Faerie

the Enid

Nonsense,

single

the new

'Golden

70

album

Earring;

from the

you'll be

Enid.

amazed

Sounds of

by Aerie

pure

Faerie

enchant

Nonsense.

ment.
INS 3012

Available on cassette

ftcSo-**-

s.tsCMf.< 1 u-iy-oa.RwaH.m

bwau
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PROMOTIONS

SHftPt

0^

%

SHOWSHIRTS
Custom printed T-shirts,
Sweatshirts, Paper Jackets. Badges
Car Stickers & Hots.
Compotitivo prices.
Any quantity undertaken.
331 Haydons Road,
London S.W.19
Telephone: 540 8709 or 540 7015
★ ★

Button Badges are today'
answer to Low Cost —
High Impact advertising.
Contact the Specialists:
ANN SARGENT
Badges & Promotional
Items
Tel: 01-856 9609
60 Falconwood Avenue,
Welling, Kent
Attention shops!...
Punk/New Wave Group
badges now available
from stock

SOO LP's for around £50
LP PRESENTER

Samples of all items available.
PLASTIC SALES (Leicester) LIMITED
10/12 DARTFORD ROAD, LEICESTER, LE27PQ.
Tel: 0533 833691

POLYTHENE LP
COVERS 2009
£4.a9
for 500

★

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

MIDEM
ACCOMMODATION
Several centrally situated
flats available for MIDEM.
01-348 4926 or
01-3487597

CLEAR POLYTHENE RECORD COVERS
IN HEAVY DUTY FILM
LP size: 1000, £25 including VAT and carriage.

Browse and Protect

only

• Belts
T-Shirts Badges
Woven Emblems
Hals • Bags • Key Rings
Novelty Pens • Jigsaw Puz/ies
Note Pads • Hags • Slickers
Sweatshiris Direct Mail
Jackets
Competitions • Tour Security
| Fan Club Admin 1 Projects
Progi ammes • Studio Design
Record Promotion • Typesetting
Point o< Sale Material
jjour Merchandising |
House Magazines •Printing
Stall & Dealer Incentive Gill
Schemes • And Much More
PORTER+POCOCK ASSOCIATES Ltd.
72 Weslfields Avenue London SW130AU
01-8784366/2595 (day or night)

Accommodation

CLEAR P^V.C. RECORD COVERS
Made from 500 gauge seamless tubing, giving
maximum strength. Buy direct from the
manufacturer at keenest prices, by return delivery.
Samples, prices and discounts on application.

EQUIPMENT

PAYS
CONTACT
FELICITY
01-836 1522

Big 500 LP capacity
in only 5'0' x4'2 x2'3J Catalogue on
\Super
tici.FRtEMahoQanv
STANDtRvoncorcd
Smglcrequest
jido3Browser.
Phone
David
Baldwin
or Ron Bennett
only £45/75
FOR EXTRA FAST DELIVERY USE THE EMI HOT-LINE

DISPLAY TITLES
BROWSER DIVIDERS
for CLASSIFICATION OF
ARTISTS, COMPOSERS, etc.
Enquiries for samples
HUNT-LEIGH
(Showcard & Display) Co., 119
Altenburg Gardens, London bwi i
1JQ Tel: 01-223 3315

PVC ALBUM COVERS
LP size ONLY E55.00 per 1,000.
Double LP size from £95.00 per
1,000. 200 & 500 gauge Polythene
Covers also
at best
pricesto:(plus
VAT).
C.W.O.
M & G PACKAGING LTD
53 Paviltion Drive,
Leigh-on-Sea, Essex.
Tel: 0702712381

FOR SALE
25 Securette Cassette &
Cartridge Racks.
£20 each (cass) £12 each
(Cartridge)
Phone Mr. Brown
WORPLESON 2839
(Guildford)

FOR SALE
NEVE 20/8/16 CONSOLE
2 Foldback,
4 echo send, etc.
Tel: 01-836 6699
Ext. 275

Dealer Services
EMI Records Ltd. Shopfitting &
Accessories Division,
1-3 Uxbridge Rd, Hayes, Middle
01*848 4515

CLEAR PVC RECORD
COVERS
Manufactured by ourselves from Raw Material — to
film - to covers in 500 gauge seamless PVC film,
having nylon-like strength for 7" singles and 12" LP
Records.
BUY BULK FOR CHRISTMAS DIRECTL Y
& RECEIVE DELIVERIES BY RETURN
Phone/write now for Samples/Prices

PRINTERS
PRINT WITH THE EXPERTS
•INLAY CARDS * CASSETTE SIDE LABELS * RECORD LABELS
•8-TRACK LABELS * 8TRACK BOXES 'POSTERS 'BANNERS • P.O.S.
TELEPHONES:
01 592 4362
01 593 2116
TELEX:

PANMER LTD Telephone 01-444 7211
130 Muswell Hill Broadway, London N10 3RU

P.G.WOOD & SON(PRINTERS) LTD.
32 CHURCH STREET
DAGENHAM
ESSEX
LITHO & LETTERPRESS
COLOUR PRINTERS
- LABEL SPECIALIST

1i1 S cii111 H 1
TITLE/Artist
RELEASE
LABEL/Number/Distributor
DATE
MINK OeVILLE
NOV 4
Cadillac Walk
Capitol CL 15952
IEMI)

SINGLES FACT SHEET
UK CHARTING
US Charting
Highest
(W/E November 26)
(or last) entry
Spanish Stroll (20. 1977)
^91

R1KKIHeartbreak
& THE NUMBERS
The
Kid
Rainbow
RAIS 1001
(CBS)

NOV 11

None

MONTREAL
SOUND
Musicl
Creole CR 145 (Creolo/CBS)

NOV 11

None

Disco attention. Special leaflets listing US area breakouts for
media people. Limited 12-ins version at 99p and only from
Creole.

ODYSSEY
Native New Yorker
RCA PB 1129

NOV2S

None

Limited edition of 15,000, 12-ins singles in picture bag. Then
reverts to seven-inch. Press ads in Black Echoes. Blues &
Soul. Disco International ar\6 Black Music.

JULIE
COVINGTON
Only
VirginWomen
VS 1S6Bleed

NOV 11

Don't Cry For Mo Argentina
(1. 1976).

None

Adverts
in tradein music
and consumer
music press.
Good coverage
disc's release
papers. Lady's
name known
from her ofhit
of 1976 and on screen again with the Rock Follies tv series. Disc
chosen as Simon Bates, Record of the Week, Radio One.
Special record bag.

Although a recording artist previous to Evita album, in many
respects
this is her 'first'
big time
via
a record-musical.
Songsingle
pan since
pennedbeing
andelevated
previouslyto recorded
by Alice Cooper. Here given a marvellous treatment, both
vocally and in production. A smash hitl

NITE SCHOOL
Do
YouENY
Speak10 French?(Phonodisc)
Ensign

NOV 18

None

None

Disco attention.

A disco-gioover which is a must for Christmas record pany
collectors.
catchy vocalCould
line. well chan in pop listings. Attractive riff with

VIOLA
WILLS
Let's Love
Now
Arista 151

NOV 4

None

Available
as 12-inch
same label
number.Robinson.
Disco attention.
Lady recently
touredwith
as support
to Smokcy

One of those discs which must be listened to right through —
gradually
backedbeenon associated
stage by four
her familybecomes
of si* andhypnotic.
she has inLadypastis days
withof
Joe Cocker recordings. This is her first single (or Arista A hit
with the right kind of airplay but one (or disco-party customers
without reservation.

Noel Edmonds' Record of the Week. Radio Ono Good play
from commercial stations and first picked up by Forth as an
Add On and by Cherrio Mcllwaien at Downtown Radio, Belfast.

This should hit the chans In a big way. Cut is from album,
BrokenwithHean.
Baby'srecord
travelled
to America
theiritsuccess
and
now
US chan
and good
reactionforhere
seems they
will succeed ho?h sides of the Atlantic.

Trade press ads.

Cut from album. Message Man (1CEL 1001). Basic reggae beat
and single worth self-promotion if store clientele is into this kind
ofmany
music.
Without usual
dressing
roggae-style
recordsorchestral
which from
time towhich
timeaccompanies
chart, and
sowhich
unfortunately
crossover
unlikely.
Nono-lho-less
catchy disc
deserves attention. Company also promotinga record
under original label, Guyana, as 12-inch (Guyana 1-2) and as 7inch (Guyana 1).

Trade ads and good radio airplay.

An overgroon favourite, but this version is special, having
featured In the Humphrey Bogart Ingnd Bergman film,
Cassablanca.
picked
off beat winner
at Christmas
1975
with
Laurel & UA
Hardy
and anis obviously
regarded
as having similar
potential. This should bo a Top 50 record.

(RCA)

(Phonodisc)

THE
Isn't ItBABYS
Time
Chrysalis CHS 2173 (Phonodisc)

NOV 11

None

EDDY
GRANT
Neighbour,
Neighbour
Ico Ice 1

NOV 11

None

(Pye)

DOOLEY
WILSON
As
Time Goes
By
United Artists UP 36331

(EMI)
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None

NOV 4

None

None

\IVEEK ENDING DECEMBER 3
PROMOTION

COMMENTS

Autumn visit by artist. Considerable music paper coverage.
Record receiving good airplay. Disc in special bag.

Capitol did not manage a quick follow-up success to Spanish
Stroll
but thistoo-tapping
one shouldbeat
placecarries
Mink Willy
DeVilleDeVille'
back sinslightly
chanland.
Very earthy,
sinister, vocal tones Track is from album. Mink DeVille (E-ST
11631)
Produced and written by Gary Benson First single from four
seasoned musicians with no relationship to group termed Rikki
& The Last Days Of Earth. Single is a grower with lively,
infectious beat which has an outside chart chanco.
Already attracting favourable British reaction. Disc picked up by
Creole
fromcities.
US-TK
which has inbeen
locally
major US
Goodrelease
hit possibilities
thischart
country
andinagain
recommend to party disc buyers.
Two-sisters-and-a-boy
trio US
whoalbum
manage
the combining
of Latin,
soul
and pop. Cut is from
of group's
name (RCA
APL 1-2204) Pleasant sound, but lyric complimenting listener as
a 'Native New Yorker' obviously doesn't have same warm
impact
All thevogue
same,andthethebeattwois girls
right,sound
the instrumental
backinghere.
in current
invigorating
on lead vocals.

Basic servicing
of mediastations.
with initial good response from a
number
of commercial

byTONYJASPER
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CLASSIFIED
advertisement RATES
effective 1st January, 1977, Music Week Classified
Advertisement rates are:
£6.50 per single column inch.
Box number charge 75p, and series
discounts will remain at; —
6 insertions 10% 13 insertions 15%.
PI EASE NOTE THAT ALL ADVERTISEMENTS ARE
COLD BY THE SINGLE COLUMN INCH (MINIMUM
CHARGE £6.50)
■pie per word rate is discontinued.
The copy deadline is Bookings Wednesdays; Artwork Thursday
c m one week prior to publication. Advertisements may be
submitted as flat artwork or typed copy for typesetting.
Payment in full must accompany each advertisement.
Forfurther information contact Felicity Briski. Tel: 01-8361522.
40 Long Acre, Covent Garden, London WC2.
MUSIC WEEK cannot be held responsible for claims arising out
of advertising on the classified pages.

CASSETTES
£50,000 cash
available for purchasing bulk stocks of excess, deleted or
bankrupt records/tapes.
Our representatives will call to view, and make a firm
immediate CASH OFFER.
Convert your unwanted stocks into CASH now.
YOU KNOW IT MAKES SENSE
Phone:- 01-951 0992 and 01-965 6673/4
Mon-Fri., 9.30 am - 5.30 pm.
or write to:Sales Director, Harris & Goldring Ltd., la, Wendover Road,
Harlesden. London, N.W.10

MUSIC
MAKER
CASSETTES
BRITAIN'S BEST 'BUDGET'RANGE
•/, v..
COUNTRY
,V"i
'Ih/rvv^'/u
*.
chrIstmas
j.-2,OWSTMAS
^r:.
CAROLS i
'■ ^vV.%.■/• A u 4 nuRSERr
■C POCK and ROLL .rf

rzr^r
V
y:

£
$

*7

DISCS
r

□
S. GOLD & SONS LTD.
Can ANY other wholesaler
even match this???
Top 1,000 LPs always in stock.
Plus Top 200 Cassettes and Cartridges.
Top selling singles.
Plus hundreds of oldies.
Accessories including Blank Cassettes. Cassette and Cartridge
cleaners. Polythene covers only £6.50 per 1,000.
24 hour service to Northern Ireland, Holland. Belgium, West
Germany, France and Eire.
Excellent carrier service to U.K. and all other countries.
Our prices are the absolute lowest. Strict trade + S'Vo handling
charge.
Our new Cash & Carry and distribution Warehouse is now open at:

■
Overstocks,
8 tracks
Deletions,
// and Cassettes
Albums.
/ Send for lists to
MIDLAND/iRECORD CO
USGUNNERSBURY LANE,
LONDON WSSHQ

779 HIGH ROAD, LEYTONSTONE, LONDON E.ll
Telephone 01-556 2429
A nsaphone after 6p. m. and weekends
GLOBAL RECORD SALES
Believe in honest Advertising!
^ the
Our prices, selection, service and reliability are
_ j^e
business. We are what all other similar firms
would hKe to ^ send a
8esf/ If you are tired of all the lies from our ljOUS0 Basement,
s.a.e. for our lists nowl Our address is Canada House Has
3Chepstow Street, Manchester Ml 5Eiv.
WANTED
bankrupt stocks, overstocks,
ds'etions. Good price paid for
"nwanted records and casettes.
ANYTHING YOU HAVE
TO SELLI
1"a'ephone
Colin Walkden at
Vlr
gin Records 01-603 4588.
EST CASH
ICES PAID
igtes/tapes. Budget or full
i with cash for instant relief
at service.
ha m pstead
5871

WANTED
Jazz.LPs.
Classical.
Blues.
Cassettes.
Quantity. Cheap.
Tel: 061 8342460
between 10am-4pm
TONY'S
RECORDS
Stere0a b U S 8 P
L rtiTt s a ndlaCbhe.s.

wTteCOLOSSEUM
19103, U.S.A.

Fifth Avenue cassettes are nnfouB^ sysum] recordings to
the highest standards and retail at less than £11
Available from your usual wholesaler. If any difficulty
contact; Len Collins. Managing Director,
or
Bert Hamilton, General Manager
rirrn /»IS1I RECORDING COMPANY OK LTD
Avenue House. Riverway, Harlow,
Essex CM202DN. Harlow (0279) 39256

Dealers!
^The profit is
in your pocket
when you buy
from-

LINCOLN HOUSE.MAIN ST,
SHENSTONE, Nr.UCHRELD.STAFFS
TEL SHENSTONE 460391-460710.

HIGHEST CASH
PRICES PAID
for LPs, cassettes or 8-tracks,
overstocks, deletions etc.
NO QTY. TOO LARGE OR
TOO SMALL
Contact Mike Campbell
for immediate cash offer.
Tel. No: 01-579 9331
Telex; 931 945
HETREC
CHARMDALE LIMITED
3Sandringham Mews,
Baling, London W5 3DG

WARRENS1 STOP!
16/18Hollen St. W.I. (off Wardour St)
01-734 6822/3/4 01-439 2425
Ask for Robert Shooman

AGENCY

£1,000,000 CASH BUDGET
available for unwanted or
deleted stereo LP's, 8-tracks
and Cassettes. Highest prices
paid No quantity is too large or
too small. Phone, telex, write
or-visit us for a generous cash
offer SCORPIO MUSIC, 2933
River Road, Croydon PA
19020, U.S.A. Phone: 215-785.
1541 or CRDN.Telex 843366,
Recstapes
_____

Change your boss.
Change your secretary,
Changes can do both.
If you need Changes
in your life.
Call: 937 8807

POSITIONS

ACCOUNTANT CA
Required for Artiste's Management
operation.
Good salary, interesting work.
Usual holidays.
Job commences January.
Box No. MW 461

VIRGIN RECORDS in W.11
require a person with previous experience of royalties and copyright
to work with their Royalties Accountant.
We use the TRACS computer accounting system for producing
recording, publishing and mechanical royalty statements.
You will be jointly responsible for processing International recording
and publishing statements, verifying the accuracy of same,
recording and controlling expenditure on our artistes, forecasting
future receipts and royalties payable, verifying copynght
particulars, summarising contracts and a host of other things.
Future plans are for the formation of a separate department. Salary
circa £5,000 negotiable.
Phone Sara at 727 8070 for further details.
gy mmttini SYupios
tRdfc' r*0£{ you ^ovo UMPTT— fo£. * t^ozy
ei^o
Right —-V^EP/NC* OP
uurrH FMX -me h>eu)
PkKx>
(moW
s Co\o\jrs)
plK'T
S^T IT'S O0& ToSf
THPrT^ wv\y OUR CUSrCJMEPS
on) OS— 3o CAiJ VoU—
irJ TOOcH
ESfeciRU-V PoRii^G THe XMAS

^
&0pp OuooeO

h
/
-9

LIGHTNING RECORDS LIMITED
841 Harrow Road, London, No/10 5NH
Tel. Orders; 01-969 8344 |4 linas)
Tel. 01-969 2155 (7 lines) & 969 5255
Telex. 927813 LARREC
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ERIC CLAPTON
Lay Down Sally/Cocaine 2090 264
RIGHTEOUS BROTHERS
You've Lost That Loving Feeling 2010 022

YOUR CHRISIMAS DELIVERY

THE KENDALLS

from Polvdor

Heaven's Just A Sin Away 2058 963
CW.McCALL
Roses For Mama 2066 853

K
" r:?»

Polyaor Order from Polydofs own distribution company: Phonodisc Limited, Clyde Works, Grove Road, Romford, Essex, RM6 4QR.Telephone: 01 -590 7766
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BBBi - NEW ENTRY
Q = PLATINUM LP
(C million sales)
# = GOLD LP
(£300,000 on or
after 1st Jan. r77)
pt =(£150,000
SILVER LPon or
L4
after 1st Jan. '77)
1 = RE-ENTRY

CHART
FOR PERIOD
NOV. 12-18

This Lest Wks. on
Week Week Chart

_in
This Last Wks. on
TLE/ARTIST/PRODUCER
LABEL & NO./DISTRIB.
Week Week Chart
TITLE/ARTIST/PRODUCER
LABEL & NO./DISTRIB.
Eiektro k52062 (W)
Q»|
RED STAR
e THE SOUND OF BREAD
1
5
Arista SPARTY 1023(F)
1
Bread (David Gates)
^5 1
Showaddywaddy
DISCO FEVER
K-TelNEioi4(K)
QQ 32
oo
-at;
• A STAR IS BORN
CBS 86021 (C)
2
2 16
Various
&
. Soundtrack (Phil Ramone)
M,NDTHE
K-Tel NE 1003 (K)
4
• SEX P'STOLS
HERE'SWright)
THE Virgin V 2086 (V)
QQ
SOULCITY
3 2
6
Sex BOLLOCKS.
Pistols (Chris Thomas/Bill
OO 13
Various
RivaRVLP5(W)
OA 28
3
ELVIS IN CONCERT
# FOOT LOOSE AND FANCY FREE
3
RCA PL 02587 (R)
4 3
Rod Stewart (Tom Dowd)
Elvis Presley (FoltonJarvis)
ROCKIN'ALL OVER THE WORLD
vertigo9102014(F)
OC 33
PASSAGE
A&MAMLK 64703 (C)
2
g
5 6
Status Quo
OO
Carpenters (Richard ft Karen Carpenter)
Vertigo 9102 017(F)
NEWS OFTHE WORLD
EMIEMA784(E)
OR 40
4
STlCKTOME
4
6 5
Queen (Queen)
OO
Graham Parker & The Rumour (Nick Lowe)
FEELINGS
K-TelNE 1006(K)
■■■■■
HEART'N'SOUL
CBS 82180 (C)
4
7 11
Various
O#
Tina Charles
^ OUT OFTHE BLUE
Unhod Artists uar 100IE)
36
10
# SHOW SOME EMOTION
A&M AMLH 68433 (CJ
p 4
O
Electric Light Orchestra (Jeff Lynne)
wO
Joan Armatrading(Qlyn Johns)
Ronco RTDX 2024(B)
30 GREATEST
K-Tel ne 1004(K)
oq ^
100 GOLDEN GREATS
4
Q g
Gladys Knight & The Pips
Ow
Frankie Vaughan (Gordon Smith)
Mercury 6643 030 (FJ
MOONFLOWER
CBS88272(C)
Aft 32
21
□ BEST0F R0D STEWART
5
10 7
Santana
Rod Stewart
Poiydor 2310 555 (Fl
30GOLDEN GREATS
EMIEMTV7(E)
A* ^
16
# OXYGENE
3
Black&Wh'rte Minstrels With Joe Loss
^1
Jean Michel Jarre (Jean Michel Jarre)
11 15
Atlantic K 60366 (W)
^ 20 GOLDEN GREATS
Motownemtv5(E)
Aq
LETTHEREBEROCK
3
11
Diana Ross & The Supremos
Trfcl
AC/DC (Vanda & Young)
12 10
„
Pye NSPH 19 (A)
40 GOLDEN GREATS
EMIEMTYSEIE)
AO 5!
6
• THE MUPPETSHOW
7
Cliff Richard
aO
^ The Muppets (Jim Henson)
13 8
Magnet MAG 5020 (C)
q RUMOURS
Warner Bros. K 56344 (WJ
■■■■
DARTS
41
Fleetwood Mac (Fleetwood Mac/Dashut/Caillat)
MPT
Darts
14 12
Epic EPC 86035 (C)
GET STONED
Arcade ADEP32(D)
MfGOIN'PLACES
5
Rolling Stones (Andrew LoogOldham/Jimmy Miller/Rolling Stones)
_ HIO
Jacksons
15 17
Chrysalis CHR 1125(F)
HEROES
RCA PL 12522(R) "jtjr 34
45
ENDLESS FLIGHT
6
David Bowie (David Bowie/Tony Visconti)
Tw
Lao Sayer (Richard Parry)
16 14
CBS 10007(C)
DJM DJH20520(C)
A-J
# GREATEST HITS VOL 2
d GREATEST HITS
8
Elton John
TPX
Paul Simon
17 22
^ GREATEST HITS
Epic EPC69218(C)
00
oc
□a EXODUS
Island HPS9498(E)
89 ^
Abba (B. Andersson/B. Ulvaeus)
HO -Jo
-KJ
Bob Marley & The Wailers (Bob Marley & The Wailers)
18 20
THE J0HNNY M ATH,S C0LLECT,0N
CBS 10003 (CJ
NO MORE HEROES
United Artists UAG 30200(E)
AQ 25
23
•
9
® Stranglars (Martin Rushent)
Johnny Mathis
19 18
ABC ABCL 5225(C)
Poiydor2302073(F)
CY\
AJA
D ROXY MUSIC GREATEST HITS
3
Roxy Music
WW
"
Steely Dan (Gary Kate)
20 23
Vertigo 9102016(F)
SECONDS OUT
Charisma GE2001 (F)
|-#| _
1
# BAD REPUTATION
5
Genesis (David Hentschel/Gonesis)
W1
Thin Lizzy
21 13
THIS IS THE MODERN WORLD
Poiydor 2383475(Fi
j-q
PLAYING TO AN AUDIENCE OF ONE Private Stock PVLP 1026 (E)
2
Jam (Vic Smith/Chris Perry)
W^i
David Soul fTonyMacaulay)
22 54
Asylum K 53017 (Wl
SLOWHAND
RS02479201(FI
|-Q
^
THEIR
GREATEST HITS 1971-1975
2
Eric Clapton
HHHi i wO
^ Eagles (-)
23 59
ONCE UPON ATIME
Casablanca CALD 5003(A)
f-A
^ HOME ON THE RANGE
United Artists UATV 30102(E)
n
2
Donna Summer (Summer/Morodor/Bellote)
vH"
Slim Whitman (Alan Wamer/Scottie Turner)
24 26
Jnitod Artists UAG 30045 (E)
CRIMINAL RECORD
A&MAMLK64660(0
CTT xc
oq
• RATTUS NORVEGICUS
Rick Wakeman
- . .v 1 VW
The Stranglere (Martin Rushent)
25
Asylum K 53051 (W)
THUNDER IN MY HEART
Chrysaliscdl 1154(F)
jyj
^ HOTEL CALIFORNIA
7
Leo Sayer (Richard Perry)
OO 49
43 W Eagles (Bill Szymczyk)
26 24
Ronco RTL 2025(B)
LIFE ON THE LINE
island hps 9509 (E) ■
|--y
BLACKJOY
Eddie&The Hot Rods
%JM
Various
27
Warner Bros. K 56411 (W7
Phil Spector2307013(F)
fro _
OUT OFTHEIR SKULLS
D ECHOES OFTHE 60S
7
29
Phil
Spector
The
Pirates
28
MCAMCG 3525 (E)
GOING FORTHE ONE
Atlantic K 50379 (W)
J-Q
STREET SURVIVORS
18
Yes (Yes)
Of
Lynryd Skynyrd
29 21
RCA PL 12428 (R)
^ ARRIVAL
Epic EPC 86018(C)
crj
MOODY BLUE
52
25
^
Abba
(B.
Andersson/B.
Ulvaeus)
Bvls
Presley
(Elvis
Presloy/Felton
Jarvis)
30
18
& THE HOT
47
MUPPETS
43 SIMON, Paul
ABBA
'30 EDDIE
CITY
33
RODS
27 PARKER, Graham & The Rumour ...36 SOUL
AC/DC
42
52
LIGHT ORCHESTRA
8 PIRATES
58 SOUL, David
ARMATRADING. Joan
38 ELECTRIC
SPECTOR,
Phil
28
FEELINGS
7
PRESLEY.
Elvis
34,
60
BLACK JOY
57
BORN
32 MW ALBUM CHARTS ARE CATEGORISED FROM
14 QUEEN
6 STAR ISDAN
BLACK & WHITE MINSTRELS
11 FLEETWOODMAC
50 ONE UST1NG Of 120 RECORDS COMPILED BY BMR8
GENESIS
21 RICHARD, Cliff
13 STEELY
BOWIE, David
16 JACKSONS
STEWART.
Rod
4,40
45
=
ROLLING
STONES
15
RETURNS FROM 300 C0NVEHT10NAI RECORD
BREAD
-i JAM
19.55 ON
22 ROSS, Diana & The Supremes
12 STRANGLERS
OUTLETS. SALES THROUGH OTHER THAN REGULAR
CARPENTERS
SUMMER,
Donna
24
JARRE.
Jean
Michel
41
ROXY
MUSIC
20
SHOPS
DEPARTMENTS ARE NOT INDICATED.
CHARLES.
3/
LIZZY
51 CHART AND
JOHN, Elton
17 SANTANA
10 THIN
COVERS LPSUPWARDS
RETAILING AT £1.49 AND
■
noTdtq
APTON Tina
Eric
23 juniv.
Frankie
39
STATUS QUO
6 VAUGHAN,
44
KNIGHT,cuun
Gladys & The Pips
WAKEMAN, Rick
25
SAYER, Leo
26,45 = WHITMAN.
DISCO FEVER!.
• 2 LYNYRDSKYNYRD
66■ - 53
Slim
54
MARLEY, Bob & The Wailers
48 SEX PISTOLS
3
EAGLES
'
29
MATHIS, Johnny
49 SHOWADDYWADDY
31 YES
Virgin
Tol,
D
—
Arcade,
B
—
Ronco.-M
Multiple
Sound,
V
c w-WEA
DISTRIBUTORS CODE. A - Pye. -C - rR
CBS.
W - WbA. Ec - EMI, F - Phonodisc. B - RCA. S - Selecta, Z - Enterprise. K - KWORKS VOLUME
Emerson. Lake & Palmer
little criminals
Randy Newman

0

K50422 Atlantic

Atlantic (CW)

K56404 Warners

Warners (CW)

X.

OUT OFTHEIR SKULLS
The Pirates
DECADE
Neil Young

K564n Warners

Warners (CW)

K64037 Reprise

Reprise (CW)
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i HlVlif STOPW MlCif YET
No.l in National Disco Charts EMI2706

GONZALEZ

>

LITTLE GIRL
Limited Edition Special Bag HAR5145

mas BANNED

■

SITThT

Special Competition Sleeve-Limited Edition EMI 2710

ADVERTISING

HERE'S TO LOVE and

ROCK NT ROLL

Spedal Picture Bag EMI 2726

JOHN CHRISTIE
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= FORECAST
= MILLION (PLATINUM)
= V4 MILLION (GOLD)
= % MILLION (SILVER)
= SALES INCREASE
OVER LAST WEEK

£

CODEE - EMI, F
A - Pya, CDISTRIBUTORS
- CBS, W - WEA,
- Phonodisc. H - H, R. Taylor, L Lugtons, R - RCA, S -- Selacta, X Clydo Factors, 2 - Entorpriso, CR Creole, D - Saydisc, P - Pinnacle, V —
Virgin

This Last Wks.
Week Week. Char t0n TITLE
ARTIST
LABEL & NO. PUBLISHER
PRODUCER
5
Of 1
3 MULL OF KINTYRE/GIRLS SCHOOL Wings
Parlophone R 6018 McCartney/ATV
Paul McCartney
£ 2 2
7 WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS Queen
EMI 2708 EMI/Queen
Queen
£ OS 3
9 ROCKIN' ALL OVER THE WORLD Status Quo
Vertigo 6059184 Intersong
Pip Williams
04 1
7 NAME OFTHE GAME Abba
Epic EPC 5750 Bocu
B. Andersson/B. Ulvaeus
£ 5 6
6 HOW DEEP IS YOUR LOVE Bee Gees
RSO 2090 259 RSO/Chappell Bee Gees/Richardson/Galquten
@6 4
5 DANCIN' PARTY Showaddywaddy
Arista 149 Carlin
Showaddywaddy
7
7
5 DADDY COOL Darts
Magnet MAG 100 Jewel/Big 3
T. Boyce/R. Hartley
14
5 I WILL Ruby Winters
O 8
Creole CR 141 April
S.J. Prod./Keyseven Music
13
£ 9
4 FLORAL DANCE Brighouse & Rastrick Band
Transatlantic BIG 548 Chappell
Ivor Raymonde
10
10
6 LIVE IN TROUBLE Barren Knights
Epic EPC 5752 Various
Peter Langford/Lem Lubln
£11
18
6 EGYPTIAN REGGAE J. Richman & The Modern Lovers
Beserkley B2Z2 Modern Love Song/WB Kaufman/Kolotkin
12 8
7 2.4.6.8. MOTORWAYTom Robinson Band
EMI 2715 Copyright Control
Vic Maile
9
13
12 YES SIR I CAN BOOGIE Baccara
RCA PB 5526 Louvigny Marquee
Rolf Soja
11
14
8 SHE'S NOTTHERE Santana
CBS 5671 Marquis
David Rubinson
©15
12
8 YOU'RE IN MY HEART Rod Stewart
Rivall Riva
Tom Dowd
16
15
M. Chapman
8 NEEDLES & PINS Smokie
RAK263 United Artists
17
16
9 CALLING OCCUPANTS OF INTERPLANETARY CRAFT Carpenters
A&M AMS 7318 ATV Music
Richard Carpenter
Stiff
BUY20
Street
WATCHIN'THE
DETECTIVES
Elvis
Costello
£18
22
5
Nick Lowe
Atlantic/Hansa K 11020 ATV/Hansa
17
19
6 BELFAST Boney M
Frank Farian
Ensign ENY 9 Sewer Fair Hits
23
3 MARY OFTHE FOURTH FORM Boomtown Rats
Robert John Lange
£20
25
4 LOVE OF MY LIFE Dooleys
GTO GT 110 Black Sheep/Heath Levy
Ben Findon
£21
Jet UP36313 UA/Jet
6 TURN TO STONE Electric Light Orchestra
Jeff Lynne
22 21
Rak RAK 266 Chocolate/Rak
023 49
2 PUT YOUR LOVE IN ME Hot Chocolate
M. Most
Atlantic K11047 Topographic/WB Music
Yes
024 42
2 GOIN'FORTHE ONE Yes
Atlantic K 11038 Warner Bros. Music Rodgers, Lehman. Edwards
2 DANCE DANCE DANCE Chic
025 50
Epic EPC 5732 Carlin
5 GOIN' PLACES Jacksons
K. Gamble/L. Huff
26
26
GETTIN'
READY
FOR
LOVE
Diana
Ross
Motown
TMG
1090
Rondor
3
Richard Perry
£27 31
A&M AMS 7323 Rondor
Alan Peter Kooper
3 WHITE PUNKS ON DOPE Tubes
£28 29
United Artists UP 36307 United Artists
Allen Reynolds
4 DONT IT MAKE MY BROWN EYES BLUE Crystal Gayle
£29 30
Epic EPC 5573 Carlin
Couch/Stroud/Stephenson
8 1 BELIEVE YOU Dorothy Moore
30 27
GTO GT 106 Lazy Lizard/Heath Levy
Kenny Young
35
4 GEORGINA BAILEY Noosha Fox
31
Creole CR143 R.O. Muslc/Olafsongs Ron O'Shea/Spook Productions
2 L.A. RUN Carvells
032 47
Philadelphia PIR 5699 Famous Chappell
3 ONLYTHE STRONG SURVIVE Billy Paul
K. Gamble/L. Huff
33 39
IT'S A HEARTACHE Bonnie Tyler
RCA PB 5057 Mighty Music/RAK Macay/Scott/Wolfe
'AA
Decca F13731 Sparta Florida
Chris Denning
3 YOU'RE FABULOUS BABE Kenny Williams
35 37
LOVE'S UNKIND Donna Summer
AK
GTO GT 113 Heath Levy
Moroder/Bellotte
Mountain NAZI AcuffRose/WB
Manny Charlton
37 20 11 LOVE HURTS ETC. Nazareth
Prima Linea
Harvest HAR 5133 Robert Mellin
38 24 13 BLACK IS BLACK La Belle Epoque
RCA PB 1121 Bewley/Fleur/EG D. Bowie/T. Visconti
8 HEROES David Bowie
39 34
CBS 5779 Island
M. White/Kalimba Prod.
4 BABY BABY MY LOVE IS ALL FOR YOU Deniece Williams
40 33
Mike Vickers
DJM
DJS
10810
Standard
CAPTAIN
KREMMEN
Kenny
Everett/Mike
Vickers
4
32
41
Phil Spector
Phil
Spector
Int.
2010022
Screen
Gems/EMI
YOU
VE
LOSTTHAT
LOVIN'
FEELIN'
Righteous
Brothers
3
042 46
Fauves-Puma
Prod.
Philips
6042
325
Carlin
DONT LET ME BE MISUNDERSTOOD Santa Esmeralda
43 41
Virgin VS 196 Warner Brothers Joe Boyd/John Wood
44 ■;iv.wiiim ONLY WOMEN BLEED Julie Covington
Wild Willy Barrett
Polydor 2058951 And Son Music
45 KEEnaH REALLY FREE John Otway/Wild Willy Barrett
Pye7N
46018
ERM
Int.
K.
Rossiter/S. Elson
RUN
BACK
Carl
Douglas
46 eKUM
Paul Simon/Phil Ramone
CBS 5770 Deshufflin'
SLIPSLIDIN'AWAY Paul Simon
MCA 111 Chappells
msM WHITE CHRISTMAS Bing Crosby
Alan Warner
United
Artists
UP
36331 Chappells
ZjSMm AS TIME GOES BY Dooley Wilson
J. Morali
DJMDJS 10817 Scorpio
SAN FRANCISCO Village People
50

STAR BREAKERS
JAMMING/PUNK Y REGGAE PARTY,
Bob Marley & The Wallers, Island WIP
6410
GET ON THE FUNK TRAIN. Munich
Machine, Oasis 2
MY WAY. Elvis Presley. RCA P8 1165
WILD YOUTH, Generation X. Chrysalis
CHS 2189
DISCO BEATLEMANIA, DBM, Atlantic K
11027
I WANNA SEE YOU SOON, Tavares,
Capitol
CL 15345
A WHITER
SHADE OF PALE. Procol
Harum, Cube BUG 77
UP WITH THE COCK, Judge Dread.
Cactus CT110
LAY DOWN SALLY, Eric Clapton, RSO
2090264
I DONT WANNA LOSE YOUR LOVE,
Emotions, CBS 5819
DISTRIBUTORS A-Z
As Time Goes By
49E
Baby Baby My Love Is
All For You
40C
Belfast
19W
Black Is Black
38E
Calling Occupants Of
Interplanetary Craft
17C
Captain Kremmen
41C
Daddy Cool
7E
Dance Dance Dance
2SW
Dancin* Party
6F
Don't It Make My Brown Eyes Blue.. . 23E
Don't Let Me Be Misunderstood
43F
Egyptian Reggae
US
Floral Dance
9S
Georgina Bailey
31C
Gettin Ready For Love
27E
Goin'ForThe One
24W
Goln'Places
26C
Heroes
39R
How Deep Is Your Love
5F
I Believe You
30C
It's A Heartache
34R
I Will
8CR/C
L.A. Run
32C
Live In Trouble
10C
Love Hurts Etc
37F
Love Of My Life
21C
Love's Unkind
36C
Mary Of The Fourth Form
20F
Mull Of Klntyre/Girls School
IE
Name Of The Game
4C
Needles And Pins
16E
Only The Strong Survive
33C
Only Women Bleed
44C
Put Your Love In Me
23E
Really Free
45F
Run Back
46A
Rockln' All Over The World
3F
San Fransico
50C
She's Not There
14C
Slip Slidin' Away
47C
Turn To Stone
22E
2.4.8.8 Motorway
12E
We AreTho Chompiona
2E
Watchin'The Detectives
18E
White Christmas
48E
White Punks On Dope
28C
Yes Sir I Can Boogie
13R
You're Fabulous Babe
35S
You're In My Heart
15W
You've Lost That Lovin' Feelin"
42F
© British Market Research Bureau
Ltd. 1977, publication rights licensed
exclusively to Music Week and
Broadcasting rights to the BBC. AJI
rights reserved.
TOP WRITERSLaina, 2 Freddie
1 Paul McCartney/Denny
Mercury, 3 Fogorty, 4 B. Andorsson / B.
Ulvaeus / S. Anderson, 5 Bee Gees. 6
Mann/Apple, 7 Blay / Crewe, 8 D.
Glasser, 9 Katie Moss, 10 Various. 11
Jonathan Richman, 12 Tom Robinson. 13
Rolf Soja, 14 R. Argent, 15 Rod Stewart.
16 Bono, 17 Klaatu, 18 Elvis Costello, 19
Deutscher / Menke / Billsbury, 20 Celdof,
21 Ben Findon / Mike Myers. 22 Jeff
Lynna, 23 D. Brown, 24 Anderson, 2S
Lehman / Edwards / Rodgers. 26 K.
Gamble/L. Huff, 27 Snow / Golde, 28
Evans / Spooner / Staen, 29 R. Leigh. 30
Dick & Donald Addrisi, 31 Kenny Young /
Herbie Armstrong. 32 R. Keith, 33 K.
Gamble / L. Huff, 34 Scott/Wolfe, 35 Bob
Larimer, 36 D. Summer / Morodar /
Bollote, 37 B. Bryant, 38 Wadloy / Jayes /
Grainger, 39 David Bowio/Brian Eno. 40 V.
Whito/R. Wright. 41 Kenny Evarott/Miko
Vickars, 42 Spector / Mann / Weil, 43
Benjamin / Marcus / Caldwell /
Headbum, 44 Alice Cooper/Dick Wagner.
45 John Otway, 46 S. Elson/D. Stevenson,
47 Paul Simon. 48 Irving Berlin, 49 Herman
Humpfold, 50 K. Belolo/P, Whitehead/P.
Hum.

TOP 50 compiled for Music Week, and BBC from a panel of 300 shops by British Market Research Bureau.
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I
DISCS
CALLING SCOTLAND!
BIG DISCOUNTS - BIG SERVICE
We have all the best on records and tapes. Also in stock
PVC sleeves, cassettes, record cases, Blank tapes etc. at
lowest prices.
Cash & Carry available.
Hours Monday to Saturday 9-5.
Christmas opening Sunday Dec. 11 8-18. 9.30 to 2.30.
Tibro Record Distribution,
14 Powdrake Road, Grangemouth,
Stirlingshire.
Tel: 032-44 71946

m
f

rs

$
CHARMDALE LTD
ALL TITLES IN STOCK
NOW
1 All prices inc. Royalty, add 1 WARRENS 1 STOP!
VAT
gives me everything
THE RUNAWAYS
and profits!
.£3.25
Live in Japan
Applications, giving full personal details and
BACCARA
WARRENS
1 STOP RECORDS
1 feat. Yes Sir 1 Can Boogie/
16/18
Hollen
St.
W.I.
(off
Wardour
St)
experience and qualifications that would
Sorry 1 Am A Lady . . . .£2.75
01-734 6822/3/4. 01-439 2425
match those required for the position
CERRONE
Ask
for
Robert
Shooman
Supernature
.1
should be sent, marked 'Private Et
ROLLING STONES
Confidential' to: —
Their Greatest Hits
+ T-Shirt
£12.95
Mr. P. J. Glason,
ELVIS PRESLEY
POSITIONS
IFPI,
40 Greatest Hits (2LP)
(radio advertised)
123 Pall Mall, LONDON S.W.1
(Also available on
cassette)
.£3.30
20 Fantastic Hits
. £2.80
MOTOWN STORY5LP
Box Set
(as seen on TV)
. £4.90
ABBA
Golden Double (2LP)
,£3.90
gfefflD
Greatest Hits
BEE GEES
Odessa (2LP)
£3.90
EDITOR
ROD STEWART
A Shot of Rhythm
is a new magazine for musicians and recording/mixing engineers. The
'n' Blues
£1.25
editorial base will be the increasing common ground between these
DONNASUMMER
Greatest Hits
£2.30
complementary aspects of music.
LINDA RONSTADT
Simple Dreams
£2.05
Announced this month in London and New York, the magazine now
LITTLE RICHARD
needs an editor who can ensure that its realisation is the complete
Live—20 Super Hits . . . £1 25
success that these vital facets of modern music deserve.
EATER
The Album
£2.15
If you consider that you are capable of editing Sound International,
write or call:
12" Singles
Ray Carter, Sound International,
DONNASUMMER
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR92TA, England
1 Feel Love/ Down
Deep Inside
.£1.80
01-6862599
SEX PISTOLS
Anarchy in the UK ... . £1.25
[1 LINK HOUSE GROUP
ELTON JOHN
Get Up & Dance
.£1.80
No carriage charge on
orders of 25LPs or more
AND MANY MORE
Assistant
IMPORTS
1
DELETIONS
OVERSTOCKS
1
Financial Accountant
IPs AND CASSETTES
Visifois
Welcome
Wembley Area
To £3,750
Cosh/Quantify discounts avaFab'e 11
Write or telephone for our 1
Due to our policy of promoting within whenever possible we have an opening for
latest lists
1
someone aged around 25 years who has 2-3 years' financial accounting experience.
CHARMDALE LTD.
Ideally you will be part qualified in ACMA or ACCA.
1 3SANDR1NGHAM MEWS,
EALING.
1
LONDON W53DG
Reporting to our financial accountant in an Accounts Department of around 30 people,
your responsibilities would include analysis of accounts, maintenance of fixed asset
Telephone 01 -579 9331 -7
register and preparation of journal vouchers.
Telex: 931 945 HETREC
WHEN
REPLYING TO
ADVERTISEMENTS
PLEASE
MENTION
MUSIC WEEK
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INFORMATION OFFER
Pall Mall, London
The Recording Industry's International
Federation, known as IFPI, requires an
Information Officer whose principal duties
would include providing information to IFPI
Members and National Groups throughout
the world, editing a quarterly publication
about the activities of IFPI and its National
Groups, and acting as Press Officer in
producing material for the music and related
trade press concerning IFPI's general
activities.
The successful applicant would be based at
IFPI's Head Office in London but some
travel abroad would be involved.
Considefable previous experience as a
successful Journalist or Information Officer
is required and experience of the record
business and/or the specialised music press
would be preferred. Fluent French is
essential.
The salary will be commensurate with age,
qualifications, and experience and would be
between £5,500 p.a. and £7,000 p.a.

You would be based in our modern offices at Alperton and work in a friendly, informal
atmosphere. We offer excellent benefits.
If you are interested write giving full details of qualifications and career to date.
E. Klec-Pilewska, WEA Records Ltd.,
P.O. Box 59, Alperton Lane,
uuea Wembley, Middx HA0 1FJ. HHHHI

Everything
in the
Garden is lovely ...
The Advertisement Manager of SOUNDS
urgently requires a SECRETARY.
If you would like an interesting job with
good salary, 4 weeks' holiday, L.V.'s etc.,
office in Covent Garden, why not phone or
write now to:
Steve Bush-Harris, 40 Long Acre,
London WC2E 9JT.
01-836 1522. Ext. 46

O

EQUIPMENT
r

N

CLASSICS
^ TCP 20
f
r
GROUPS

>
N

' VOCAL

>

Swrfh, whik,pl£Ufacreccrd dtVtim kvifa,
fhiofi, ultnt-leyMt
head/i
S/fi
yejuired)- uweotobit.
prices. Fiutswyiice-.
SIGNS FAMILIAR
How dale,
Down ham Market,
Norfolk PE38 9AL.
Tel: (03663)2511/4

FOR SALE
One 6' 3". One 5' Doubled Sided,
Two 5' Wall Mounted Browsers, 1
8tr/Cass Rack, 1 8lr rack.
Top 20 LP/Singles Boards. Listening
Booth + Purpose Built Counter.
Bargain C450o.n.o.
For fuller details
01-3303023
DECOR
SIT YOUR BUM ON
ONEOFOUR
REGENT
CHESTERFIELDS!
Add elegant comfort to
your office, reception,
studio. Made to order in
Dralon, velvet, leather or
your fabric — from £222.
View...
HAMILTON
REPRODUCTIONS
129 Pitshanger Lane.
London W5
or call Richard Cooper 439
6332

(Eljrijatmaa

(Ecmr

*********************

Send Your Christmas
Greetings through
Music Week for just
£5.00 a s.c.i. and
reach all your friends
in the trade.
Phone Felicity on 01836 1522 for further
details.
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Darts
GETTING THE punters bopping in
the aisles at the Rainbow is one
thing; turning an initially cool,
conference-minded audience of
record and radio business people
into a band of ecstatically
appreciative banshees is another.
Darts, with an act combining style,
ability, professionalism and justbarely controlled lunacy, worked the
trick at the Lido de France when
they provided the Saturday night
cabaret for delegates at the MW
Broadcasting Forum on Jersey. This
nine-piece purveyor of late Seventies
doo-wop has a single Daddy Cool in
the top five, and has just released its
first LP on Magnet — which won
the band after a very understandable tussle for acquisition of such a
collection of well-knowns. The band
divides roughly into a front line of
ex-Rocky Sharpe members and a
back line out of John Dummer Blues
Band, with Dummer himself on
drums, plus Thump Thompson,
bassist — who has played with both
— and the skilled young ivories
tickler, Hammy Hp well, who was in
neither, and joined Darts when it
was two weeks old after lead vocalist
and founder of Darts Den Hegarty
heard him at a gig. With such a large
line-up the stage possibilities are
many and varied, and Dans exploits
them all, giving individual members
opportunities to headline and
change musical style in stunning
fashion (and for those who were
lightheartedly bludgeoned by
Hegarty during his crazy career
through the audience in the I'm Mad
number, that is no metaphor).
With minimal time-wasting on
introductions, the band went
through a superb set offering
everything from the odd belting rock
number through a four-voice a
capella singing, to straight piano
boogie from Howell and a
hilariously gruesome punk ballad (if
the human psyche can encompass
such a description) delivered by
soprano, sax not vocal, man Horatio
Hornblower. With an act which is in
the first league both visually and
musically Darts should have no
trouble keeping its nine talented
head-cases, and Magnet, in the style
to which everyone could easily
become accustomed.
Pleasers
IF EVER a band deserved its warm
reception it was the Pleasers. When
the Bowles Brothers, scheduled for
the Sunday night cabaret, dropped
out at short notice Arista marketing
manager John Cooper contacted the
band in London and arrangements
were quickly made to fly them out to
Jersey. Despite foul weather they
arrived and set up stage as best they
could with the equipment available,
having been unable Jo organise
transport for their usual stage gear.
With much-appreciated help from
Darts' roadies the Pleasers were
ready to play on time, and gave the
assembled media and music
cognoscente a hefty reminder that
punk lives — but so does beat and
harmony. The act suffered from
sound problems, but these were not
bad enough to hide the fact that it is
a vocal group which, as the cliche
goes, could go far. While the idea
that these four long-limbed young
chaps in matching suits and ties
making happy music with the
quaintly passe combination of two
guitars, bas§ and drums — are
imitating the Beatles does not
survive past the stage of idle musing,
they do have the same line-up of
instruments, and the act is redolent
of the Sixties beat boom. This
apparent piece of courageous dyke
mending in the path of a tidal wave
of public favour for raucous, loud
and
belligerent rock was in fact
S1
mple practicality. The band had
originally
been quite heavy, but the
nee
d to have a stage act which could
ve
™o itself around quickly and
led
to
the
1 ars/
bass/drums lineup with the

emphasis on harmony vocals
delivering good melodic songs. They
are steadily gaining good numbers of
Jams. The set was a success, and
exposed many of the band's selfpenned songs, including Billy, Wail,
Tell Me What You're Doing, Be
Here Tonight, and the three on their
first Arista release — an EP — Who
Arc You, I'm In Love, and Lies.
TERRI ANDERSON
Graham Parker
IN THE last two years, Graham
Parker has done much to re-vitalise
the strange hybrid of rock and soul
that once ruled the dancehalls and
airwaves of the country back before
'progressive' music, in the midsixties.
He is a tiny stick-insect of a man,
bristling with scarcely-controlled
energy that is expended either in the
form of a throat-wrenching rasp of a
vocal or in jerky, hypertense dance
steps. Despite his small stature, he
stays in the spotlight and keeps his
position as focal point of the show
throughout — quite a feat when
there are ten musicians on stage for
most of the show.
His material runs the full breadth
of the soul genre, from the powerful
ballads like Tear Your Playhouse
Down on which he smoulders
aggressively through the frantic New
York Shuffle — both off the new
Graham Parker and the Rumour
album Slick To Me.
With the excellent Rumour —
now an act in its own right with an
album on the market — in full cry
behind him, Parker belied his
diminutive size and bulldozed the
capacity crowd at the Rainbow on
Saturday into encore after encore,
producing even better songs.
He stormed through Playhouse,
Not If It Pleases Me., exhorted the
audience to 'give it some stick' on
Stick To Me, had them on their feet
for the New York Shuffle and
followed it up with Soul Shoes.
The encore that was bound to
follow this snowballing effect came
in the form of the luxurious opening
chords of his chart hit Hold Back
The Night which revved up and
turned into (Sometimes I Feel Like)
Pouring It All Out.
For getting on for 90 minutes, the
crowd had lapped up every tasty
brass riff, every Brinsley Schwarz
guitar solo and every broken shard
of Parker's distinctive vocals, and
wandered out reluctantly after three
encores.
On the strength of this show,
Parker looks like remaining a major
attraction in the UK and the signs
look good in America.
JOHN HAYWARD

laboured the point before Cher
slipped on almost unnoticed.
It not going at last when they
began belling out the old Miracles
hit You've Really Got A Hold On
Me. It seems a shame that with all
the talent claimed for the Allmans,
this pairing has to fall back on pop
standards to make an impact, but it
worked and they could have stuck
with a formula that worked.
Their voices collide rather than
blend, but it makes an interesting
sound. Perhaps because Cher's lacks
power the lion's share of the vocals
went to her husband: indeed she left
the stage for a sizeable chunk of the
concert.
Left on his own, Allman
committed the sin of overindulgence in a dragged-out version
of the old favourite Whipping Post,
featuring three excellent
instrumental breaks that were,
unfortunately, three or four years
after their time.
With Cher back on stage the
couple just earned an encore, which
featured their best song, the new
single Move Me. There is no earthly
reason why a white American man
and a half-Indian woman should
sound like five negroes, but you
could swear it was a new Tavares
disco hit. In the end the Allmans
were a pleasant disappointment, but
their looks and reputations should
see them through until they find the
music to fit their superstar image.
GODFREY RUST
Harry
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despite the reggae cult overtaking
him as the West Indies' suppressed
minorities' spokesman, his style is
still unique and it cannot be
forgotten that he gave protest songs
a rhythm and the touch of sunshine
that opened up the world markets
for him. Belafonte might be a name
from the past but he is still a valid
artist today.
VALFALLOON
John Martyn
LONDON SAW a new John Martyn
on Monday night at the Rainbow,
He seemed to have brought his
highly original echoplexed approach
to the guitar under control after the
pit of self-indulgence he fell into
about 18 months ago. and how all he
needs is a concert sound system that
will do him justice and his career
ought to take off again.
It may well have been his recent
spell in the studios with Island boss
Chris Blackwcll at the controls and
Steve Winwood on keyboards that
wrought the changes, but fans will
be pleased to know he is again
producing his soft-flowing, eerie
music. The change has been pointed
up by the addition on stage of
Winwood together with two
members of Gong in the rhythm
section, Pierre Moerlin on drums
and Hansford Roweon bass.
The show opened with Martyn,
Winwood and Martyn's old sparring
partner Danny Thompson on
electric double bass to whirl
pleasantly through a couple of new
slow numbers. Winwood's influence
was hardly audible as he added a few
restrained keyboard touches but
Thompson's bass was as zippy as
ever.
Then Thompson left to be
replaced by the new rhythm section
to lead into what Martyn announced
as a "motorised" version of Bless
The Weather. This was followed by
a new song, Way Of The World, one
of the best of the set, with Martyn
using his echo machine sparingly
and producing a beautifully soulful
little solo in the mid-section.
On electric guitar, which was only
used for one number, he chose
Dealer for the jumpy phased
treatment, and then it was back to
the amplified acoustic for another
new song full of soft, swirling gaelictinged guitar passages with the
distinctive slurred Martyn vocals
becoming a new instrument in the
mix.
Danny Thompson returned for
May You Never, one of three songs
in the last part of the set from Solid
Air, the album that many people
believe showed John Martyn at his
best. Winwood joined on vocals and
electric mandolin for a treatment of
Over The Hill from the same LP,
and then after Big Muff, a rude and
humorous song from his latest
record sung to a Bo Diddly setting
on the echoplex and driven along by
Moerlin's deft drumming, he
finished with an atmospheric Solid
Air.
Good as the performance was,
Martyn's come-back was badly
marred by sound problems. Until
the final Solid Air, Winwood's
keyboard contributions were well
nigh lost, and throughout there were
snags with the guitarist's battery of
foot pedals and renegade crackles
from the pa. These gave the show an
annoying stop/start feel and ruined
the careful pacing.
JOHN HAYWARD

m
Hiseman himself keeps a low
profile, indispensable but
unobtrusive, and it is guitarist Gary
Moore who dominates the stage. His
antics are pure rock theatre: all
slashed sleeves, sequined pants,
athletic leaps and facial grimaces,
his energy to all appearances
boundless. His playing was in every
way impressive: fluent and fast, full
of drama and humour. An endless
variety of tones seemed to be at his
disposal, his Les Paul sounding at
one moment like Robert Fripp's
most experimental work, at the next
as pure as a Spanish guitar. His
highspot was a solo welding together
scraps of this and that, assorted
scale exercises, and other
demonstrations of technical
expertise, all thrown off with
panache and played entirely for
laughs.
Material came from Electric
Savage, Wardance and other
sources, sophisticated compositions
with many of the intricacies of
fusion music and frequent reference
to classical repertoire — the theme
from Prokofieffs Lieutenant Kije
suite appearing uncredited in its
entirety. But apart from occasional
excursions into the mysterioso, it
was all hard-driving music,
propelled with restrained aggression
by Hiseman*s excellent drumming.
His own solo was a masterly and
comprehensive exhibition, drawing a
standing ovation from the
appreciative and affectionate crowd,
but the evening's most dramatic
point was reached with a keyboard
improvisation, played amid clouds
of dry ice and culminating
unexpectedly at the moment of the
band's re-entry in the most
enormous thunderflash, firemen or
no firemen.
NICK ROBERTSHAW

Belafonte
IT WAS A very tired Belafonte who
opened the first night of his
Palladium week (following the
Royal Variety Performance the
previous evening). He has toured
Europe and the effects of
Philip
continuous working showed on even
his unlined face. He is, after all, over
50 now and has not only been a
Goodhand-Tait
singer/actor for about 30 years, but
BLOOMSBURY'S TINY Collegiate
a civil rights leader and much more
Theatre was the scene last week of a
besides. So the first half of his long
rare concert appearance by
act, backed by an excellent eightsinger/song writer Phillip
piece and a choice of four women
Goodhand-Tait, sometimes
and three men, was humourless lowcompared with his illustrious
key and detached, with the content
contemporary from the Sixties' R&B
mainly gospel and social-conscience
boom, Elton John. Unlike John,
songs. Tricky patches like out-ofGoodhand-Tait's pulling power as a
sync vocals didn't work, for example
"name" attraction is practically nil.
on Try To Remember.
The theatre was half-empty; the
However, something must have
audience mostly friends and business
happened during the interval,
acquaintances of the artist. It was
because Belafonte came back a
one of those touching occasions
changed man, bouncing with energy,
when the record company rushes
beaming with Joi de vivre and set on
round at eight o'clock, pressing free
giving the audience its
tickets into the hands of bemused
moneysworth. Following a beautiful
students.
treatment of Streets Of London,
Yet Goodhand-Tait has talent,
Belafonte launched into the old
and it's gratifying, in a business so
favourite Island In The Sun, with a
Greg Allman
cynically regarded by the public, to
hint of reggae and great sounds from
find a record company supporting
the choir; his humour came to the
an artist from whom the commercial
fore in a hilarious version of the
& Cher
returns
are likely to be modest at
Banana Boat Song, with the warmbest. His own temperament ensures
IT WAS the kind of showbiz up patter delivered in an accent more
that; no hype in the presentation,
partnership that a few years ago
appropriate to the Eton equivalent;
simply a slightly paunchy figure,
would have seemed as unlikely as a Though his huskier-than-usual voice
casually dressed, sitting diffidently
peanut farmer becoming President
betrayed the tiredness, Belafonte gave
at a rather antique piano, limiting
of the United States: Gregg Allman,
his all in the '77 version of Hole In
chat to a few words of song
My Bucket, sharing the spotlight
lesser star of the Allman Brothers
introduction and an occasional wry
Band southern boogie legend,
with Falumi Prince, his earthreference to his own lack of success.
mother leading lady who had closed
teamed up with Cher, beloved gossip
The songs fit the personality:
columnists and revered by middlethe first half. There was a take-off
gentle in tone and rather low-key,
America as some kind of ultimate
of a Baptist meeting, a prayer song
sung in a light voice with a touch of
from Haiti, and plenty of audience
status symbol, who will never quite
bluesy anguish in the infections.
participation ("If you don't like this
get the strains of I Got You Babe out
Self-accompaniment at the piano
song, sing what you like — but
of her ears no matter whom she
isn't the easiest thing in the world,
whatever you do, sing.")
marries.
but Goodhand-Tait does it very well
Credits must go, too, to the
This improbable pair now have a
indeed, his comping full of
excellent choir who were really only
Warner album, Two The Hard Way,
Colosseum II
suppressed rhythmic vitality,
given two opportunities to shine; the
on release and appeared at London's
breaking out occasionally into
JON HISEMAN'S current band
multi-racial band, whose cowbell
Rainbow last Thursday (24) at the
effective rock 'n roll. Among the
proved itself his most commercial
extravaganza livened up the first
end of a brief tour to promote it.
best numbers were Summer Rain.
outfit yet with a brilliant display at
half enormously; and Falumi
It was not a great success. The
Just A Dream from the new
the Victoria Palace last week in
Prince, who must be due for a show
show vvas dominated by Gregg
Chrysalis album, and Leon, recently
which the emphasis was firmly on
of her own.
Allman, who was in turn dominated
covered by Roger Daltrey. There
entertainment. Noise and spectacle
Belafonte is enough of a legend to
by an army of session men. What
was also a spellbinding reading of
were the ingredients: ferocious rock
merit an interview on TV's Tonight
should have been an intriguing
the old Buddy Holly classic.
on the one hand; dry ice,
Show; CBS promotional support for
mixture of styles became subEveryday. At the end of his set. the
thunderflashes and rotating mirrors
his new album and continual
Allman Brothers rock with guest
on the other. The quality of the audience applauded vigorously.
publicity for his Peace Corps
appearances by Cher.
"Thank
you", said Goodhand-Tait,
music — advanced yet gutsy — was
Committee work. He has also
The warning signals came at the
returning for his encore, "I really
faultless, the commitment of the
assured himself of a solid fan
start, when the band played
an
players total, and the end result a needed that."
following here resulting from last
NICK ROBERTSHAW
overlong introduction for A11™" *
really exhilarating concert.
year's
"comeback
tour".
And
entrance, who in turn rather
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19th Dec-Apollo, GLASGOW
20th Dec-City Hail, NEWCASTLE
21st Dec-Apollo, MANCHESTER
23rcl Dec-Corn Exchange, CAMBRIDGE
28th Dec-Top Rank, BIRMINGHAM
30th Dec-Friars, AYLESBURY
31st Dec - Rainbow, LONDON
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